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Nisga'a urged to back off bear kill 
Critics rip three-year 
ban on grizzly hunt 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE PROVINCE will ask the 
Nisga'a to voluntarily comply with a 
three-year moratorium on grizzly 
bear hunting. 
'Tm asking them to respect he 
moratorium," environment minister Ian 
Waddeli told The Standard after an- 
pressed isappointment Victoria didn't 
first consult with the Nisga'a. 
"British Columbia has a treaty obli- 
gation to allow us to take those two 
bears under the fish and wildlife chap- 
ter of the Nisga'a Treaty," he said. 
If the Nisga'a do voluntarily abide 
by the moratorium, it will avoid the 
spectre of unequal hunting rights in the 
Nass Wildlife Area. 
Negotiators designed the wildlife 
and fishing rights under the treaty so 
nouncing the hunt ban Thursday in the that when the Nisga'a are allowed to 
wake of a high-pressure campaign by hunt or fish, so too can non-natives 
environmental organizations, and other aboriginals. 
He did not say whether the province 
would - or could - enforce the request, 
Nisga'a Lisims Government presi- 
dent Joe Gosnell wouldn't say whether 
the Nisga'a will comply, but instead 
underscored their treaty rights and ex- 
In the case of grizzly bears, it gives 
the Nisga'a a certain percentage of the 
bears that a committee determines can 
be safely hunted each year. A larger 
number of huntable bears in the area 
are set aside for non-Nisga'a hunters. 
But exactly how a hunt would be 
conducted hasn't been determined yet, 
he added. 
Gosnell said there are plenty of 
grizzly bears in the Nass area, adding 
the Nisga'a don't believe a hunting 
More bears page A16 
[] Environmental groups 
set sights on a new target. 
[] Victoria told ~ to - repay 
bear critic's docked wages. 
ban is needed to protect stocks. 
Waddell promised the government 
will deliver short-term compensation 
and other aid for guide-outfitters affec- 
ted by the three-year suspension of the 
grizzly hunt. 
Asked why the government didn't 
opt for a selective ban, leaving out 
areas where it's not necessary, he 
said: "It's a difficult decision. You 
have to either do it right or not at all." 
He said the three-year province- 
wide ban is needed to conduct a pro- 
per study of bear populations, adding 
scientists are divided on that issue. 
The move to halt the hunt drew ap- 
plause from a wide range of environ- 
mental groups and bitter criticism from 
guide-outfitters, 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbreeht 
said hunt opponents are already begin- 
ning to argue it will take more than 
three years to get a reliable count. 
"Once you make a decision that's 
not subject o strict science you leave 
yourselves open to all sorts of changes 
in where the goalposts are," he said. 
"Now they want to deal with the is- 
sues of habitat, which suggests to me 
they're going to go after the issues of 
logging and more protected areas, so 
the goalposts keep changing." 
Giesbrecht opposed a moratorium - 
which he said will be difficult if not 
impossible to ever lift - and argued 
the government instead reduce the. 
hunt to whatever is sustainable based 
on the lowest population estimates. 
"It's like using a hand grenade on a 
job where a .22 calibre rifle would 
do," he said of the complete province- 
wide ban. "What can I say.'? I did my 
best. They decided otherwise." 
He accused the government of 
"caving in" to pressure from foreign 
interests and called it a "convenient 
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s The cup stops here 
B.C. LION Brett Anderson, local football fan Branden Beaupre 
and Canadian football legend Lui Passaglia gather around the 
coveted Grey Cup. Passaglia and Anderson made a quick 
stop by the Terrace Standard last Saturday en route to Prince 
Rupert for an appearance at the All-Native Basketball Tourna- 
ment. Passaglia retired from the B.C. Hens after they won the 
cup in a close battle with the Montreal Alouettes last Novem- 
ber. It was Passaglia's third Grey Cup win. 
Nearly 500 
laid off by 
Ske.e"na Cel 
ABOUT 190 workers at 
. Skeena Cellulose are bra- 
cing for another long shut- 
down of the Terrace saw- 
mill, starting Feb. 23. 
This time company offi- 
cials aren't saying for sure 
how long the mill will re- 
main down, except that 
it's expected to be at least 
five weeks. 
"It will be down, we 
think, until sometime in 
April," said SCI solid 
wood division general 
manager Dan Tuomi. 
He blamed very low 
lumber prices and said the 
shutdown could last longer 
if bad markets persist. 
"We're just going to 
have to take a bit of a hia- 
tus until we see a bit of 
improvement," hesaid2 
Workers here had just 
gone back to work this  ,mos may h fo native party shutdown.Week'endingathree'week 
Also affected by the run ere  r mill shutdown here are 
around 250 loggers who By JEFF NAGEL said, and a key organizer in the highest aboriginal proportion of with six to 10 candidates and by work for SOl. Tuomi said 
GERALD AMOS, a prominent 
Haisla leader from Kitamaat Vil- 
lage, is being tipped as a poten- 
tial candidate for the new All Na- 
tions Party here in the coming 
provincial election. 
"He's a great worker for the 
northwest and he may well be our 
candidate in Skeena," said inter- 
region. 
The party has been formed by 
aboriginal people across the pro- 
vince to challenge the existing 
provincial parties and advance is- 
sues such as the resolution of na- 
tive land claims. 
Moses said Skeena is one of 
the dozen ridings in B.C. the All 
im party leader Don Moses, a Nations Party is targeting for their 
Merritt area resident. "He'd still high aboriginal populations. 
have to get the nomination." "We know we can impact at 
Amos, a former Kitamaat Vii- least a dozen ridings and maybe 
lage chief councillor, is vice-pre- as many as 20," he said. 
the population, at close to 40 per 
cent, and will be a big focus of 
efforts. 
Skeena is third or fourth on the 
list of ridings by aboriginal popu- 
lation, he said. 
"I think we can win Skeena," 
he said. "I know we can win North 
Coast." 
Moses said party members are 
busy forming constituency asso- 
ciations and preparing campaign 
material. 
"We think definitely by the 
the time the writ is dropped we 
should have a minimum of 12," 
he said. 
He admits they won't likely 
field a full slate nor do they have 
a chance of forming government. 
"We've always felt that al- 
though we're a minority ou don't 
have to win to impact the politi- 
cal process. You just have to be 
there, put your issues squarely on 
the table, get the public's eye on 
it, and we should do better." 
The party's leadership conven- 
they likely won't resume 
operations in the bush until 
late March or early April. 
Mills and logging are 
also down in Hazelton. 
But the company 
agreed to resume a chip- 
ping shift at its Carnaby 
mill, putting up to 100 em- 
ployees back to work there 
until mid-March. 
That was a result of 
workers there agreeing to 
take a 1O per cent pay cut 
sident-at-large of the party, Moses He said North Coast has the 15th of March we should be ready tion Mar. 10-11 in Prince George. to go back to work. 
Guides slam river crowding remedies 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN ted to guido on classified waters, licence and discovers that all 'angler management plan for each of B.C.'s "My suggestion is that if we need 
FISHING GUIDES here are furious 
with a government proposal they say 
threatens to worsen - not avert - future 
overcrowding on popular ivers. 
At issue is a 56-page government 
discussion paper that outlines ways to 
control the number of anglers in the 
best fishing areas in B.C. 
The document sets out three op ,  
If the rod days are eradicated, as 
the document suggests, that could 
spell disaster for local angling guides. 
"Rod days are central and critical 
to the guiding business and to take 
them away would mean that it Would 
destroy their businesses completely," 
said Noel Gyger, president of the Ter- 
race and District Angling Guides As- 
tions. The first is to abandon regula- sociation. 
tion. The second option is to build If the current system is eliminated, • 
upon the current model, : it will open the door to. uncontrolled 
The third and most contentious sug- i guiding on the waters, he adds. 
gusts phasing out rod days for angling The rod day system would petenti- 
guides and that residents be allotted a ally be replaced by allowing clients to 
fixed amount of fishing time. purchase their own 'angler' days. 
Rod days are purchased by tenured "If rod days are taken away, what is 
guides and it gives them a certain fan established classified guide sup- 
number of days when they are permi t ,  posed to do when a client applie s for a 
days' are sold?" Gyger demanded. 
Gyger says that could easily happen 
once an electronic licensing system, 
or ELS, is implemented. It would 
allow people to buy fishing licences 
for B.C.'s rivers on the Interact. 
"There is no way that the local re- 
sident anglers will tolerate an unlimi- 
ted number of guides guiding on clas- 
sified or special waters," Gyger said. 
"This paper is a wish wash of things 
with an outcome that is so far off base 
' that  right now we are working to save 
this thing and ge t it back on track," he 
said. 
Oyger strongly believes the current 
system, with some work, carl control 
future crowding on rivers. He says the 
simple solution is to put together a
classified waters. 
That would bring together guides 
and local anglers to determine how 
crowding on popular rivers could be 
avoided. The local groups would use 
their own experiences and data from 
the ELS to help regulate fishing on 
specific rivers. 
"From the responses I've seen, 99.9 
per cent are to retain the current sys- 
"The contractors and 
the community came to us 
and said look we're pre- 
pared to do something to 
get everything back to 
work," he said. "We ap- 
preciate what they did." 
However, he said, lum- 
ber prices are so bad the 
concession was only en- 
ough to restart chipping, 
and not the whole sawmill. 
Meanwhile, another 30 
workers at West Fraser's 
sawmill in Terrace were 
laid off last week. 
They had been on a 
shift custom-chipping for 
Skeena Cellulose - work 
now no longer needed. 
Tuomi said the halt to. 
chipping at West Fraser's i 
Terrace mill wasn't a deli- 
berate effort to move the 
chipping to Carnaby to 
take advantage of wage 
concessions there. , 
He said the halt to' 
chipping here is because" 
there isn't logging taking 
place near Terrace - be- 
cause SCI's sawmill is 
down -and  as a result 
pulp logs aren't coming in. • 
Tuomi said lumber • 
prices are at their lowest 
levels in 10 years. 
"I don't think it can go 
any lower," he said. 
"We're hearing lots of an- 
nounced downtime across 
Canada and a lot of U.S. 
mills are down. At some 
point I think there will be 
a recovery, but how soon 
and how much - who 
knows." 
tern but fix it," says Gyger. "The third "We want to make sure that the 
option [presented in the discussion last person restricted from the waters; 
paper] is completely unreasonable, it's be resident anglers," he said. "The do-; 
like reinventing the wheel," cument doesn't give us comfort that; 
Fishing guides aren't the only lo- the resident angler will be the last one 
cals upset by the discussion paper, off the water," he said . . . .  : 
Many resident anglers fee l  the Anglers have until Feb. 15 to give'. 
paper doesn't adequately address their the review board their opmtons.'' , 
right to priority access on B.C. rivers. 
to control people we need to establish 
who we control and how we control 
them," said local angler Tom Prother- 
O0. 
"As that takes place, the people. 
who should be controlled last are the 
resident anglers." 
B.C. Wildlife Federation inland 
fisheries chairman Phil Hallinan 
echoed that sentiment. 
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B.C. Libs to purge.civil service 
of pollt=cally-appo nted NDPers 
A B.C. LIBERAL government, if elected, will rout out 
politically-appointed civil servants hired during the NDP 
years, party leader Gordon Campbell said during a visit 
here last week. 
"There's no question this government has politicized 
the civil service," said Campbell. 
"What we need is a professional and non-partisan 
civil service who do their jobs based on results." 
Campbell said the number of anonymous, plain brown 
envelopes ent by civil servants to his caucus has in- 
creased simply because they're worried about the extent 
that politics now plays in decision making. 
"It's like the Thought Police. I was told of a person 




By JENNIFER LANG 
WITH JUST a few months before construction tenders 
are supposed to go out, the final location for a new 
Skeena Junior Secondary is still up in the air. 
• Coast Mountains School District maintenance super- 
intendent Robert Gilfillan said additional geotechnical 
surveys are needed. 
"We're still looking for the perfect site for the 
school," Gilfillan told the school board Feb. 7. 
Although the school board had chosen the northeast 
corner of the school's present property as the best site 
because of its proximity to nearby Caledonia Senior 
Secondary, Gilfillan said the new 7,480-square metre 
school may be built much closer to the current building. 
"The northeast corner is probably the most unlikely 
place to put it," he said, adding soil surveys done this 
summer indicated that site may be where dirt excavated 
to make way for the original school foundation was 
dumped. "What we're looking at is putting it as close as 
possible to the existing building," Gilfillan said. 
That would put the $12 million new junior high just 
behind the present school, sitting partially on the exist- 
ing back parking lot and school track. 
Vehicle access, parking and drop off points would 
front Munroe Street - about where Skeena school is now. 
Until the final site is chosen, the architects won't be 
able to present he public with design drawings. 
"What we'll do is a full and complete review of 
people's backgrounds," Campbell promised. 
And if those backgrounds turn up people who weren't. 
hired through the normal civil service procedures, 
"you've got to be skeptical of them," he added. 
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Introduces 
The Esthetics & Spa Team 
Now in addition to 
HAIRSTYLING - ELECTROLYSIS- TANNING 
and a full menu of ESTHETICS. 
Images is offering nalural cleansing and 
rejuvenation through total body scrubs, 
treatment wraps, massage and reflexology. 
"Good for both the body and the mind"- 
Open,  Every  Weekday  
Evening Until 7 :00  pm 
4718-B Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
635-4997 . 1-800-251-4997 
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Podiatrist pulls services 
after dispute with hospital 
THE ONLY podiatrist in 
the region won't be doing 
any more work at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Dr. Michael Feist, who 
is based here in Terrace, is 
upset that the Terrace 
Area Health Council, 
which runs Mills, won't 
give him access to its 
operating room. 
And Feist says the 
health council has had 
since 1996, when the mat- 
ter first came to the fore- 
front, to fix things. 
"The medical by-laws 
of the hospital state the 
only people who shall 
have privileges are physi- 
cians and dentists," said 
Feist last week. 
He's asked that the by- 
laws be modified to in- 
clude podiatrists as among 
those who can be granted 
full privileges. 
"Right now I have no 
legal authority to be in 
there," said Feist of Mills 
Memorial. "The hospital is 
at risk and I am at risk. I 
don't know if my insurance 
will cover me there." 
Feist thought he was on 
the way to having things 
changed late last year 
when he was given privi- 
leges in December. 
Those privileges were 
revoked in January after 
the health council, upon 
looking at its bylaws 
again, decided that only 
members of the B.C. Col- 
lege of Physicians and 
Surgeons and College of 
Dental Surgeons could be 
given privileges. 
Much the same hap- 
pened back in 1996, Feist 
said. 
"They've had long en- 
ough to change the by- 
laws," he said. 
"I have tried to provide 
care and the reason I'm 
taking the action I am is 
sional time that a patient 
will need to go under gen- 
eral anaesthetic. 
He does acknowledge 
that before the hospital 
yanked his privileges 
again last month, it gave 
him approval to do some 
procedures. 
But these are ones Feist 
says he can do in his of- 
fice right now anyway. 
If Feist had full privi- 
leges, he estimates he 
would receive about one 
operating room day every 
three months. 
"They need to get their 
act together," said Feist of 
the situation. 
Feist would not com- 
ment directly when asked 
if giving him operating 
room time would restrict 
that given to surgeons who 
already have privileges. 
"That's a very delicate 
issue," he said. "There's 
no question that OR 
(operating room) time is 
very jealously guarded at 
Mills Memorial Hospital." 
Health council chief 
executive officer Dieter 
Kuntz says Feist's privi- 
leges were indeed pulled 
because the by-laws on 
medical staff only refer to 
people who are members 
of the physicians and sur- 
geons and dental colleges. 
"The council was sym- 
pathetic but the by-laws 
first need to be changed," 
he said. 
In any event, the coun- 
cil has now decided that 
so much time has past 
since the by-laws were last 
examined in 1988 that 
they should be. reviewed 
with an eye to making 
changes, Kuntz continued. 
It means that Feist's re- 
quest for podiatrists to be 
added to the privileges list 
will be one of many issues 
to come up. 
DR. MICHAEL FEIST says he's been trying since 1996 to have podiatry, his 
specialty, recognized at Mills Memorial Hospital so he can have full privileges, 
•, ;~ c 
amining by-laws will take 
some time. 
One wrinkle is that 
once new by-laws are writ- 
ten, they have to be ap- 
proved by the health mini- 
stry before becoming offi- 
cial. 
And there's no time- 
table on how long that 
could take. 
Overpass now a priori :y 
A PEDESTRIAN overpass of the railway 
yard is becoming a major priority for city 
council because of ,citizen pressure, says 
mayer Jack Talstra. 
"There's continuous pressure for a pe- 
destrian crossing so I'm sure there will be 
one in the near future rather than the dis- 
tant future," Talstra said. 
He said the city is exploring a number 
of options, including buying a used pe- 
destrian overpass in Vancouver that might 
be acquired at a deep discount. 
level crossings in the name of safety in 
recent years -would agree to city coun- 
cil's idea to reopen Kalum St. between 
Greig Ave. and Keith Ave. as a crossing 
point, 
But he said it might be possible to ne- 
gotiate a reduction in the number of 
tracks in a certain area to make a pedes- 
trian overpass more feasible. 
Even if an overpass is built, Talstra's 
not convinced all the people who now 
walk .over the tracks will use it. 
, t¢ ( ,  It .r .,, ,1 ~t: g¢ .that the-system .::~0d t ;~!'~},We need to first strike We:thO~tght w~ili?~heek~ff~'61i[~ h~::~" !:~Any pedestrian that walks througl~ 
;rgspond."i~il-i!., , !~-~i~ !~:fi~!~Pmmittee. We,re start-:said, addihg, city s~llf[~have':~'hde onl~!aa~t:"'around box cars is not going t01 
Frost wants access to mg nght back at s uare "vet ex lorator "m umesso f/ir * ~ bhan e their h b~ " " ' 
' ' ': .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q ...... y""*p" • y . q ..... ".~::1 "i 7: .......... g " a "t easily, he daid~: It s' 
the operating room be' one," Kuntz said in admit- Talstm said he can't imagine CN Rail ' not too" bright to do that in the first 
cause there is the occa- tin g that the PrO.coss of ex- - which has worked actively to eliminate place." 
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News In Brief 
All fired up 
THE GROUP bringing in fire departments from 
around the province to burn down the old Kemano 
townsite to give them some experience is looking 
for unwanted furniture and household items. 
"We want to make this training as realistic as 
possible," says Theresa James of the Kemano Pub- 
lic Safety Initiative, a project of the Kitimat fire 
department and the provincial fire commissioner. 
"With just an empty house, you don't get the 
fuel and gasses you would at a real fire at a house 
containing household items," she said. 
On the wanted list is furniture and all manner of 
electrical appliances. Those with items they don't 
need are asked to call the Ter.race fire department 
at 638-4734. 
Approximately 300 firefighters burned down 
houses in Kemano last fall. The final 35 homes 
will be burned beginning April 23. 
There is no deadline to donate items but bringing 
them in as early as possible is appreciated, said 
James. There is a trip to Vancouver and accomo- 
dations draw for those who make donations. 
Geoduck poachers fined 
TWO men originally from Prince Rupert have to 
come up with $27,000 for poaching eoducks, the 
largest clam species living in the B.C. coast. 
Doug Sangster and Scott Prieb harvested the 
geoducks from the west side of Banks Island in 
Dec. 1999. The area had been closed to harvesting 
the clams due to paralytic shellfish poison, or "red 
tide". 
Officials seized 2, 969 pounds of geoducks when 
the two men were stopped Dec. 15, 1999 en route 
from Prince Rupert o Vancouver. 
In Prince Rupert provincial court two weeks ago, 
Sangster pleaded guilty to possessing and harvest- 
ing geoducks and was fined $15,000. Prieb plead 
guilty to possessing the geoducks and was given a 
$12,000 fine. 
Almost all of the fine money will be paid to 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada to continue conser- 
vation of B.C.'s geoduck resource. 
Racial diversity 
committee to meet 
REPRESENTATIVES from Multiculturalism B.C. 
will be in Terrace Feb. 24 to meet with a steering 
committee here. 
The meeting's goal is to initiate programs that 
promote fair and equal treatment for people of all 
races when they obtain services in the community. 
Institutions and agencies uch as the hospital, 
the B.C. Access Centre, NWCC, and the Workers' 
Compensation Board are anticipated to attend. 
"It's for them to come out and hear how they can 
work together to ensure that people are treated 
fairly," said Olga Power, a city councillor involved 
with. the committee. , . 
The,commtttee is looking for zdeas from interes- 
ted, commated individuals, For •information call 
Olga Power at 635-3833. 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
I I I I I I 
- -  __ BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
Toss A Dwarf Lately?. 
Kyle barked at his co worker at the construc- 
tion site, "Hey pipsqeak, my dog could do better 
work." BASED ON /~/~WJE'I~ 
"Wow, a complete sentence. I'm impressed." ACTUAL COURT ] [ l~gL~,  
Tony was very sensitive about his height of 5'2". CASES ~ ~  
But he knew how to put on a tough front. 
The supervisor came by. "Lunch timel" 
Kyle grumbled. "l want a different partner. 
This dwarf can't do anything right." 
"You can drown your sorrows after work at 
that bar of yours," chuckled the supervisor. 
Kyle addressed all the workers as he  
opened his lunch box. "i'm thinking of adding a 
new attraction to my bar....a dwarf tossing con- 
"Say hi to Tony, everybody," Kyle called out 
from a back table. "Tear up as many posters 
as you want. I got lots of of copies." 
=Cut his out, Kyle. The joke's over." Tony 
started walking over. 
Kyle stood up. "Don't start something you 
can't finish, little guy." 
Suddenly, Tony lost it. He grabbed a beer 
test. Whatdya think, Tony?" glass and threw it. 
The workers roared with laughter. "AAAAHHHHI My eyel I'll sue you for my 
Tony stared silently at his sandwich, his jaw injudesl" Kyle screamed. 
:i clenched in anger. =And I'm suing you for ruining my reputa- 
That evening, Tony's girlfriend brought him tlonl" Tony yelled back. 
an ice pack for his raging headache. "Try to . In court, Tony argued firmly. "Your Honour, 
relax, honey. You have nothing to prove to Kyle that sign made ms a laughing stock to my fel- 
or anyone. You're smart, you're handsome and levy workers and supervisors. I'll never get 
you're tall enough for me." over the embarrassment and the shame. 
Tony closed his eyes and tried to forget Make Kyle pay for defamation. And I don't owe 
: about he day. him for his injuries. I never meant o hit him. 
The phone jolted him back to reality. Besides, Kyle provoked me." 
"Hey Tony, it's Freddy. Just wanted you to Kyls argued back. =Your Honour, I've never 
know,..Kyle put up a sign at his bar...with your had a dwarf toss at my bar. That sign was just 
:i name on it." a joke. But my injuries are no joke. That little 
'Tony's pulse raced. "Give me the address, pltbull Is liable for the scar on my face and my 
I'm going to talk some sense Into him," recurring headaches." 
Tony drove to the bar. 
A big sign was plastered on the window. Is Tony liable for Injuring Kyle? Did Kyle 
"Dwarf tossing. Call Tony at 555-8930." defame Tony? Youl Be The Judge, Then 
: Furiously, Tony ripped it off and walked inside, look below for the court's decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law Civi l  L i t igat ion Abor ig ina l  Law 
Free  In i t ia l  In terv iew fo r  I .C .B.C.  and  
Personal Injury Claims 
.4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone:  638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
JI YOU! BE THE JUDGE - DECISION: "Pay up, Tony" ruled Judge Irving. Even though you dkln t mean to hit 
him, lhrewin8 gm glass In his directton makes you liable. Kyle did notffing Immediately before that ¢ouM 
be consMered provocation, As to the dwarf tou silpm It was cruel and chiklllh but it nsn't de~. .  
abusive words damaged your pride but not your reputaUon. Reasonable people In the context, namely 
~s~umn . ~ n case . .  pro . . . .  Columbt~lfpuhaveaslmlluproblm~ple~emmult~'d~=t&i~lsKd~myuurprov. 
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try mm t~mp/, axe lepl .i,~ues in me upe n~v~ mm p~my reduced and mplifled. Clsl~e t~T~dn b e l~i~ md ninon=Ill' r/ndi=~d ¢olum- 
nN.Copyrlsl t 21101 H=dlm F, nte~prls~ A26-2 . ~ . ~, , 
Ask for Wood. 
When you  choosewood,  you  suppor t  our  
fo res t  indust ry  - one  in seven  jobs  
depends  on  i t .  Bu i ld ing  w i th  wood bui lds  
our  prosper i ty  wh i le  be ing  gent le  to  our  
env i ronment .  Wood is nature 's  cho ice ,  
so make i t  yours.  
Ask for wood. Build with pride in 
For  in fo rmat ion  ca l l  
1 -877-929-WOOD 
US at  m._. Wvv . 
Od. 
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Bear facts 
ONE OF the pleasures of living in the north is 
that we're far removedfrom the sometimes mass 
hysteria of events down south. We have the hx- 
ury of viewing them on our television, wondering 
just what the hock is going on with those people 
down there. 
It's a comforting feeling until something hap- 
pens which affects us and it's only then do we 
realize that we've been caught napping. 
A case in point is the ruckus over shooting 
grizzly bears. From seemingly out of nowhere 
this issue has grown as big as the Campaign 
against logging in this province. 
Few of us, even though we live up here, have 
actually seen a grizzly and far, far fewer will want 
to go out and shoot one of these magnificent crea- 
tures. But there's that feeling once again that 
people and organizations based elsewhere want 
once again to intrude on lifestyles in the north, to 
i impose their attitudes and perceptions on us. 
'- To be sure, this grizzly thing is very much part 
, of the manoeuvring leading up to the calling of a 
provincial election. Many and varied interest 
groups out there are demanding politicians take 
action on any number of fronts in order to curry 
favour among the voters. There are, for instance, 
billboards in Vancouver demanding an end to the 
grizzly bear hunt. 
Because we're few in number in the north and 
because our system of government relies on the 
rule of the majority, there is often nothing we can 
do to prevent he south from having an undue in- 
fluence up north. 
The overriding impression is that last week's 
~ .morato.rium, ostensibly: to allow, a pure; scientific 
• examination Of the subject, has mbfeto do ,with 
politics and emotion than with science and logic. 
For many people up here, there is indeed an en- 
dangered grizzly in this province - the basketball 
playing variety in Vancouver. If anybody or any- 
thing should 'be subject to a moratorium, it's ] 
those guys. 
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On your marks, !;let set 
VICTORIA - The next B.C. 
general election won't be 
called for another two or three 
months, but the campaign is 
already in full swing. 
Along with the daily deluge 
of pizza joint, grocery and de- 
partment store flyers, the post- 
man or, in deference to the 
politically correct, the letter 
carrier, delivered two house- 
hold mailers from my friendly 
provincial government. 
The first extolled the vir- 
tues of the NDP government's 
health care initiatives, the 
other informed me that British 
Columbia has "reached a 
milestone of global signif- 
icance" by having doubled the 
province's parks and protected 
areas in the past nine years. 
Those would be the years 
that the New Democrats have 
governed British Columbia. 
But it is the overall record of 
those yearsthe NDP:will have 
• to defend when it faces the 
electorate. 
And just what is that re- 
cord? Well, it's a spotty one. 
A lot has been written about 
the fudged budget and fast 
ferry issues, including by me, 
that they are the top two 
things that bother British Co- 
lumbians about he NDP. 
To be sure, they are worth 
I I I I 
porations are turning in hefty 
profits. The Insurance Corpora- 
tion of British Columbia has 
i;i( 
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HUBERT BEYER 
remembering. Nobody likes 
being lied to by a premier. 
And nobody likes a failed pro- 
jeet that is costing the tax- 
payers dearly. But if you ex- 
clude these two, the NDP 
hasn't really done all that 
done so well that it is giving a 
$100 refund to every driver 
with a good record. 
B.C. Hydro has managed to 
give British Columbians elec- 
tricity rates that: are among the 
lowest on the continent, while 
cashing in on the energy 
crunch in California to the 
tune of more than $1 billion. 
And then, of course, there is 
the above-mentioned mile- 
stone of "global significance," 
which is a remarkable f at any 
government could and would 
be proud of. 
So why does everybody 
seem to hate the NDP to the 
point that senior advisers fear 
the possibility of a shutout in 
the next election, with the 
badly. Liberals winning every seat? 
Yes; they brought :in ~ se,;,~n~,~"qif: ~i ~ ~tit~hell! fudged budget 
deficit budgets, some of ~iit~h'.i;~aiidfagt ei~l~g. 
fat least were not of their own These. ~wo issues are so 
making, what with the Asian deeply ingrained on the voters, 
melt-down. And they partially 
made up for it with the two 
latest balanced budgets. 
Students at the province's 
institutes of higher learning 
have benefited from a freeze 
of tuition fees that has been in 
effect for several years. 
Some of the Crown cor- 
minds, they've been rehashed 
ad infinitum for years now, in- 
cluding by me, that they have 
become the justification for 
the NDP's death sentence. 
A word about the possible 
annihilation of the NDP. A few 
months ago, I thought it pos- 
sible, too, but not any more. 
? 
, Although the company is owned by the tax- 
: payer, it's kept its books closed by hiding behind 
"the dubious cloak of corporate confidentiality. 
• And that's balderdash. If Skeena Cellulose was a 
' publicly traded company, we'd learn far more. 
Determining the exact health of Skeena Celh- 
. lose is a necessity if we are to make an educated 
choice between the NDP and the Liberals in the 
upcoming election when it comes to economic 
policies. ~- 
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I agree with Gordon'Camp- ~: 
bell, the Liberal opposition 
leader and premier-in-waiting 
apparent, who points out, and 
wisely so, that the NDP has al- 
ways had a core support of 30 
per cent plus. I say wisely, be- 
cause assumption of easy vie- 
tory can be dangerous. 
The NDP may be stuck at 
the 20-per-cent support level 
now, but those numbers will 
move up during the months 
leading up to the election,,: 
I still consider another vie- 
tory by the NDP impossible, 
but I no longer anticipate a
slaughter. 
A friend of mine in Prince 
George has egged me on for 
some'time to put some num- 
bers to the outcome. So, here 
goes: Campbell says with only t 
its core support, the NDP could 
expect to get up to 24 ;seats. 
"For reasons mentioned, a~Q~e, 
he's being caut!ous. ,,~s',i~i~gs 
stand right now~ I;il'go;',wi'th, '15 
seats. 
O yes, one more thing: 
please don't ask me how often 
my predictions have turned out 
to be correct. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http: l/www.hubertbeyer.com: 
• Open up i 
' type of report into the goingson at Skeena Cellu: J ! 
lose, the mainstay of the northwest economy. ,,~ 
Stay home,  It's much safer 
I AM often asked why I never 
Tram Canada for hours. 
Only last weekend a large 
rock from a passing dump 
truck punched through a wind- 
shield of a car, fatally smash- 
ing into the driver's head. How 
do you protect yourself against 
that? 
Even airlines aren't immune 
to stupidity. In Prince George a 
passenger boarded with a bot- 
tle of drain cleaner trucked 
among the undies in her carry- 
on suitcase. During the flight 
to Vancouver liquid leaked 
from the bottle and the suit- 
case, a liquid 85 per cent sul- 
phuric acid. It burned two pas- 
sengers, and a hole through 
seat upholstery and carpet. 
Pending disasters abound. In 
Quebec, a boulder the size of 
an SUV hung suspended in a 
wire mesh sling over the side 
of a blocked off highway as 
workers scrambled to safely 
remove it, 
Unpredictable weather adds 
to my worries. In Newfound- 
land, so much snow has fallen 
they have no place to stashit. 
For weeks sidewalks have been 
buried. In Cape Breton, an 
arena roof collapsed during a 
Saturday hockey game. 
Risk lurks everywhere. Eng- 
land is flooded. Russia has 
rarely been so cold. Western 
India is digging out from a 7.8 
earthquake that flattened whole 
neighbourhoods in seconds. 
Still, I should tempt both 
road rage and air rage to get a 
sunburn? 
No way. EspeCially 'sin~e 
my brother mentioned the 
white sands stink like a back 
alley. Lazy visitors use it as a 
litter box. 
If I had the $5000 for two 
weeks round trip by air to Yu- 
catan, I'd be short the cost:of 
sufficient life insurance teqet 
me stepoff with confidence 
travel, not even during winter 
while work is slow and south- 
ern climes offer sunshine. 
Well, travel is risky. A winter 
tan isn't to die for. 
My sister and her husband, 
retired farmers, just returned 
from two weeks in Yucatan. 
They drove• to Edmonton and 
: flew from there for one week 
of beaches and another week 
spent  s ightsee ing  
agriculture/archeology. I wor- 
ried the whole time. 
I need no help finding rea- 
sons to worry. Every time I 
turn on the "IV news or open a 
newspaper my worst fears are 
exceeded, often by one-of-a- 
kind occurrences. 
Many risks result from poor 
judgment. As close as Hazel- 
ton, a lowbed truck driver at- 
tempted to haul a tall machine 
through a low bridge. Result: a 
vital community bridge closed 
I | "  I ' | t ] l [~ : i  : !  I ~ r o I ~  
CLAUDETTE SANDECK 
to all but single lane light ve- 
hicle traffic for perhaps six 
weeks or more while a repla- 
cement piece of steel bridge is 
fabricated. 
Last fall, near Revelstoke, a
tour bus smashed head on' into 
a truck in a tunnel, killing 
several people and closing the 
Jl' 
The Canada Quiz 
Test your knowled.cle. of, the cotJntr _y 
ToMORRow IS Feb. 15, the 36th anniversary 
of the Maple Leaf becoming Canada's flag. 
With that in mind - and to provide a way to 
spend a winter's night- here's a quiz about he 
country's past, present and future. 
1) In what year did women gain the right to 
vote in federal elections? 
a) 1918 
b) 1930 
c) 1950 . . . .  - 
2)  Who was Canada's first French Canadian 
Prime Minister (1896 - 1911)? 
a) Jean Beliveau 
b) Jacques Cartier 
ic) Sir Wilfred Laurier 
3) What document, reflecting Canada's funda- 
mental, democratic equality and linguistic 
rights, became part of the Constitution in 
19827 
a) The'Canadian Charter of Rights and Free- • 
doms 
b) The British North America Act 
e) The Act of Union 
4)What strait divides New Brunswick from 
Prince Edward Island? 
a) Northumberland Strait 
', b) Strait of Juan de Fuca 
":c) Northwest Passage 
5) What is the name of the Nova Scotia 
schooner pictured on the Canadian dime? 
a) The Intrepid 
b) The Bonaventure 
c) The Bluenose 
6) What city, founded in 1846, has been given 
the nickname "Steel City"? 
a).Sault St. Marie 
~ b) Windsor 
c) Hamilton 
7) Where can you see the world's highest 
tides? 
a) Hudson Bay 
b) Bay of Fundy 
c) James Bay 
8) What is another name for the northern 
lights? 
a) The Milky Way 
b) Aurora borealis 
c) Orion's Belt 
-, i l l  
Maple Leaf flag 36 years old 
AT THE stroke of noon on Feb. 15, 1965, Ca- 
nada's red and white maple leaf flag was 
raised for the very first time. 
And that makes tomorrow, the 36th anni- 
versary of having the maple leaf flag replace 
the Red Ensign. 
A parliamentary committee looked at more 
than 1,500 designs in search for a flag it felt 
would represent the country before choosing 
16) In 1959, what Montreal Canadiens goalie 
was the first to wear a face mask in 
the goal crease? 
a) Jacques Plante 
b) Felix Potvin 
c) Emil Francis 
17) What Canadian city hosted the 1988 Win- 




18) Name the First World War flying ace who 
was awarded the Victoria Cross and was credi- 
ted with shooting down 72 enemy planes. 
a) Jimmy Doolittle 
b) Billy Bishop 
¢) Douglas Bader 
the red maple leaf. 
Not everybody was in favour. Progressive 
Conservative leader John Diefenbaker op- 
posed the idea of a new flag which, in turn, 
was backed by the Liberal government lead 
by Luster B. Pearson. 
The idea of using red and white wasn't new 
as there were appointed as Canada's official 
colours by King George V. in 1921. 
i i  
mean? 
a) snow-covered ground 
b) vast land 
c) village or settlement 
21) What former Canadian hockey player 
wants to own a piece of a NHL hockey team? 
He's also be responsible for the Canadian 
men's hockey team at the next Winter Olym- 
pics? 
a) Bobby err 
b) Guy Lafleur 
c) Wayne Gretzky 
22) Who recently retired as the long-time pre- 
mier of Saskatchewan? 
a) Brian Tobin " 
b) Roy Romanow 
e) Harry Lali 
9) Which province or territory has the fewest 19)~.W.~o w,a~'theifliSt Canadi,~to ~i~ t_hree ] 
people? '~ '~'/~ " ~'.:,.::~!;d h0~.~r.'.~ 
a) Baffin Island '" "' :~ ~'{ medals ;~t:~neiOlylnpies?~i. ',: iii' ~ii.:i, !',~,'~ .~.~ ":~,l 
b) Nunavut ;.,: ...... • a) NancyGreene "' ' ' i 
c) Vancouver Island b) Gaetan Boueher : . . . . . .  
• "~: ~..~... , c) TrovorLinden ~ ~ - : l 10) How much of Canada li~ " "' 20) Jacques Cartier first gave Canada its name frost region7 " in 1535~ What does the Hur0n word '~Canada" a) 1/4 ,: 
b) 1/2 . _  
c) 2/3 ,,i-' 
11) What strait separatdV 
and the mainland? 
a) Strait of Georgia. 
b) Juan de Fuca Strait 
vrStrat L 12) How old are Canada's oldest iedS? 
a) 500 years 
b) 650 years 
c) 800 years 
~¢0i~'~¢' .q" : '6 '1  o'gt' 
q "0t q "6 q '8 q 'Z ~ '9 
• g o "lr o "~ ~ "~ q "t  
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13) How many hours of sunlight per day does 








c) Quebec City 
15) The Okanagan Valley contains what per- 
courage of British Columbia's orchards? 
a) 50 percent 
b) 75 percent 
c) 90 percent 
•i! ¸ 
Barbarians rule the roost 
were to sacrifice the same on the altar of col- 
lective entitlements," hewrites. 
That's fine as far as it goes from Milke's 
perspective but he forgets that the essential 
nature of native society is to act collectively 
rather than individually. 
To be fair, Mr. Milke doesn't appear to be 
exactly enthralled with the provincial Liberals 
either. 
And he does give a bit of credit to the re- 
cent change in how the NDP approaches 
budgeting and spending. 
In the end, Milke wants citizen referenda,  
more workable method of MLA recall and to 
bust up the concentration f power which ex- 
ists through our adaptation of the British par- 
liamentary form of government. 
."Our Parliamentary s stem has few checks 
and balances on virtually unlimited power, 
save the courts," Milke writes . . . . . .  
He and his supporters will have their 
chance to change things later this spring. 
A final 'note: The "garden city" in the title 
By ROD LINK 
JUST IN time for the lead up to the provincial 
election is Mark Milke's Barbarians In the 
Garden City, a book about he NDP in power. 
Call it a political obituary by a person who 
clearly has no use for the current provincial 
government. 
Miike is the B.C. director for the Canadian 
Taxpayers Federation, the constant horn in 
the side of governments across Canada when it 
comes to the use of power, spending and pub- 
lic policy making. 
It was, for instance, Milke's predecessor, 
Troy Lanigan, who helped put together the 
failed recall effozt here to oust Skeena NDP 
MLAHelmnt Giesbrecht in 1998. 
Milke says his book is about putting forth 
• ideaS to British Columbians so they can begin 
the debate of I~w governments should work. 
"Simply put - I dislike bullies," says Milke 
in his introduction. 
It shows in the 175 pages of what follows. 
Milke's thesis is that the province has been 
Hand in hand with ideology, says Milke, is 
the NDP's failure to properly manage the bud- 
get. 
There are particularly telling chapters on 
the fast ferry fiasco, the Nanaimo charities 
scandal, the establishment of a human rights 
bureaucracy and the absolute abuse of power 
by the NDP when it comes to matters uch as 
free speech. 
And because the Canadian Taxpayers Fe- 
deration's specialty is to point out the finan- 
cial wanderings of governments, Mr. Milke is 
persistent and persuasive in outlining his per- 
spective on how the government used its sig- 
nificant resources to go after citizens and 
groups with which it had disagreements. 
There's even a chapter on the Nisga'a trea- 
ty and Milke's treatment of that document 
falls neatly into line with his own political 
philosophy. It is also the weakest chapter of 
the book. 
He believes, :for instance, that the.treaty by 
arid of itself will not assist in self sufficiency. 
governed fo~ the past decade• by a group of Mr. Milke may very well have a point and refers to the many and varied outdoor offerings 
ideologically-driven people who regularly and he continues with this quote: . " ~ of Victoria. " :l 
consistently abuse the power entrusted tea  : "The treaty was a case study in just howfar : "Barbarians In theGarden City. The B,C, I 
government by the people it is supposed to  modern government, s rayed from the. protec, NDP in Power'.: Ma'rk Thomas and Black I 
sewe. . . . . .  ~: " tibn of Individual rl~ts and howwilling they Publishets.:$i995, . , 11:~ 
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Book review 
Spirit Dance 
opens door to 
treaty drama 
By JENNIFER LANG 
A NEW book by an insider to the Nisga'a treaty had the 
potential to be seen as a final sales pitch for The Client 
or a tell-all account of what really went on behind the 
scenes.  
Spirit Dance at Meziadin: Chief Joseph Gosnel! and the 
Nisga'a Treaty, by West Vancouver writer Alex Rose, 
doesn't really fall into either category. 
Rose was hired by the Nisga'a Tribal Council in 1989 
to help explain the Nisga'a and their quest for a treaty to 
a largely unaware Canadian public. 
His role as spin doctor meant he helped shape some 
of the strategies the Nisga'a used to gain acceptance for 
the treaty, a ground-breaking a reement that's been al- 
ternately hailed and criticized. 
It also gave him unparalleled SQ/r]t Dance  8t  
access to the key players on the Meziadin 
negotiating team. Harbour House 
Spirit Dance at Meziadin ef- 
fortlessly br ings  us up to speed By  Alex Rose 
on the complex components of 
the treaty, its historical context, and the central figures 
who toiled away, duty bound, for more than a century in 
the struggle to settle the land question. 
While other"native: groupg have" chosew i:onfrontation 
over n,egotiat!on, the: Nisga'a decided very early on to 
play by the white men's rules and beat them at their own 
game. 
Former MLA and Nisga'a leader Frank Calder recalls 
how at age four his father held him up to a group of 
chiefs and proclaimed he would learn how to speak, 
walk, and eat like a white man. "He is the one that's 
going to bring this case to the highest court in the land." 
With history on their side, and armed with key legal 
victories like the Calder decision, the Nisga'a embarked 
on 23 long years of negotiations. 
The high road took its toll; contemporary Nisga'a men 
like Joseph GosneU, Edmund Wright, Nelson Loosen and 
others are sensitively portrayed as scarred, even da- 
maged by the endless uccession of meetings, flights, 
and more meetings as negotiations dragged on. 
Gosnell, who became for many Canadians the very 
face of the treaty itself, not coincidentally, remains an 
enigmatic figure. 
Only after his return from residential school would he 
realize that the carved beams in his grandfather's crawl 
space were the remnants of totem poles chopped own 
from Gitwinksihlkw's main street on the advice of 
Christian missionaries. 
Shy well into adulthood and only truly at home on the 
water as a commercial fishermen, Gosnell was thrust I 
into a leadership role after the death of his eider brother 
James, a charismatic firebrand. 
Like the other key members of the team, he emerges 
as a tragic figure; a lonely man who spent years of his 
life away from his wife and children, his face and body 
language communicating an"unutterable loneliness and 
weariness.:' 
Illustrated on nearly every page, the book functions as 
a documentary, seamlessly blending the spare, fluid nar- 
rative with dazzling photographs, most by  Vancouver 
freelance photographer Gary Fiegehen, who himself 
~layed a key role in promoting the treaty. 
Fiegehen spent years taking pictures of the Nisga'a 
and produced a number of books, brochures and calen- 
dars. 
The Nisga'a leadership realized it was crucial to hire 
certain specialists. 
They actively recruited white consultants , people who 
were experts in their respective fields and sympathetic 
to the cause. 
The "spirit dance" of the title could well describe the 
attempt by both sides to straddle the cultural divide se- 
parating the Nisga'a and their white counterparts. 
But Rose is being a little coy here about he extent of 
his job. 
Although he doesn't say so in the book, Rose was a 
main crafter of the acclaimed speech Chief Joseph Gos- 
nell delivered to the B.C. Legislature when the province 
introduced the treaty for debate, 
That speech is reprinted in full in Spirit Dance at Me. 
ziadin, a book that sheds few tears for the treaty's oppo- 
nents. 
Former Skcena MP Mike Scott, the Reform party's 
aboriginal affairs critic, is just one detractor that's beefi 
crushed under the heft of the Ntsga'a juggernaut as it 
rolled over the opposition, 
The neighbouring Gitanyow, who've accused the 
Nisga'a of shutting the door on an unresolved territorial 
overlap, are another casualty, • 
It's hard to determine if Rose ts still playing the part 
of a dutiful consultant, 
But there's no doubt as to  Rose's impressive storytel- 
ling abilities as he compresses 130 years of history into 
a ~readabie, nformative overview that contains plenty of 
urpnsing informatton, even if he doesn't spill much dirt. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
• The  Mail Bag 
You want bears? We 
can send you some 
Dear Sir: Fact - there were people killed by 
I jest: We up here, those folks who these bears in B.C. last year. One person 
live with the grizzly bears, hear that 
Greenpeace and etc. have lobbied for a 
complete closure of the hunting these 
bears. 
Since wealways wish to help, we are 
setting up an •'Adopt a Bear' program, 
like, you know, adopt a block, adopt a 
seal, adopt a tree, all that stuff. 
But in this plan, we don't send you a 
picture of your bear, we send you a real 
bear. 
Fact -B .C  Alaska, and the Yukon 
have the largest populations of this bear 
on this side of the water. B.C. has the best 
management of those three places. 
I jest: Before we send you the bear, 
you must agree to look after it. You must 
feet your bear daily 100 pounds of veget- 
able matter, some fruit (20 pounds ) can 
be taken from your neighbour's trees. If 
the neighbour objects, offer to let the bear 
pick his own fruit. 
Fact - Grizzly bear populations are 
stable or increasing in B.C. 
I jest: You must agree to exercise the 
bear daily. Put it on a strong leash and 
take the bear to Stanley Park or some- 
place similar. The coyote populations are 
large in the park, and a nuisance, but you 
should not have much of a problem with 
them. 
was killed and eaten in Hyder, Alaska. In 
town. 
I jest: You must allow the bear to 
mate. The coyotes in Stanley Park will 
not make suitable partners. 
Fact - these bears must be managed, 
and populations controlled scientifically. 
If they are not, an overpopulation f bears 
in the Pitt River will migrate into Van- 
couver. 
I jest: We can make arrangements to
ship overseas ince we understand that 
Greenpeace needs some bears in down- 
town Amsterdam for coyote control. At 
least, we think it was coyotes they wan- 
ted controlled. Whatever, these bears will 
do itl 
Fact - Bear population numbers are 
not accurately collected. The population 
numbers are estimated, and they are un- 
derestimated. 
I jest: We do not mess with mommas 
and cubs. If you want mommas and cubs, 
come up and catch them yourselves. 
Fact - We can recommend a very 
good undertaker. 
Fact - I am tired of people who never 
have and never will llve with these bears 
advising us on what to do. 
Lee Watmough,  
Terrace, B.C. 
that t activist roups 
really run the show 
Dear Sir: dustries. We need good bargaining power in the 
Activists wan ring a strong leadership with lots world toward the U.S. 
grizzly bear hunting ban of guts. 
are using threats against We have to call the 
the government leading up government to let them 
to an election, know what we think. You 
All sectors get a spin can call 1-800-663-6878 
off from grizzly hunting - and ask to speak with the 
airlines, hotels, restaur- environment minister. 
Our lumber quota puts 
an extra $100 per thousand 
board feet if we exceed it. 
Either the U.S. drops 
this penalty or we impose 
an extra cost for our re- 
sources and then give it 
ants, grocery stores, sport- Taxpayers could be back to the people, which 
ing goods stores, gas sta- faced with big law suits we could use fo • . .,,~ , , ° ,  , ; . ,  ~ . . . . .  r a ver 
ttons all creating e~ from "gu~d.e outfitters and: good health care S~stem y 
pmyment m me north, c~:',, huntets,.and:;fii~t:.:nati0ns,,.:;~.~Yirst: natmns,?~;hunters 
Guide outfitters w~{A groups'because oflhe ban"" andguide Ohtfitters~ don;t 
told at our convention in with no notice or planning, give up. We are not dead, 
Smithers last December by 
the wildlife branch tO go 
ahead and bookhunts. 
Then we started to see 
news releases about, ban- 
ning the hunt. Again, in 
January, the wildlife 
branch said to go ahead 
and book hunts. 
But now, with the ban, 
it seems that we won't 
need an electiom These 
activists are running the 
country, destroying the in- 
All kinds of money will 
be wasted. It doesn't make 
sense when the money 
could be used on our 
dwindling health care sys- 
tem• 
The northwest is hurting 
real bad from the lack of 
industry. Why? Activists 
are our major problem. 
I'm also worried about 
the sale of electricity and 
natural gas to the United 
States. We have all the 
only wounded. 
We have a premier who 
doesn't know what he's 
talking about, making an 
announcement when he's 
on his way to China the 
same day. 
He drops his problems 
on to someone lse's lap. 
Nice job, oh? I wouldn't 




Lock Out Auto Crime SecureYour Vehicle Night and Day. 
I t  Makes  a Di f ference.  
- , , e  
RoadR 
Sense 
i i~ i  Kermodel Denture Clinic/I 
EDTA Chelation iTherapy;~l I
Intravenous ChelatlonTreatments: Acu~;~i~ture ? ~<"ll 
Food Allergy Testing = Vitamin/Herbal Medicine I 
Preventative Medicine • Homeopathic Medicine [ 
Nutritional & Lifestyle Consultation 
Ozone Therapy ,Vega Testing 
~ '~:  ,~ ~:,/.:::Tel::( 250) :  847~014~!~ 
www.che la t ionnor th .com 
IT ALL BEGINS WITH WATER! 
It is a critical component of human lifell 
Tap water that is healthy and great tasting ~ . i  
is Increasingly rare these days. Since 
1933, EVERPURE has been turning ~ ~  
ordinary tap water into sparking, great ~ ~le 
tasting, healthy water. Your authorized 
~ Kermodei Denture Clinic 
RUDI PETERS, BRS~ DD~ RD, FCAD( 
YOUR DENTURE SPECIALI: A, 
#206-4650 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
V8G '1,36 Ph/Fax 
www.denturec l in i~  
~- ~ :~i;:~., : Reco ~eri~our health in:a:~!~::i:~!~,~i!.: 
, . ~  .... ~;.~.; atu a l.mtegratedway,.:::- .. ....... 
~:;:~,~v?~::': ,, : :~  : ,%, ' :  . . . . .  , : . - : - ' , . ,  
i::i!:i :~:"!;:~':I.UFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
. . . .  Detoxify using h~rb i'&~aturai r zeth0dS .~: :7;@' 
EVERPURE dealer Is AROMATHERAPY MA8 ~AGE, 'EFLEX0LOGY; EAR CANDI 
SURETECH SYSTEMS & SOEUT]:ONS 1 ~ ~ l '  l FrancesBirdse, Ni ural i~ealth eractiti0ne~7 
• , ,.,,. . . . . .  ~:~•.::!~i;~;,~,:,: Call635-2194 for an appointment 
Ca~1250:63~74i0  no~r~or more infom~ationl ~.~!:~. " 4505 Lakelse Iacross from Totem Furniture) 
Your Ad coul  , .  
re! J i be he 
c II clare at 63s-72s3 for more into I ~. .~,_ . , !~  ~i:: ~I I  
chambers  in BC. . .  
leadershzp in ac t ion  
PARAGON INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD, 
Quality Insurance is not just about price. It's a combination of 
experience, knowledge, the right Insurance Company and Service. 
Paragon Insurance represents ome of the largest, most stable 
Insurers in the world - this is your guarantee that your coverage 
will be there when you need it. Paragon's commercial staff are ; 
dedicated to service and continuing education, this along with their 
many years of experience is the right combination for your business. 
PROUD MEMBER OF CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE FOR 23 YEARS • 
WlL $1GURDSON 
Commercial Producer 
21 Years Experience 
[] Fine furry friend PARAGI 
THE KERMODE BEAR, a stuffed toy version held here by Maria McGowan. Is one of the 
symbols of the area taken on by the tourism Industry. McGown works for the Terrace Tour. ~i,:ili!i.i i I' : 
iem Council which acts in concert with groups such as the Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce to  promote the area to visitors. It's Chamber of Commerce Week," a .~ , time forths • ; .,i ' i chamber, its members and its supporters to note the many economic opportunities here. 
,JUDY SHANNOI~ 
Commercial Producer 
FAYE COBURN SHERRY McCOLL 
Au~ Fleet Manager General Manager 
12 Years Experience i xears ~xperience 18 Years Experience 
ON INSORANI',E AGENCIES LTD 
SKEENA MALL, ]PER:RACE 
| 
PH.: 635-6371 (1-888-549-5552) 
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Chamber faces the future 
with optimism, confidence 
Justin Rigsby 
to prospective members, 
but also, provide proactive 
solutions to the economic 
problems facing the North- 
west. 
As a result, the Cham- 
ber initiated and carried 
out the Forestry Forum, 
aimed at dealing with the 
competitiveness of the 
northwest forest industry, 
helped organize the health 
rally, hosted informative 
luncheon meetings on var- 
ious isaues of concern to 
the business community 
and resolved to become 
more involved with home 
based businesses. 
In promoting optimism 
in our business commun- 
ity, the Chamber's Busi- 
ness Excellence Awards 
proved to be hugely suc- 
cessful. It was a great op- 
portunity to recognize and 
acknowledge the persever- 
ance of many businesses. 
The Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Com- 
merce grew and became a 
force under the guidance 
of now-retired manager, 
Bobbie Phillips. Her ener- 
gy and enthusiasm will be 
greatly missed! 
In the coming year the 
Chamber will embark on a 
new era with our new 
manager, Linda Bell. 





The Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Com- 
merce continued to be the 
"voice of business" in our 
community in 2000. 
Over the past year the 
Chamber has played a key 
and active role in commu- 
nicating and advocating 
the needs of the business 
community in what is be- 
coming a stagnating and 
uncertain economy. 
As';the economy conti- 
nued to decline, we knew 
that we had to take an ag- 
gressive stance on behalf 
of the business community 
in a~ effort to find solu- 
tions'it0 Our economic pro- 
blems and to help stimu- 
late investor confidence. 
TheChamber has been 
exceedingly busy from the 
outset of 2000. Once 
again, the Terrace Trade 
Show was a great success 
and kicked off a busy 
spring. 
Our community should 
be proud of the many di- 
verse and innovative small 
businesses that contribute 
to the local economy. The 
trade show offered thou- 
sands of people the oppor- 
tunity to discover the 
many different goods and 
services available in Ter- 
race. 
In May, the Chamber 
developed a strategic plan 
following a weekend think- 
tank of board members. 
The development of such a 
plan helped the Chamber 
to manifest a focus and a 
go-forward strategy to 
meet a variety of issues 
head-on. 
Through goal setting 
and prioritizing issues the 
Chamber looked at how it 
could not only redefine it- 
self and promote its ideals 
MacKAY'S 
SERVICE LTD. & 
TERRACE CREMATORIUM 
Proud member of the Chamber of 
Commerce for 22 years. 
4626 Davis, Terrace 
635-2444 
Linda has already made an 
impact on ensuring com- 
munications with our 
members is a priority. 
In addition, Linda has 
emphasized the impor- 
tance of informing busi- 
nesses as to the Chamber's 
activities. For the Cham- 
ber to be successful in 
being the "voice of busi- 
ness" it needs to attract 
new members. Work is un- 
derway on developing a 
websit¢ to be launched in 
the spring that will in- 
crease the Chamber's pro- 
file. 
Although Terrace faces 
economic uncertainty, the 
Chamber is confident busi- 
nesses in B.C. and Terrace 
have the potential of gen- 
erating economic renewal 
and securing a better fu- 
ture in our community. We 
will continue to work di- 
ligently on our members' 
behalf to realize that po- 
tential. 
AI M-WOO0 GROo,, 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 5 years. 
1577 Kenworth St., Terrace, B.C. 
635-2303 Fax 635-9391 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
I Proud member @the 
i Chamber of Commerce for 14 years. 




THE T~RRACE AND 
District Chamber of 
Commerce is looking 
for help in learning 
more about its past. 
It has no idea who 
its presidents were for 
1975, 1976, 1977, 
1978 and 1979. 
A list the chamber 
has ends in 1974 when 
Randy Giddings was 
president and picks up 
again in 1980 when 
Juanita Hatton was in 
charge. 
"We're asking if 
anybody knows who 
those presidents 
were," chamber man- 
ager Linda Bell said last week. 
"The past is what makes who you are in the 
future." 
Presidents generally serve a one-year term. 
Following on Hatton's term in 1980 were Hugh 
Hepburn, Chris Peele, Terry Morris, Judy Jephson, 
Doug McLeod (he served two terms from, 1985- 
1986 and 1986-1987), Bruce Graydon, Dick Shar- 
pies, Bob Park, Doug Smith, Sharon Taylor, Gerry 
Martin, Sharon Taylor again in 1993-1994, John 
Evans, Barb Kerr, Skip Bates, Sharalyn Palagian, 
Leona Klein and Doug Barrett. 
I I I  I 
C.F.N.R. 
• The North's Best Rock.., 
. :~}~;~! i i~"  • 
:~::.:::::.:;:,: . ~.:~.~' ::.~ 
:~i:i" ~ii]:~:~ ~ ' i~ i  
1 
Juanita Hatton 
Proud member'of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 15 years. 
4562B QUEENSWAY DR., TERRACE, B.C. 
638-8137 
I l l  
I 
IN Kermode Friend,, Soc ie ty  sh ip  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 6 years. 
3313 Kalum St., Terrace 
635-4906 
). ~ (ill// :~ / i  • 
: :ICLOSE UP 
i i BUSINESS SERVICES 
Prlnler & Publisher Home of Close Up Magazine 
Proud member of the 
: Chamber of Commerce for 14 years. 
: 4535 Greig Ave., Terrace 
635"7840 
' "  " I I / 
F INNING 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 23 years. 
4621 Keith Ave., Terrace 
638-4600 
~r~ue de d~pe~t du Canada 
Ba~ Businen ~ t  Bank of Canada 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 23 years. 
3233 Emerson St,, Terrace 
615-5300 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 6 years. 
Hwy. 16 East, P.O. Box 1088, Terrace 
635-9676 
RAOIO LT ID .  
MOBILE I~1110 - ~ & ~ER~CE 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 2 years. 
#101 - 4443 Keith Ave., Terrace 
638-0577 Fax: 638-0210 
\ 
Cea¢l- (. rill 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 4 years. 
4736 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
635-3077 
Dr. Harry Murphy 
OPTOMETRIST 
, 6o9 PARK AVE 
"rER ,CE, B.C. WG tW 
(250) 635-5620 
354 CITY CENTRE 
KiTI/v~T, 8.C. V8C 1T6 
(250) 632-2821 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 12 years. 
j  CENTRAL FLOWERS 
' I~"  ~ Flower & Gi~ Shoppe ~m~ 
I Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 23 years. 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
638-1900 
1-888-325-6667 
• Graham Remember 1 on 
~ Ave. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber nf @omraeree for 5 years. 
"DON'T FORGET THE GARDEN SHED" 
5033 Graham Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 638-7697 Fax 638-7691 
~ i 
pH,.638.121 j:.:i454~ IG:4R6 ;~:i: 
Peter Weeber, Manager (Terrace) 
Chubb 
Chubb Security Systems 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 4 years. 
4443 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, BC VSG IJ7 
Tel- (250} 638-8321 Fax' (250} 638-1338 
Toll FTee: 1-800-758-3366 g-Man:Pweeber@kermode.net 
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Just under 400 members 
new on the job, but Ter- 
race and District Chamber 
of Commerce manager 
Linda Bell is rapidly im- 
mersing herself in the bu- 
siness community. 
Bell officially took over 
from long-time manager 
Bobble Phillips last month. 
"It's been a pretty busy 
time," says Bell in listing 
a variety of on-going 
chamber projects. 
Membership now stands 
at just under 400 and has 
been at that level for the 
past three or four years. 
One plan of Bell's and 
of the chamber executive 
is to promote the benefits 
of membership. 
While larger businesses 
may have the financial 
ability to line up various 
kinds of services on their 
own, that might not be the 
case for smaller ones. 
So it's here where Bell 
says the chamber can offer 
the most. 
Chamber working to build 
more community connections 
SHE MAY be relatively fordable. 
LJnda Bell 
"We're working on 
ways to raise the profile of 
the chamber, not only in 
the business community 
but in the community as a" 
whole," said Bell. 
"We're working on a 
website now and that's im- 
portant." 
Bell said that it's vital 
for various sectors of the 
area to work on comple- 
menting each other. 
"The chamber is in- 
volved in so many aspects 
and levels of the commun- 
ity and that's important for 
the benefit of the com- 
munity as a whole," she 
said. 
Bell is, for example, on 
the board of the Terrace 
Economic Development 
Authority. 
In that capacity she's 
going to a two-day work- 
shop down south aimed at 
how communities can 
make themselves ready for 
new businesses. 
Members can sign up 
for a low-cost long dis- 
tance telephone plan and 
get in on a credit card 
plan. 
Of great importance to 
the smaller-size members 
is the chamber package 
offering a good variety of 
medical benefits which 
might otherwise be unaf- 
There's been much ac- 
tivity already underway for 
this year's chamber-spon- 
sored trades fair at the 
arena. 
"We have only three 
booth spaces left and 
that's great," said Bell of 
the 82 that are available, 
The chamber is also 
working on making space 
available in other parts of 
the arena for members of 
the local home-based busi- 
ness association. 
And chamber members 
can expect it to be active 
in assisting with two other 
events here this year - the 
Minerals North conference 
and the Northwest Loggers 
conference. 
"There's a real good 
fee!ing out there in the 
community," said Bell. 
"As tough as things 
have happened, people are 
very resilient." ,. 
Call the chamber at 
635-2063 for membership 
details. 
 AdventU es : 
Gill & Justin 
Your Guides to fight Lines 
Proud member of the Chamber of 
Commerce for 2 years. 
Phone (250) 635-5005 or (250) 638-0021 
Visit our We. .__  b Site: ".wcw.westcoast-fishlng.com 
PRIMERICA'~ 
A mernberof at~rgup 
Peter Arcadi 
Regional Vice President 
#201 -4619 Lakelse Bus. (250) 635-7800 
Terrace, B.C. Fax (250) 635-2831 
VSG 1P9 Toll Free# (800) 295-7676 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 5 years. 
Licensed to sell mutual i'unds through 
PFSL Inveslrnenl~ Canada Ltd., Mutual Fund Dealer 
Revamped website, 
map to tourism effort 
A NEW area map and a revamped web The website gives her the ability tO 
site are occupying Maria McGowan's track visitors. While it registers thou- 
time nowadays, sands of hits, McGowan's most ira- 
As the Terrace Tourism Council's pressed with the number of people 
sole employee, MeGowan works to each day who actually peruse its con- 
promote the area to tourists, tents. 
She's been recently pleasantly sur- "We have 43 user sessions of this 
prised by the amount of writers and ca- kind every day and each spends an 
mera crews coming to check out average ight minutes on the site," she 
Shames Mountain and the back court- said. 
try for snowboarding because of good "That's more than we get walking 
snow conditions compared to other in the door." 
places in the province. Visitors on the site either come dir' 
The re-done maps have been gone ectly into it or via links from other lo- 
over by regional district and city em- cations containing information on the 
ployees for accuracy and to make sure area. 
all new streets and avenues are inclu- Because tourism is more than a 
ded. There'll also be maps of Lakelse Terrace-based business opportunity, 
Lake, Old Remo, New Remo and McGowan spends a lot of time speak, 
Rosswood, says McGowan. ing to people from around the region. 
"We're also working on our travel The expanding cruise ship industry 
guide. The format's been popular and in Prince Rupert will have an impact 
we're seeing it copied elsewhere," on Terrace by organizing tours of the 
says McGowan of the small size of the area, she says. 
guide which makes it easy to carry and The council was also extremely 
to use. happy with a trial offering of boat rides 
As for the tourism council's web- on the Skeena during Riverboat Days 
site, it's been two years since it was last year. It's planning on doing the 
first created and that's a long time in same this year and McGowan said 
the fast-paced world of internet activ- there are local operators interested in 
ity. "Things change and we're going to offering such a service all summer. 




Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 23 years. 
YOUR ONE STOP PETROLEUM & 
BUILDING MATERIALS CENTRE 
CARDLOCK & HOMECENTRE 
Pb.:(250) 635-9595 Fax: (250) 635-4524 
1-800-848-634 7 
ii 
INDUSTRIAL -  FLE IF r  . SAFETY  SUPPLy  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 12 years. 
2809 Kalum Street, Terrace 
635-6226 
~_// HEALTH SERVICE 
Proud member of the 
zmber of Commerce for 10 years. 
12-4736 Lakelse Ave., Te~'ace 
Pet: Wo c5 
r No. 110A- 4741 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R9 
Phone 638-1864 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 5 years, 
B Best Western Terrace Inn AND CONFERENCE CENTER 
Proud member ofthe 
Chamber of Commerce 
for 11 years. 
For Reservations Call 
(250) 635-0083 
. . . .  : ~ , i ~i~  
SKEENA MALL 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace 635-2546 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 16years. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 9 years. 
4602 Keith Ave., Terrace 
635-.7383 
~l le~sr  MECHA/~ICAL INC. 
RESfl~NIIAL & COMMERCIAL 
, C:::: C :3  
lie PLUMMMG • HEA;1NG * REFRIGERATION PRoTE~ 
635"IIM/635.4}I/I0 FAX~I~.  1-800-566.71..~ 
24 HOU~ SERVICE * BONO~D 
~"LENNOX~ 
Proud member of the 
.Chamb of Commerce for 17 years. 
HOULDEN 
LOGGING LTD. 
Proud member of the 
Uhamber of Commerce for 10 years. 
5203 McConnell, Terrace 
635-5123 
HA/E VES 
Salon & Tanning 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 7years. 
4660A Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
635-5727 
oud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 23 years. 
4620 Zakelse Ave., Terrace 
638-8141 
: ••: ~/? i~  !:! ii/:~ ¸
¢ i/i !/:i !/!/i)/i! i i 
I I'i~ii i~iii~i PURIFIED BOTTLED WATER DELIVERED 
J !i i::iii!ii TO YOUR DOOR ~J  
| !~ i  Proudmemberofthe E 
l~!:~ Chamber of Commerce for 9years. E
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 17 years. 
#230 - 4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-6555 FAX: 635-6389 
Tree grower to be honoured 
with a lifetime membership 
OTTO GRUNDMANN "So he'll be made an He and his wife, Oertie, issues of concern to the 
transplanted his prairie 
roots here in more ways 
than one in the 1970s. 
He always had an inter- 
est in agriculture and after 
soveral years of selling ve- 
hicles here, bought a piece 
of land that nestled around 
the bottom of Lanfear Hill. 
The result was a tree 
farm offering varieties 
some people might not 
thought would grow in this 
region. 
The list included trees 
bearing pecans, filberts, 
walnuts and chestnuts. 
Grundmann also grew 
' hickories, beech and of- 
fered grapes and orna- 
mentals. 
He sold the business 
several years ago and be- 
cause of that, has let his 
membership lapse in the 
chamber of commerce. 
"He's been a member 
for so long, we decided 
something special should 
happen," chamber man- 
ager Linda Bell said. 
honorary life member." 
One of the first things 
Otto  Grundmann 
Grundmann did upon arriv- 
ing in Terrace in 1972 was 
to join the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com- 
merce. 
It was the best way he 
knew of learning about his 
new community and about 
its activities. 
N E C H A K O ~  ~ NORTHCOAST 
,~CO~/STR ~CTION TERRACE 
,~  / 1411117 VENTURES LTD. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 8 years. 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638-1881 
24 HR, SERVICE 1-800-665-5051 
chose Terrace after the 
prairies in the search for a 
warmer place to live dur- 
ing the winter. 
"I was also just a 
member," said Grundmann 
of his involvement with 
the chamber. 
"There were good en- 
ough people there 
already." 
Grundmann quickly 
seized on the potential of 
the area's natural re- 
sources and location to 
make an economic impact 
on the people living here. 
"This is a natural area 
to export our resources to 
Asia," said Grundmann. 
His interest in develop- 
ment really took off in the 
1980s when Grundmann 
served as president of the 
federal Tory constituency 
association during the 
Muironey ears. 
That gave him access 
to senior cabinet ministers 
and Grundmann wasted no 
effort or time to bring them 
northwest. 
"You have to meet the 
right people in the right 
place, people that are in- 
side the circle," he said. 
"My goal was to get 
some money into the 
area." 
One of Grundmann's in- 
terests is geology and re 
members the instructor of 
a course he took com- 
menting on the rock for- 
mations of the area. 
"One day it will really 
open up," he said. 
Though officially re- 
tired, Grundmann remains 
very active. 
He'll be given his hon- 
ourary membership tomor- 
row, Feb. 15, at the cham- 
ber office. 
That's because it is the 
location of a Business 
After Hours even in con- 
junction with Chamber of 
Commerce Week. It be- 
gins at 5 p.m. 
Call the chamber office 
635-2063 to confirm. 
.~,:' ~) : Con~iolet~ Eai:thWo~tks~,', ,, ', ~ ~i~ 
RO. Box 824, (250} 635-5253 
Terro<e, B.C., VaG 4RI Fox (250) 635-6215 
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Early group liked golf, 
but not women members 
BEFORE THE chamber of com- 
merce here, there was the board of  
trade. 
It operated in much the same fash- 
ion of the modern day chamber with 
goals of promoting the area in terms 
of business opportunities and overall 
growth. 
One clipping on file at the Terrace 
and District Chamber of Commerce 
office here provides a bit of insight 
into the long-past board of trade. 
The clipping is from a 1977 issue 
of.the now-defunct Terrace Daily 
Herald and contains a reprint of an 
article from a 1927 newspaper. 
Perhaps the most startling infor- 
mation concerned membership n the 
board of trade - no women were al- 
lowed. 
"Any male over 21 years of age 
and who has the interests of Terrace 
and district at heart is eligible to join," 
states the story. 
Membership fees were $5 with an 
annual fee of $2.50. 
Not surprisingly, transportation 
consumed the attention of the 1920s- 
era board of trade. 
"The board decided to support 
Prince Rupert in its fight for a road 
from the coast o Terrace." 
It was a project that had to wait 
until the Second World War to come 
to fruition. 
Board of trade member H.L.  
Frank urged support for a creamery, 
so "farmers could be assured of  a 
market for their milk." 
Golf also occupied board of trade 
members. 
"A lot of discussion was indulged 
in and most of its was favourable," 
the clipping stated. 
"The opinion has been expressed 
that this will be one of the first mat- 
ters to go after." 
The clipping also noted the general 
interest of members in promoting the 
economy. 
"It appears that the citizens realize 
that the district has been dormant 
long enough and that unless they stir 
themselves, that no help seems to be 
coming from any other quarter." 
Northwest Tile 6. Marble 
__  SALES AND INSTALLATIONS ", 
~ , ~  ,SMe.efsEx~edence 
,h., F.x 635-9280 
Site 41, R.R.~, Camp 18, T~rrac¢, B.C. VSG 3Z9 
Proud me~nber ofthe 




Proud member of the 
!~. . ~ Chamber of Commerce 
~rY ": for3years. 
4647 LazeUe Ave,. Terrace 
635-7117 
Proud recipient of Ihe "Rookie Of The Year" Award 
q 
• , ?; 
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
d member of  the 
Commerce for 14 years. 
~zelle Ave., Terrace 
635-66OO 
d" "% 
I~, W~ t~" 
_ . . . . . . . .  
___~,,~_"._~.z,Bx~ .............. 
Proud member of  the 
Chamber of  Commerce for 4 years. 
4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
635-5232 
- _- _ - _  _ - [ 
TYMOSCHUK 
AGENCIES LTD. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of  Commerce for 5 years. 




Terrace Cmpet Centre Ltd .  





for 4 years. 
3202 Munroe Street, Terrace 
635-2976 
BARK FINANCIAL GROUP 
4633 Lake ise  Avenue,  
Terrace,  11,C V8G 1R3 
Tek (250)  635-8900 
Fax :  (250)  635-8908 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of  Commerce for 23 years. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 5 years. 
104-4716 Lazelle A re., Terrace 
635-3696 
• !: ii:i ii 
• ; }i ¸
TOTEM FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 23 years. 
4501 Loke]se Ave .  638-1158 
Terrace 1-800-813-1158 
¸I; !i i/i 
• / : i  /!•¸% : : ) :  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 11 years. 
4605 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
635-6966 
Q~ j Quality Beer, 
Wines, 8 Coolers 
Cheek In At Scotties' For 
' ~ ~ Spring Wine Promotion 
Proud member of the Chamber of 
Commerce for 7 years. 
4426 Legion, Terrace • 635-1166 
~'~: ,~ '~,~~.  , • 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 15 years. 
4431 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
635-3393 
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The Mail Ba 
WCB nothing but a large 
and expensive bureaucracy 
Dear Sir: 
Re: Recent articles about the WCB rate jumping 
from $7.75 per hundred in wages to $20. 
The WCB started up as a simple insurance policy for 
workers, which was a well intentioned good thing. Since 
then they have blossomed into a huge self-serving, can- 
cerous and top-heavy organization that is killing the very 
people that are paying their salaries. 
If you are unfortunate enough to have a work-related 
injury, try to arrange to have a lawyer and a couple of 
WCB accident prevention officers with you. They have a 
very adversarial ttitude to most any claim. 
I have one that I fought for 28 years and finally won. 
In 1954 I had a severe saw cut that was denied because 
of a type on a claim form. 
When I went to school we studied the French revolu- 
tion. I could never understand the cruelty and the vindic- 
tiveness that the French working class showed when the 
heads started to roll It's much easier for me now to un- 
derstand. I would be right there with the little old ladies 
and their knitting, cackling with glee. 
All the WCB is doing with your money is paying their 
own salaries. If you have a claim that they don't fight 
you for, they will simply raise your assessment so in 
Pets need better care 
Dear Sir: 
This is a letter to all pet 
owners and potential pet 
owners of Terrace and 
ThomhiU. 
It saddens me how I can 
leave my house everyday, 
and no matter where I go, I 
see stray animals roaming 
the streets. Now, I am sure 
most of them belong to 
someone, and somehow 
they have managed to get 
loose, or let out. 
I have seen and heard 
of far too many pets 
(including my own) that 
are lost or have been 
struck by cars and, more 
often than not, killed be- 
cause of ignorant or irre- 
sponsible pet owners. 
My letter is also to the 
same pet owners who let 
'their dogs ride in the back 
of pick-up trucks. I just 
witnessed one the other 
day fall out of a pick-up 
and have no use of its 
back legs. This is not ne- 
cessary, not legal, and 
yes, it can happen to any;. 
nile. 
I implore all of you to 
treat your animals huma- 
nely. You need to protect 
them and respect them. 
And if you are thinking of 
reality, you are paying for the acc ident  yourself. Two 
doctor visits (no lost time) east me $25,000 by raising 
my rate from 4 1/2 per cent to 9 per cent. 
I would like to see the WCB lose their monopoly on 
us. Right now, you can't work with them or without 
them.They have more power than God. 
One of their staff will come out in the woods with a 
few years experience behind him and shut you down be- 
cause he doesn't like your stumps after you have 45 
years of doing it your way, 
The WCB-proposed rate raise for contract fullers 
means a failer will have to spend 10 years in the woods 
to make the same wages he would in eight years. That 
means two more years at a hazardous job instead of 
staying home for those last two years where he could sit 
and watch "IV and be really safe! 
The WCB would not need to raise its rates if it would 
simply weed out the unnecessary consultants and other 
dead wood from the top down. I realize this is a cynical 
letter and not all people have been treated by the WCB 
as I have and many of my falling partners over the years. 
I also think their logo is quite appropriate, it looks to 
me that they have you by the testicles. 
Allan Kennedy, Terrace, B.C. 
l~tl/i[=-I l Irl.l ~ I[.-+< I i ~i I +I (~4* .~I +-+.o++++I 
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getting one, please think 
hard. Do you have the 
time, the love, and the re- 
sources, to give them what 
they need? 
To the responsible pet 
owners, I applaud you. To 
the others, shame on you. 
A note to horse owners: 
If you are planning to ride 
on our city streets and 
sidewalks, could you 
please scoop up your mess 
so my child and I don't 
have to walk or ride on it. 
Denise Kluss, 
Terrace, B.C. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO PALACE 
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Doors  11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 






Saddle Clu b 
! Terr~e Hosbce 
Ter t~e ~n~ 
Soflbaq Assoclarmn 
17 ] L" 
, ,,+,,.., ,ko:L:) .+ 
I In Terrace nsme~ 
• Community i 
Kerrnode Fnen~sllip 
Terrace I Society 
see?ely I i c~u~ 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 
Games 9 :45  p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 635-2411 
No need 
for this i% 
Dear Sir: 
In response to your story 
on Zydeco Jo's closure, 
Jan. 31 paper. When a bu- 
siness closes in town, we 
need to know that it is 
closing and when, and per- 
haps the reasons for the 
closure, but the personal 
details of a small business 
owner's financial situation 
is not news. 
We're a small com- 
munity and a business clo- 
sure is difficult enough 
without a public airing eL 
dirty laundry. Having ac- 
cess to specific figures and 
details of personal iabili- 
ties does not mean you 
have to print them. "You 
may be perfectly within 
your rights to do so but it's 
superfluous, distasteful, 
and 1'11 say it again, it is 
not news. 
I think we can expect 
our only local paper to 
deal with local issues with 
a greater measure of tact 
and good judgment han 
you showed in allowing 
such information to go to 
print. 





I was appalled at the 
articles in the paper about 
the grizzly bears. It is 
clear that this is all about 
money, greed. 
What about the taking 
of a life, any life? I am al~ 
ways amazed at the auda- 
city of some humans who 
believe they have the right 
to decide what animal 
lives and which ones do 
not. And people think they 
are the superior ace. 
Perhaps the people in- 
volved should look up the 
meaning of sovereignty, 
especially if you claim to 
respect the land. In case 
you haven't noticed, no 
one can own the earth or 
any of her beings. Check 
out your conscious, how do 
• . you feel? 
: Laurel Ballard, 
" . Ter race ,  B.C.  
How to get to the ends of the eadh+ 
without it costin0 the world. 
( 
+369'm° ~6 m~, lease :2,999 dew~l~me~t 
Securil/deposit waived 
2001 EXPLORER 2-DOOR SPORT 
• 4,OL V8 EnGine • 5.Speed Automatic • 4-wheal ASS. Air Coudilioning. AMIFM StemolCossetie with DO player • Po~er WlndowslLockslMirrors 
Plus Premium Sport & Convenience Groups: 
• 16" Aluminum Wheels. Fog Lamps • Fronl Tow Hooks • Side Step Ours • Speed Control/Tiff Steering • K~ess EnW. All-Terrain Tires 
S499/mo: 
38 mu, tease 
Saltily dopes 
S49 n,--- 
38 me. tree ~2,~9 
Secud~/dapodt 
2001 EXPLORER SPORT TRAC 4X4 
,' 4.OL V9 Engine • 5-Speed Automatic. 4.Wheel ADS. Dual Air Bags. Socu~tLock" A~ti.theH SYStem 
+• Air Conditionino • AHIFM Stereo with CO player • Power WindowslLockslMJrrors • Power Down Rear Wlndol 
Plus ~emium Sport & Convenience Groups: 
• 16" Aluminum Wheels • Fog Lamps. Frn~t To~ Hooks • Stde Step Bars • Spend Cuutroi~lt Steeflep 
• h11ess (ut~/• Alt-T0mtn Ti~ 
L imi ted  t ime o f fe rs  
Ask  us  about  Wearcare  
2001 EXPLORER 4-DOOR XLS 
• 4.DL I/8 Engthe • 5.Speed Automatic • 4-Wheel ASS • Oust Air Oaos • Air Conditioning. SecudLock" ~tl.thelt System 
• ~r  ~l~l~slL0ckslMimrs • All-To.in tires. T~[ter T~ Package 
Plus XtS Sport & Convenience Groups: 
• 15" Chrome Steel ~eeis. Cloth Captain's Chain • Side Step Bars • Fog Lamps • AMIFM Stereo with GO player 
, X~ess futq~ •Speed Conbol/111t S eadno 
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Campbell doesn't rule out 
putting money into SCl 
B.C. LIBERAL leader Gordon Campbell doesn't deny 
the possibility a government lead by him would put 
money into Skeena Cellulose. 
But he couched the possibility in terms of getting the 
company ready for a return to the private sector. 
"We'd sell it as quickly as we can for the highest 
value we can get for a taxpayers' asset," said Campbell 
during a visit here last week. 
"We may not do it quickly, but we are going to do it 
well," he added. 
While Campbell didn't deny a B.C. Liberal govern- 
ment would put more money into the company, "we're 
not keen on a strategy of putting millions and millions 
: into it." 
"There's a limit to that. Our party is clearly and irre- 
vocably opposed to business ubsidies." 
"I'm not holding out any false hopes here." 
The opposition leader added that he wouldn't know 
the true state of Skeena Cellulose's finances until if and 
when he is elected. 
Campbell's tatements are about the clearest ones 
he's made on the future of Skeena Cellulose, rescued 
from bankruptcy from the current NDP government in
early 1997. 
The fate of Skeena Cellulose has been a flash point 
in northwest politics since it was abandoned by parent 
• Liberals rev up 
election machine 
B.C. LIBERAL leader Gor- 
don Campbell's appear- 
ance here last week gave 
local party organizers their 
second chance in three 
weeks to raise money for 
the~pcoming election. 
~,ampbell was not only 
presen! for the official 
car~pmgn office opening' 
of/candidate Roger Harris 
Feb. 6, he also spoke at a 
$15 an entry wine and 
cheese reception which 
followed. 
Harris backers brought 
up B.C. Liberal MLA - 
and party campaign co- 
chair "'Christy Clark to 
speak at a Robbie Burns 
banquet held to raise 
money the endof January. 
It's not yet known how 
much each party can 
spend under provincially- 
legislated guidelines for 
the campaign, but in 1996 
the amount was approx- 
imately $50,000. 
At the same time as 
they are raising money, 
local party organizers are 
busy lining up volunteers 
for the campaign ow that 
they have an office. 
The campaign team has 
also ordered pamphlets 
and large signs which will 
become more and more 




SKEENA NDP MLA Hel- 
mut Giesbrecht is so far 
the only declared candi- 
date for his party's nomi- 
nation here leading into 
the provincial election. 
Speaking last week, 
Giesbrecbt said he has 
filled out all the paperwork 
needed for the Skeena no- 
mination meeting which is 
set here for March 3. 
"I'm running again," 
Giesbrecht confirmed last 
week, 
A teacher by profession, 
Giesbrecht was first elec- 
ted in October 1991 by 
defeating incumbent 
Sacred Dave Parker as 
part of a sweep of the pro- 
vince which saw the NDP 
• take power. 
He then defeated Lib- 
eral - and Kitimat mayor -
Rick Wozney in 1996. 
Giesbrecht was dia- 
gosed with cancer last 
year and underwent suc- 
cessful chemotherapy 
keatment. 
He can lay claim to un- 
dergoing one more elec- 
tion campaign in the 1990s 
than other members Of his 
government. 
That's because he was 
the subject of an unsuc- 
cessful recall campaign. 
Giesbrecht was, for a 
short period, a cabinet 
minister by being named 
responsible for the public 
service. 
That ended after Pre- 
mier Glen Clark resigned 
and the cabinet was shuf- 
fled. 
Skeena New Demo~:rats 
aren't he only ones in the 
northwest to hold a nomi- 
nation meeting soon. 
• -*March 10 has been se- 
lected as the date for the 
meeting in the North Coast 
"riding, now held by Dan 
Miller who is retiring, 
: '.:Miller,:~who served as 
interim ~ premier .between 
GJei~i:Clai.k and Ujjal Do- 
sanjh and Who held numer- 
ons cabinet posts over the 
years, was first elected in 
1986. 
~ Although Prince Rupert 
is the main population 
centre for the North Coast 
riding, it also takes in the 
Hass Valley and Stewart, 
Repap in 1997. 
Provincial Liberals, as well as business commentators 
down south, have constantly referred to the provincial 
government ownership of the company as a "bail out" 
and it's become a symbol of economic riticisms direc- 
ted at the NDP. 
Some political commentators speculate that while a 
B.C. Liberal get tough strategy on Skeena Cellulose may 
cost them votes in the north, it is popular down south be- 
cause that's where the majority of the seats in the legis- 
lature are located. 
For its part, the NDP says its actions stabilized the 
northwest economy while a private sector buyer is found. 
There have been some nibbles on selling, but no takers. 
But Campbell termed as a "myth" the position that 
the NDP saved the northwest economy from severe trou- 
ble by buying the company. 
If anything, he continued, the rescue has extended the 
period of uncertainty as to what will eventually happen 
to the company. 
"What we need to do is unleash the skills, the 
strengths, the expertise and the entrepreneurial spirit of 
the northwest," Campbell said. 
He said SCI's fortunes are in many ways tied to NDP 
policies which have hindered the ability of forest pro- 
ducts companies to operate in a profitable fashion. 
B.C. LIBERAL leader Gordon Campbell, left, snips 
the ribbon Feb. 6 to officially open up the campaign 
office of local candidate Roger Harris,. right. 
. k 
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Two hotcakes, two eggs, 
two strips of bacon, 
two sausage links 
and too famous for words 
The 
flS FACT #g 
We don't know what causes 
multiple sclerosis, but research 
is closer to finding the answer. 
Hull|pie Sclerosis 
Sockdy c~ caxm 
-800-2~g-7582 
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James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
Tax Law * Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia $1reet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
"Phone: 604-68'9-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
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You~ S¢ .~e 
J obs  
Summer Career Placements is a wage subsidy program 
that enables employers to hire students during the 
summer. Private, public and not-for-profit employers are 
invited to submit their application by: 
March  30 ,  2001-  
As the objective of the program is to provide students with 
work experience related to their field of study, applications 
will be evaluated based on the quality of the experience 
offered and local priorities. 
To apply or to find out more about this program, please 
contact your nearest Human Resources Development 
Canada office or call I 800 935-5555. 
Internet: www.hrdc -drhc .gc .ca  
* Please note that the application deadline for the Northwest 
Territories and Nunavut is April 6, 2001. 
Human Resources DfvelopPemellt de~- 
Development Canada ~ ressources humalnes Canad~ 
k 
i i:~:ii ¸ ¸: , 
 ii: ;: i 
~ Seriously now, did you think we had stopped selling breakfa~ 
i~i!ill/,:~ last ad did such a good job of launching our new lunch and dinn=, , , ,~ , , . ,  
~ithat we feel it's necessary to explain that our world famous breakfasts are still available. 
:~ To the point. Our Original Grand Sla~ Breakfast is now only $3.99. All day, everyday. 
• " ,naK"--n' you. 
breakfast. 
lz$ Hwy 16 West Terrace, B.C. 635 =z95 
Q Open 2~ hours / Licensed 
@ 
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TIRE MARKS show what happened when a police 
officer in an unmarked police vehicle tried but failed 
to avoid hitting a man attempting to run across 
Hwy16 Feb. 3. 
Man recovers 
from accident 
HARVEY WELLS  of Terrace is listed in serious but 
stable condition after being hit by an unmarked police 
vehicle shortly before 1 a.m. Feb. 3. 
Cst. Mike L'Italien, one of the detachment's two dog 
handlers, was responding to a call when the accident 
happened. 
He was travelling eastbound on Highway 16, across 
from the Honda dealership, when Wells apparently ran 
across the road between intersections, say police. 
Wells, 39, was wearing dark clothing which made it 
difficult for L'Italien to see him. According to police 
L'ltalien tried but failed to avoid hitting the man. 
Wells was taken to Mills Memorial Hospital after the 
accident and was listed in critical condition. He was 
later transferred to Vancouver where he is listed in 
stable but serious condition. 
L'Italien was driving an unmarked Ford Expedition, 
The vehicle sustained amage to the front corner panel 
of the driver's ide, said Sgt. D'Arcy Gollan of the local 
detachment. 
Once police here have done their investigation it will 
be reviewed by an officer from another detachment, said 
Golian. The review is to "ensure that it complies with 
our investigation and the law," he said. 
Aoe. , io .  OP =r . . ,  o o. 
Cansel wishes to announce Terrapro is no longer 
an authorized'Cansel/Trimble Dealer. 
Camel is pleased to provide Terrapro's Trimble 
customers directly with sales, rental equipment, 
service, training and technical support. 
All customers who have purchased Trimble GP$ 
Equipment from Terrapro are encouraged to
regtster equipment with Cansel to ensure you 
receive all the advantages of owning this 
equipment, such as; 
1. Cansel will notify you of all trade-in 
L programs ' eg. Gee3, TSC1, ProXg 
2. Cansel will provideyo~ with the appropriate' 
software and hardware upgrades 
3. Cansel will perform all service requirements 
of your units 
4. Camel will notify you of warranty status and 
a ~ • • support agreement vadabii~t 7 ..~ . . . . . .  , .... 
5. You will be registered to use"the Cansel toll ~ 
free technical suppor~ line 
Key GP$cont~,  at Camel 
. ~oductlnquiries: . ,' ' " " " " 
KrIS Thomson ~ 1-888-222-6735 
, '~  : " * o ° t " ~' Register Eqmpment. ~..::. : 
"Nan~Kaes  or, Hans Weiss 1.888'222-6735 
T~ca l  Stippo~t: : i • :! ..: '~ . 
ver6ii[~:'Sew, :,> .: : ~ ~- . 1.800-357-0561 
City to keep RCMP 
By JEFF NAGEL  
THE CITY won't tuff out the RCMP and 
establish a municipal police force. 
Mayor Jack Talstra says council' deci- 
ded that after a Jan. 26 closed-door poli- 
cing options workshop with a consultant 
that cost the city more than $2,500. 
"It seems it would be a higher cost to 
go it alone than with the RCMP," he 
said. Talstra said it's also likely a city-run 
police force would lose some of the ser- 
vices that the RCMP now provides for 
free, such as support from other detach- 
ments when a major incident happens. 
But Talstra said council will keep on 
looking at other ways to reduce the city's 
share of policing expenses. 
It will pressure the provincial govern- 
ment to designate more local officers as 
ones it will pay for, rather than the city. 
Talstra said the session with consultant 
Gary Williams gave them considerably 
more ammunition. 
"We've been encouraged to take the 
next step and sit down with the Attorney 
General's office and seek to make some 
changes," he said. 
"At a very minimum there should be a 
transfer of at least one officer from the 
municipal side to the provincial side, and 
that may be true of support staff as well." 
Talstra added the city isn't seeking to 
reduce the number of police officers in 
Terrace, only to shift who pays for them. 
But, he warned, council may be forced 
to eliminate positions if it can't make the 
situation more equitable. 
i FEB.U,LnV S,'=C',L'S If the province agrees to pay for more 
~ ~ . ~  French Combo - Two french 
~ . . m ~ ~ ~  toast, two eggs, two bacon, 
~ l  ~/  two sausage, served with • 
~ ~ choice of coffee or tea 
officers in Terrace, one possibility, under 
a model called "regional policing" is that 
it could create a specific policing tax to 
make rural taxpayers in the region contri- 
bute to that cost. 
There's some logic to that, says city 
chief administrative officer Ron Peele, 
who notes policing isn't yet handled like 
health and education, for which there are 
specific and equal local tax levies re- 
gardless of whether a taxpayer lives in- 
side or outside city limits• 
"Our guys don't stop at the bridge," 
Peele said. "I get as much policing as the 
fellow in Thornhill or a fellow at the lake. 
So we should pay equally for the 
service." 
Talstra said the concept could end up 
being similar to the way rural taxpayers 
contribute to the city's costs of maintain- 
ing recreation facilies, except the pro- 
vince would likely be the middle man in 
handling the money. 
The city hasn't approached the regio- 
nal district about he idea. 
Peele suggested'anything like that 
could be some time off because the pro- 
vince couldn't set up such a system for 
just Thornhill or rural areas near Terrace.. 
"You'd have to change it at the pro- 
vincial level and they'd have to blanket it 
across the province," Peele said. 
The RCMP and the province are in- 
creasingly willing to consider eform of 
how policing costs are financed, he 
added. 
:~.; ',': 
Scrumptious Wraps ~]lfL.  
Mediterranean Wi-ap - Onions, peppers,#2a~'~ ~, 
tomatoes, feta cheese, and tsitziki. ~ ~  
Western Wrap : Egg, peppers, , r /~1~. .~ l~ ' 
tomatoes, ham and cheddar chees 0. ~ ~  
Ruben Wrap - Swiss cheese, ~ ~  
corned beef, sauerkraut, and ~ ~ : . .~ : '~  
dijonaise. ~ ~ t 
All wraps served with cho ice  of  ~oup or  f r le~ ~,=~- . -~- -  1 [ 
Shrimp House Rolls - Baby_ shrimp; " 
feta cheese, lettuce and tsitziki, rollea 
• in a sun dried tomato tortilla shell 7j 
and sliced into bite size pieces 
~(Af ter  4 p.m.) i " ~ 
2 for 1 Oriental  Chicken Stir Fry - ChicKen IA 
breast sauteed with an assortment of fresh vegeta- 
bles, in our own oriental style sauce, served over I[ 
_ ~ 'q"~ your choice of fettucini 
~.~-?~z,~.~ noodles or rice and d~L~==~ 
~ grilled garlic pita. "~d i~ l~ '6  
• . ~  
~ C h o c o l a t e  Suic ide - A 
"~"" ~ warm, moist chocolate 
brownie, with "Oh" henry ice cream, 
smothered in whipped cream and ~ I P  
topped with rich gooey chocolate sauce. 
: (A l l  p r i ccsdonot  inc lude  g ,s , t , )  " • 
_ the family togetheH 
4702 Lake lse  Avenue,  Ter race  635-6302 
i/¸ 
Saturday ,  
Fe b ruary 17  th 
Doors, open.! at,,7 am 
,. The store wi l l  be closed 
Friday, Feb. 16th in preparat ion 
for the sale. 
Starting as low as 
Instock s1.99 sy  
Only 
Ceramic  Whi te  
6"x6"  Wal l  Tile 
as low as 
Instock 99 ¢ Only • sf 
Laminate Flooring 
as low as 
Instock s2 .79  ,f 
Only  
Hardwood Floor ing 
Only 
as low as 
s4 .99  ,f 
Ceramic Floor Tile ' Area Rugs 
Starting as low as I 
 1.99. 25% oft 
I ns tock  Only 
Door Prizes 
! f / 
First B,C. Hydro bill credits 
are already going out 
~'~MedicAlert 
w w ~' ,  m u d ~ c a I e:'r t., ¢ a 
For rnoro  I r fo rmot lon  
~-~-6~. ]5~7 THE HRST bills containing credits for B.C. Hydro power 
began going out late last week to residential customers. 
Hospitals and schools are also getting news of how 
they'll get their $21 million in grants to buffer natural 
gas heating increases. 
All residential customers, who had B.C. Hydro ac- 
counts as of Dec. 31, 2000, will receive a $200 credit 
this year. Those with low incomes will receive an addi- 
tional $50 per person or $100 per family. 
B.C. Hydro official Wayne Cousins said the first of 
• the residential credits were noted on bills that began 
going out the day after the Feb. 7 announcement of the 
program. 
"This will take place over 60 days, the length of our 
billing cycle," said Cousins of how long it will take for 
the credits to be reflected on all residential'customer 
bills. ' '~ 
B.C. Hydro estimates the $200 is about 30 per cent of 
an average annual residential bill. 
As each subsequent bill arrives, the dollar value of 
the power used will be deducted from the value of the 
credit. 
Those who have heating costs included in their rent or 
who share accommodation will have to make their own 
arrangements with landlords or roommates to get a por- 
tion of the credit, said Cousins. 
To qualify for the $50 a person or $100 per family top 
up, a person has to have been eligible for the GST tax 
credit based on 1999 incomes and to meet provincial re- 
sidency requirements. This money will be mailed out in 
the form of cheques. 
Money for the energy price offset program amounts to 
$404 million and comes from B.C. Hydro profits built up 
through, among other items, sale of power to the United 
States, and from general provincial government revenue. 
The program's unveiling was held up for a couple of 
weeks after utilities in California had trouble paying for 
power bought from B.C. Hydro. 
Finance minister Paul Ramsey said last week that 
there are now sufficient assurances that those California 
bills will be fully paid. 
"Given the state of the public finances, we are able 
to offer this short and long-term assistance while keeping 
our surplus and debt-reduction forecast intact," he said. 
Locals lambaste heat rebates 
PHONE CALLS have been pouring into Skeena Aliiance That way, those who do directly pay for heating costs 
MP Andy Button's office here from people complaining would directly benefit, Davis said. 
about the federal government's low-income heating re- Other people point to the provincial government re- 
lief program. : bate program which acts usa credit against B.C. Hydro 
They don't oppose the intent of the program, but billings. 
they're saying not all of the money is going where it ~ This again goes directly against he cost of heating, 
should be, says Colleen Davis, the manager of Burton's Davis said. 
Terrace office. "We do know of people who got the cheques and 
Callers are also angry the $125 per person (or $250 were grateful for it," she added. 
per family) payment is based on GST tax credit eligibil- 'iBut one lady called who got a cheque and was angry 
ity as listed on 1999 tax returns. ~: ~, she got one.,' 
"That's not an indication of what's going oii right: : The federal rebate was announced as part of the fed- 
now. We're hearing that there were a lot morePe0P!e eral Liberal mini'budget of last October, released the 
out of work in 2000," said Davis. :i .: ~ : week prior to the calling of the federal election. 
She added that some callers say people who don't ' :  Because the rebate is based on, 1999 tax returns, 
pay-for heating are getting cheques, as are students lie, ~; some people getting cheques nOW haff e vastly different 
ing at home. !: ' .  ' ,  ;: circumstances than they didbaek then, : 
Yet other callers have suggested abetter Way would For instance, people now'in priso~ who weren't in 
have been for the federal government to eliminate the. 1999 are getting cheques, And some have gone out to 
(}ST on heating bills, people who hav e died since filing their 1999 tax return. 
III II I I 1 
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Dr, P. A. Okimi 
General Oenlis~, Orthodonlks, T~J 
• New patienls wekome, i . 
200,a619 P kAv or e
Office Hours ' : Terrace, B£, VSG IV5 
~on- ~hurs 8:00 alto., A 30 Fml 1250)635,7611 
I L  
Prior to consignee Declaration 
of 
BANKRUPTCY 
of a Major B.C. Retailer 
Dated: January 1, 2001 Case No. 09487 
HIGH VALUE INVESTMENT n CALIBRE 
AUTHENTIC • HAND-KNOTTED 
Persian & Oriental Carpets 
Kashan, Tabriz, Fine Bokhara, Kazak, 
Masterweaves in Silk & Wool, Tribal Sun Washed 
Bolouchi, Highly Decorative Heriz, Hamadan, Indo, Bijar, Kashmir Wool 
Kafkaz, Many more from 2'x3' to Runners and Large Room Sizes. 
To Avoid Protracted Litigation have been REPOSSESSED 
Additional Directly Imported Cargo Added for Liquidation Includes 
Hand Crafted Solid Wood Furniture 
"OLD WORLD' Style: Side Boards, Dining Tables, 
Chairs, Side Tables, plus many unique pieces. 
Buckingham Auctions under mandate to expedite immediate auction 
In ~n~ .q~_q~inn On ly  nn" 
Location: COAST INN OF THE WEST, 4620 Lakelse Avenue 
Terms: Cash, VISA, M/C, Amex., 15% Buyers Premium plus GST to be added. All sales final. No 
registration entry fee. Items subject to prior sales, errors, omissions. Licensed & Contracted Auctioneer. 
City ofTerrac e " 
:i!i~i~i~i~: . 
The City of Terrace is seeking volunteers from Terrace and 
Electoral Areas E and C to sit on it's Advisory Parks and 
Recreation Commission, The role of the commission is to advise 
City Council on matters pertaining to parks and recreation 
sen,ices. Meml~ers will be expected to attend monthly meetings 
and occasional committee meet ngs Individt ale should have a 
good understanding of conm~umty ~ssues. " , 
To bc ¢~6~sidered, :pl0]a~l~ si l~bn'/ l l r~l~t~If .~} y..~l~tlt~ta'g~ 
addresS;':itelephone number as vcell a s your intdrestg and any 
related experience to: 
Director o f  Parks and Recreation 
• 3215.Eby Stree't 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 2X8 
Letters should be submitted by March 2, 2001. 
HAlT ] where hands-on learning and technology connect 
Dental Assisting Independent Study Program 
Accredited by the Commission on Dental Accreditation of Canada 
Begin work toward a HAIT Certificate through home study! 
To meet industry demand for formally trained denta~ assistants, 
BAIT Continuing Education offers a distance delivery program, 
on-campus practica~ evatuatinn, and postgraduate courses, 
This distance delivery (home study) program is presented in two 
terms. Satisfactory completion of all courses in both terms and a 
practical evaluation are required for you to receive a NAIT 
Certificate for Level I. Following completion of Level I, courses 
are offered at NAIT in a clinical setting on weekends throughout 
the year, . 
Prerequisites: Employment i  a dental office for a minimum of , . r 
14 hours/week 
Ptogmm Start Dates for Term I: March. 2001 . . .  i :~ 
Theoretical Refreshers 
All of IqA]Ts Dental Assisting theory courses me offered by single 
subject for purposes of refreshing or upgrading. : i  
Fee: $185 each course ~ . 
Interested? 
Find out more by contacting NAIFs Dental Assisting Independent 
Study Program ... ~ b  
PHONE: (780) 471-8761 
FAX: (780) 49X-3149 THE NORTHERN ALBERTA 
INSllTUTE O~ TlZ~fNOI.OQY E-Mail: dental@nait.ab.ca ~ . .. 
... • :, 
What 
' Fan 
Mounta in  cat  ~0o ~.~n and other 
; Liquid Cooled Twins $400 ¢.~rC~H 
*Excludes ZI20 & KittyCat :, 
.: ~ : :~ . ;~2. ;~ '~ '~ " ~ ~ . .~,~:.. • . 
NEID ENTERPRil 
"Your Recreation Specialist" 
4921 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-3478 • Fax 635-5050 
i 
,: :~:i: •:~:i!!: •:: ; :: i/,:/¸~ . 
.• :i;;~il ~ ~: . . " ,  : ; :~  , • .: ,r ::}" ( ,i.:_ 
Protecting our natT ral heritage 
Jean Fau is a chief park warden for Parks Canada. He and 
his colleagues protect he plant and animal .life in our national 
parks. They also help Canadians explore and enjoy these 
/ . 
special places. This is just one of the hundreds of services 
provided by the Government of Canada. ~ , ~ 
For more in fo~at ion  on go~rnmi  
, Visit  the~Serv ice  Canada Access  • 
* V i s i t  www.canada.gc .ca  
* Ca l l1  800 O-Canada 11 800 622-q 
TTY /TDD:  1 800 465-7735 : . ." 
: ,i: "~, ~, ~,~ 
.... ¢"7 
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City restricts use of airport land 
AN AREA rich in pine mushrooms 
near the airport may be protected 
from logging for decades if Ter- 
race's city planner gets his way. 
David Trawin is asking city 
council to approve recommenda- ~ 
tions to create new zones in the l 
city's Official Community Plan to! 
control the airport lands. 
At least half of the airport plat- ! 
eau would be designated for 
heavy industrial development, I 
Trawin said. 
But a large chunk of the indus-i 
trial land - about a quarter of the+ 
entire plateau -wi l l  be in an 
"industrial reserve" that coincides 
with the productive pine mush- 
room area southeast of the airport. 
That means the area can't be 
developed - and more importantly 
can't be logged - until such time 
as all the, other industrial zoned 





THE ROYAL Canadian 
Legion branch here has the 
green light to begin con- 
struction of its planned 
new building. 
Construction could 
begin almost immediately. 
The new building will 
be located on the north- 
west corner of the existing 
Legion property, closer to 
Lakelse Ave., where 
there's presently gravel. 
It's to be larger - 4,400 
square feet - and will in- 
clude a part basement. 
The project, which got 
its development permit 
this week, fits into a plan 
to beautify the approaches 
to the city's downtown. 
, City planner David Tra- 
win said the intersection of
Lakelse and Apsley St. is 
designated in the Official 
Community Plan as 
"gateway" to downtown. 
He said that means 
there will be a highly 
landscaped area including 
ornamental fencing that 
will signal pebple are en- 
tering the downtown zone. 
"The city, Legion, and 
Beautification Society will 
landscape it to create a 
gateway," he said. 
The city has agreed to 
allow the building to over- 
hang a city right-of-way. In
exchange, the Legion pays 
a much of the landscaping 
costs for the gateway. 
Construction 
= I =I :I tl:l~I =I-I r:1: I,Ii] il,---- i i i i 
:,; ILEARNTo FLYIH 
BUSINESS REVIEW ' J Ground School Course i : I For Pilots License Starting " ! February 22, 2001 ' 
II I I I I I ICost : .$299-0° 
I To register, or for more information call: 
1635-185Z.Stop Dreaming and Start Flying, 
timber to be logged, in order to 
get extra money to finance the 
rest of the subdivision. 
"When we develop land it has 
to be financially feasible," he 
said, explaining development 
costs must be balanced by the 
price buyers will pay for the land. 
The costs of the project are 
Use of industrial land to be limited 
to protect pine mushroom patches 
"It will be identified as indus-' wildlife corridor from the highway 
trial for the future, but for now it to Beam Station Road immedia- 
can't be touched," Trawin said. tely southeast of the airport, 
"So people don't have to worry The buffer should also ensure 
about .somebody coming in and large logging scars won't be seen 
on the airport hill from Jackpine higher than expected, he said, be- 
Flats or Lakelse Lake. I cause the lands corporation didn't 
The B.C. Assets and Lands 
Corporation is in the midst o f  
plans for an industrial subdivision 
on the east side of the highway. 
Buyers want land there for use as 
a log marketing yard 'and a door 
and window parts plant. 
But project manager Jim Senka 
said the lands corporation may 
have to sell an additional plot of 
land on the west side of the high- 
waY, where there's more lucrative 
• 2.4 Lltre '/~.'ln Cam 150 lIP Engine 
4-Speed Automa~¢ l~'ansmlsslon w i th  
logging it." 
He said it makes more sense to 
leave areas not yet needed natur- 
al, rather than allowing them to  
be clear cut. 
"It should address ome of the 
issues of the mushroom pick#rs as 
well," he said. 
Trawin is also pushing for 
about a quarter of the airport lands 
to be greenbelts. 
That would ensure green buf- 
fers along each side of the high-. 
way, undeveloped buffers on the: 
slopes and escarpments, and a 
, - :  ! : . . :  - 
!. 
nced Trectlon Sy,lenl *Air 
• A?,I/FM RDS Stereo wllh 
• ::. •i'-? 
Purd~lse F~mndn~ from 
2.9%' o.,3E4. s, 
Ir¢lud~ Itei¢! 01 $795 and POL 
L~rce, ~s~e~ce ~ rises e~e, 
know the forests ministry had al- 
lowed logging in the area it wants 
to develop. 
The loss of timber means it's 
not worth as much, and the 
stumps and logging debris left be- 
hind will make it more costly to 
make the land development-ready. 
Senka said the highways mini- 
stry wants an intersection with 
turning lanes that will also be 
costly: 
I , , .  : +TL: ~> ~E.:- ~.'.;,.: ~- .-,: CD Playtr Cruise Control ~¢tl, 
=*="+=........ wel l  ,+.: .,_..--_::.:. , ee, cO.,,o,. • Doe. 
..... o ado.w- 
THE CITY of Terrace is- 
sued $1.3 million worth of 
building permits in January 
- way ahead of the m 
$289,000 issued in the 
same month of 2000. 
The vast majority of the 
new construction came : 
from the permit issued to-  
Westfair Foods to expand 
its Real Canadian Whole . . . .  : 
sale Club store. ' ':~ 
There were also a few 
residential renovations. 
Construction should be 
boosted this year by ex- :~i',,i:ii 
pected construction of a 
new seniors housing com- 
plex on the bench, plus a 
new bench elementary 
school and reconstruction ' :  
of Skeena Jr. Secondary. ,+ + +i 
Jobless rate : :  
improving .+ 
.:." 200 J  ALERO GX SEDAN BY OLDSMOBILE  
THE:  UNEMPLOYMENT " ':: 
.rate in the northwest dip- ;, 
ped to 10.9 per cent in ..+: 
January from 11.7 per Cent' ~ : ~ :~ 
in December. ':; "Y'I 
Despite the improve-. 
taunt, uneniployment m:  ,= 
• ' I • , , " "'+:,' the regt n ~s still three full ;:.:~., 
percentage points higher?':; 
than,it was a year ago. 
The number of full-time . 
and peat-time jobs are both . ,; 
significantly higher" than a 
year ago. 
The-reason the unem- 
ployment"rate iS+ higher 
now is because many more • 
people, ate looking for 
work Or in the labour force ' ...... + ": 
than 12 months ago, 
")/1/~1 /"nAWAI I I~'D wr ~l~ 'nA l~ l  
Public Input On 
CITY OF ERRACE 2001-2005 
Financial Plan 
and Trunk l{elea,e * 4-Wheel Dhc 
i ?: +" ~ i . ; ' :2001 CHEVROLET VEN~ ~i~u,,, : • 3,4 Elite ~'6 185 HP Engine 
~7 " 9~Sp¢¢d Autonmtle Traatlais~laa 
; : , . . . .  
OR 
li!onin 8 * AMIFM S urea CD 
Standard I.te~ml Child Seat 
;~h~| a"d Pot~,er Dnor LocaL, 
Tuesday, February 20, 2001 
7:00 p.m. 
City Hall Council Chambers 
If you cannot attend, it will be televised on 
Channel ~0. nted packages are available at 
City Hall or can be downloaded from the City 
of Terrace bsite: www.citv, terrace.be.ca 
+ :_+ 
:'.. ::i ~... Ueenes. In=urge Imd t~ell em~. 
F IVE  STAR SAFETY RATING, 
Chewolel Venture holds .  5.~tar ,Idver seal mlh= S ml slde.inllniCl leals.& 




• PM;SLock n l'hPft-neler~en( System . • 
For the latest Information, drop by your local Chevrolet Oldsmobile Dealer, visit us at www.gmcanada.corn or call us at 1,800-OM.DRIVE, 
*'Offanl 8pp;y to 2001 Chevro~el Cgvalisr, Chevrolet Malibu Chewoist Venture O~dsrnob~ Silhouette Bnd O~dsmob!le Nero. General Motors will pa•ttrs( month's GMAC purchese finance 
or lease payment up to $,500.00 Inclusive of a ppl~cat~e ta~es. 'Based on a 48 rn~lh lease for Mallbu R7ZNentum ~,,~lue Van RTZ. To~al obtlgallon Is $16.814~16,928. Annual k~omeler liner 
20,000 kin, $0.12f,~t excess klk~eter. Option to purchase at lease eP~ is $9,41B,'$t 1,296 (p('JS tppllc~t~e taxes), ~ lease optk~ns ava~abis, "$Fr~ghl Includ~l. Ucence, insurance, and 
Isxes no~ lhck~ed, Dealers are free Io eel IndMdual price~, tFlhandng on approved GMAC cradt only. Example: $10,000 at 1,g%.~,5% APR, the rnonlh~y payment Is S174.84 for 60 
manth~$290:37 Ior 36 nx~nths. Co~t of borro~ng Is $4gOAO/$453,32. Toist ot~a~o~ isS t 0,490.40/$t 0:t53,32, Down payment anger trade maybe required. MOnthty payment and cost of 
,~p'~p~. n~. v~l van/~pendlng on amount bo~ and down paymen~lrade. '~t'The ~aLeass  morLt~W payme~! and the GMAC Purchase =PInance tale mr the Aisro OX Sedan RTZ/ 
vanlura vmu~ Van RTZ ~ not available with and Is no(cak;ulated err the 'C~ah Putchass* price as shown, the difference between the price for the 5martLea~/GMAC Purchase Plnance offer 
~nd the 'Cash Pu~cl~sse' ~er Is devn,~d under prov~m:~al ~urs  Iswe to be s cost d barmy,  whe .~.er. or r~ the sa~e Pe~msants a .c~ual ~letas~ and Is rl~u~rsd to be exptaesed a~ an 
annual persen=ge rate ~ Is 11,~%/4.37%. Offers apply on/y to new or dern~'~lralc~ nlodeis ~ val l~$ equipped ~ det~dloed ana al~pllee to queMfisd retell coslomera In BC/Yukon 
Dealer Ma~tlng Assodallan area on~y, Dealer order or Iraoe may be ne~lmary. Umiled ~ offam which mw no( be combined wi~ other o~em. ~ee your Dealer fo~ condl~s and detall~ 
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Ambitious plan 
unveiled for , 
psych services 
THE TERRACE and Area 
Health Council has em- 
barked upon an ambitious 
plan to improve psychiatric 
services in the northwest• 
It wants to recruit three 
psychiatrists to be based 
here to provide around-the. 
clock services at Mills 
Memorial's psych unit and 
conduct community out- 
reach programs elsewhere. 
The plan comes at a 
time when Mills has had to 
close the 10-bed regional 
psych unit because it can't 
find a clinical director and 
a renovation project is 
stalled because estimates 
came in above the projec- 
ted budget. 
Dieter Kuntz 
Still, health council chief executive officer Dieter 
Kuntz says the council has great hopes in finding three 
psychiatrists who will work here on a fee-for-service 
basis. 
"The statistics or data show there should be one. psy- 
chiatrist per 9,000 people," said Kuntz. 
"We do offer a regional referral service for an area of 
90,000 people. We do have two psychiatrists here al- 
ready and Prince Rupert is recruiting one which makes 
three, but that doesn't come close to meeting the data," 
he said. 
The two psychiatrists in Terrace are in private prac- 
tice and aren't directly connected to the psych unit. 
The three-psychiatrist recruitment plan is part of a 
larger effort to better integrate the hospital-based psych 
unit with community-based mental health services 
across the northwest. 
At the same time, finding three psychiatrists will help 
the hospital's finances because it won't have to pay 
local doctors on the weekends to do physicals on pa- 
tients prior to being admitted. 
Although the hospital gets about $150,000 a year Jn 
its budget from the province, plus money for the northern 
isolation allowance physicians receive to work in Ter- 
race, to pay local doctors for those physicals and other 
psych services it isn't enough to meet demand, i 
So the hospital then has to use money from its gun- I ' 
oral operating budget, putting a strain on other services. 
Mills is predicting a shortfall of approximately 
$100,000, not including northern isolation allowance 
add-ons, in this budget category to provide weekend 
medical service at the psych ward. 
In a normal year, that figure would have been ~' h iglier; "" . . '  
but since • the unit has been closed since Jan. 1, there are ,i ..... ~: 
no patients to be admitted. 
Kuntz said the psych!artist s being recruited will have • /-' 
to agree to share off-hour and weekend uties• 
"If they don't agree they won't be on staff with pfivi- • : i: 
leges [at the hospital]," he said . . . .  ~,:,.:,,,~,~, ,.~ ,,~.,~ ,,~ ~' L~' 
Although, the hospital has yet to find a chmcal d z r ~  ~, , : 
tor - a gen~ial practitioner with an interest in psychiatry ..:~! [
- it is expecting short term relief next month. • 
". ........ That's because an offshore psychiatrist being recrui- 
ted by-Prince Rupert has agreed to act as the clinical 
director here until one is found. 
Kuntz said that person is expected to be available the 
beginning of March• 
In the meantime, the health council has found a phy- 
sician in Ontario who has agreed to do a two-week stint 
as a clinical director beginning Feb. 19. 
If the search for a clinical director continues to be un- 
successful, Kuntz said one of the three psychiatrists 
being sought could be asked to fill that role part time. 
There's no estimate yet of when the hospital will find 
the three psychiatrists. 
A Canadian who is just finishing psychiatric training 
in the United States was here for a visit last week• 
The health council s selection committee meets early 
this week to discuss the candidate. . 
"Credentials aren't he issue, The committee will talk 
about he person to see if he can fit in here," said Kuntz. 
Based on a successful evaluation, the health council 
will offer the person a post, he added. 
The health council has asked the provincial govern- 
ment for more money to start and complete a renovation 
project at the psych ward. 
Construction bids came in at nearly $630,000, or 
about 50 per cent more than the $427,000 budgeted. 
The hospital wants to improve the kitchen and com- - ! ' i  
montients.area of the ward andbuild two "safe" rooms for pa- , 
"We haven't o reduced the project to reduce costs. 
We feel the project as laid out is necessary," said 
Kuntz. 
Kidney unit inches 
closer to reality 
JUDGING FROM a com- 
plicated January memo 
sent out by the Prince 
George-based Northern In- 
terior Health Board, a kid- 
ney dialysis unit for Ter- 
race is getting closer to 
• final approval. 
;~ I t 's  on a priority list al- 
' ready  approved by the 
. health ministry and now 
' awaiting financial appro- 
.:* val f rom the treasury 
: ~ ' board, the provincial 
iii~,: agency which controls the 
government's purse strings. 
, "It is expected the pro- 
ject will move quickly and 
Wall :be an easy project o 
get started and comple- 
~::ted,". indicates the Jan. 29 
nlemo. 
Once approved, the unit 
will be a satellite to the 
regional one in Prince 
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! ARRIVED!   riaay, Saturday 
election of ' Marcl  2 , Marcl  3 
)NIA BULBS 
lable in bulk. 
'~Don't or, et the 
gar'~fe~ 3hed,, 
50~ Graham Ave,, Terrace 
Ph: 638-7697 • Fax: 638-7671. 
Pt'ndr~o~ 
Skeena Room- Terrace Inn 
Tickets $15 each at UNIGLOBE -"" 
COURTESY TRAVEL 
~ 4718A Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
TERRACE INN SpeeOee 
i' 
week do-you :rl 
13., 
How much insulation do you have 
your attic or ceiling? 
~ately in wh~ 
heati~ " 
George and be located at 
Mills. 
Mills won't charge rent, 
but will recover heating 
and lighting costs, says 
health council chief exec- 
utive officer Dieter Kuntz. 
Charging rent would 
only mean one health care 
agency transferring money 
to another and that doesn't 
make sense, he said. 
can h.e.l.l;: you save money. 
Introducing h.e,l.p.-the Home Energy Learning Program, a new Power Smart initiativ 
designed to help you reduce your energy costs, h,e,l,p, starts with the Home Energy ] 
questionnaire (also available in hard copy) that will produce a customized profile outlini 
opportunities in your home, It'll show you how even the smallest hings •. 
i~!~.~-- around your house can make a big difference to ~ioUr bill and the BC~l l  
. environment,Visit ourWeb•site today or cali for' your hard copy of the. [ [~  
Home Ener~/-Prof, le questionnalre, : . . - .  ~ ' ~ ~L~ 
. ecause when It comes to reduc ,il, every. 
little bitheips, : ' i i : i i  ' : : i / ; . : ' . :  ': 
i ll•• 
e from BC i/lyd~ :,
m  Profile, an Online I~L 
ng energy Savings 
Get h,e.l.p, online or call 431-9463 (Lower  Main land)  or 1-877-431-9463. 
!!,i! 
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'Spirit bear' next of the Terrace & District Multicultural Assc<ialion 
will take place on 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2001 AT 7:00 P.M. 
in the Terrace Art Gallery. Author and historian, target for activists will present a slide show and speak on the experiences of 
early Chinese sefllement in nodhem British Columbia. 
By JEW NAGEL area would be five times the size of the For more information, please call Jane at 638-1594. 
EMBOLDENED by their swift victory in existing Khutz0ymateen provincial park, 
halting the grizzly bear hunt in B.C., en- which was largely created as a grizzly 
coastal sanctuary for Kermode bears, concentrations of Kermodo boars, which MacKa Funera l  Service Lid 
Environmental groups that used bill- activists increasingly refer to as spirit Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers&Pri~ceRupea I I B~Y~V~~B~' I~, '~ I " I I  
boards and postcard campaigns in south- bears, is the basis for the protected area. II 
ern urban centres and even Europe will McCrory said the conservancy would Monuments Concerned personal II P rob lem So lv ing  on  the  Banks  
use similar tactics to push for preserva- consist of the unlogged southern two- Bronze Plaques . service inthe Nor~hwest J| 
tion of a 247,000-hectare area centred on thirds of the island plus some mainland Terrace Crematorium . since 1946 Ii Of the Kitimat River 
Pfincass Royal Island. valleys. Altogether, he said, it adjoins 4626 Davis Street : ,]1 Many BC residents are aware of the 
"We're staring a big ad campaign in a other coastal protected areas such as ,.. Terrace, B.C. VS~ 1X7 *]| importance offish habitat, and a growing 
couple of weeks," said Wayne McCrory, Fjerdland and the Kitlope to create a 1.6 .,' 1~ fommlsa¢,~c~ Phone 635-244,1. Fax 635-635-216011 
a bear biologist for the Valhalla Wilder- million hectare protected area. ~f.~ Amodo~ion • 24 hour pager [J thesenumberimportantare forminge vironments.groups to take care of 
ness Society and leading proponent of the He said the Valhalla Society has a 
protected area. major report on the Kermode bear coming ~ 
The idea has been on the table for out that will bolster the case. The Haisla Fisheries Commission developed 
about 13 years, but various groups will "These bears are in jeopardy and our . the Kitimat River Stewardship Program, 
new make a concerted push for it. interpretation is they're in serious jeopar- funded through Terrace and Kitimat Partners 
"We want to got it protected before dy," he said. for Saimonids (TKPS), to monitor human 
the election," McCrory said. The genetic reason why the bears have impact on the Kitimat River and estuary, to 
This time, they'll argue the unique a white coat isn't known, he says, al- raise awareness ofhabitatdamage, and to 
genetics and small numbers of the white though there are a several theories, begin an education program for the users of 
bear are grounds for creation era  special "Because we don't understand them the valuable watershed. 
'protected area they call the Spirit Bear we should make a greater effort t0 protect 
Wilderness Conservancy. them," he said. 
"We call it Canada's equivalent of the Such a pr0tccted area would affect the In response to Kitimatian concerns regarding 
panda boar," he said. logging by Intcrfor, whoso Terrace-based the impacts of camping along the riverbank of 
McCrory said the proposed protected contract loggers work on Princess Royal. the lower Kitimat River, the Kitimat River S pay back time for Steward, an employee ofthe Haisla Fisheries 
It' Commission, developed a survey ~ ~ k i n e  is looking for questionnaire. The survey was randomly candidates interested in becoming volunteer I1 delivered to 1000 residents in the fall of 2000 biologist MLA says firefighters to serve in the (for both users and non-users of the river) and Skeena Fire Protection Area. was designed to gain more information 
~l ~ii Volunteers are needed from the following areas: regarding the presence of garbage and the 
effects of a lack of facilities, such as toilets, on 
THE PROVINCE should to suspend the "It's a figure l THORNHILL KLEANZA, GOSSEN CREEK, the environment. 
repay Terrace biologist hunt for three based on a me- 
Dionys de Leeuw the two years pending a thod of calcula- USK & LAKELSE LAKE The Haisla Fisheries Commission, based in 
weeks pay it docked him better count is tion that probab- For more information contact Kitamaat Village, is compiling the survey 
last year for criticizing the based on con- ly needs more 
grizzly bear hunt, says flicting esti- resources into Wee Patterson results. This information will soon be shared 
with interested citizens and the District of 
Skeena NDP MLA Helmut mates of the it." ~ at the Thomhill Fireball Kitimat Staffand Council. Aworkshop is 
Giesbrecht. B.C. grizzly pc- Giesbrecht said 1 at 638-1466 planned in the near future with participation 
Now that the govern- pulation, giving back de from all interested parties including the 
ment has essentially taken A I t h o u g h Leeuw's wages Habitat Steward for the Kitimat area to 
de Leeuw's advice and most environ- is required if the Phone or attend a fire practice, investigate options to remedy the problems 
suspended the hunt, Gies- ment ministry ministry wants to Fire practices are held the Kitimatians identified. 
brecht says, it's only right biologists esti- salvage any 
to repay him. mate there are credibility. ~ every Thursday evening 
"You can't punish him up to 13,000 Dionys "Much of this is at 7:00 p.m. 
by suspending him for two grizzlies in de Leeuw based on his dis- I Thomhill Firehall ~ :  
vice and put a moratorium ment minister Inn Waddell numbers," he said. R~ional District of 
Kitlmat-Stikine _ on  grizzly bear hunting cited other scientists and De Leeuw has grieved 
without giving his wages groups who argue the hum- his suspension. ~ -:~ ............. . 
back," he said. bet may be as low as Neither Waddell nor ~ - 
De Leeuw argued - in a 4,000 or 5,000. ministry staff would say 
number of discussion pa- WaddeU, in justifying what will be done, calling 
p era he penned that were the hunt ban, even used de it a personnel matter. 
suppressed by ministry of- Leeuw as an example of Do Leeuw also authored 
ficials and drew repri- an environment ministry other papers that ques- 
rounds - that the pro- biologist hat disputes the tioned the environment 
vince's estimates of griz- 13,000 figure, ministry's wildlife branch .. . . . .  : ' .... 
zly bear populations are "Some are divided on decisions because most of 
inflated because of suspect that," he said in an inter- its employees are hunters. ~:/:: -i " ::  ~: : : " - :~ ' " ~ : :i:. 
methodology, view Friday with the Wil- Hc's also suggested let- _ . -- -- 
His papers gave grizzly liaras Lake Tribune. "One ring environmentalists bid . . . . . . .  : 
hunt opponents more am- guy in Terrace, one of my against hunters for bear " " " - ' F  ' " r ' "  
munition, ministry people, was dis- hunting rights as a way to ::'~:: 
The province's decision puting it." protect grizzly bears. " . ~!:;:i '! 
~," - "  ; ~' :: i . . . .  From f ront  ..... , L 
Libs vow to lift blanket grizzly moratorium 
attack" on the livelihood of outfitters, lieve that they've been so inept, negli- . ) " 
But the hunt may not stop for long. gent and derelict in their wildlife man- 
B.C. Liberal leader Gordon Campbell agement practices over the last 10 long 
promised his party will lift the blanket years that, with just days or weeks to go :i~:~: % :* * 
moratorium and ban the hunt only in before an election, the province's grizzly If yOU enjoy saving for 
areas where grizzly numbers warrant, boar population is now suddenly 
He branded it a crass ploy to sell out endangered?" Campbell asked. "I don't you]~ home, then you won't want to miss our Sale 
the north for votes in the urban south, bay it. I don't believe that's what the 
"Would the NDP honestly have us be- vninistry's own science says." starting Tuesday, February 20th .  We can ' t  tell you  all 
the details yet... So stay tuned - you won't be 
disappointed, unless, that is, you miss the Sale. 
Totem Furniture &Appl iances! i  
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. *:638-1158 • 1-800,813-1158 ~: 
" :i!ii! 
I I I I I  
I I II II I I I 
f • • Annual General Meeting 
I I  of the 
I Terrace Public Library Associat ion 
| will be held on 
| Thursday,  February 15, 2001 
| in the Willy Schneider Meeting Room 
| Elections tothe Board of Trustees will take place and 
~.nomlnatlons for these posltlons will be accepted ~om the floor.j 
I I I I 
I 
( l 
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ARON STRUMECKI 
When fate intervenes 
0 M M UlX [lIT Y 
III II I I I II I 
FTER I made the decision to move 
,~k  back to Terrace, I got a lot of ques- 
--. ----tions, but most of were the same. 
"Why would you want to move there?" 
Everyone thought I was crazy, but deep in- 
side, I knew it was something I had to do. 
I'd moved away almost ten years ago, to 
the mighty Okanagan, everyone's favourite ho- 
liday destination. It's been a long time. I may 
have grown up in Terrace, but it was in the 
Okanagan that I matured. In Penticton I fin- 
ished high-school. In Kelowna I finished uni- 
versity. In the Okanagan I found life, love, lib- 
erty, and a lot of good friends. It was there I
broke my first story. 
I also found a lot of nepotism, poor paying 
jobs, and a brutally competitive job market. To 
get anywhere, you had to know the r ight 
people, and I didn't know the right people. 
Eventually, after I finished university, my 
little group of friends tarted going to go our 
separate ways. Some went east to Montreal, or 
Calgary, but most of them ended up in Van- 
couver. Everyone Seemed to be moving to the. 
city, or wanted to go there, and I thought I 
wasn't far behind. 
I started looking at job listings, grad 
schools, and rent prices in other cities. I told 
myself I would figure out where I'd go by the 
end of the summer, and I even looked into 
teaching English overseas, but nothing seemed 
right. 
I couldn't make up my mind. 
That's when the hand of fate intervened. 
I was in Vancouver at the time, trying to 
figure out what tO do with myself, when ! met 
some people from Terrace, Peter and Dorothy. 
We talked for a while, including my interest in 
travel. That's when Peter suggested that 
maybe [ should consider coming home. 
We'd actually been to Terrace 
and he liked it. He talked like the 
whole town was run by hippies.' 
It hit me like a ton of bricks. 
Move back to Terrace? 
I thought he was crazy. After all, the natural 
progression of things is that people from smal- 
ler cities leave for the bigger ones, they don't 
move back It's like a law of evolution isn't it? 
But by the time I got back to Kelowna the 
idea had firmly planted itself in my head. I 
started getting nostalgia ttacks every time I 
saw grey clouds overhead. I started longing for 
those long, drizzly, rainy days best spent by 
the fire. I felt the sudden urge to run out in the 
middle of rainstorms, just to feel the water on 
my head. 
What fresh horror was this? 
Could I sink any lower? 
But indeed I could. 
I did. 
When I started going on nature hikes I knew 
I was done for. 
Since I left, I naturally kept an ear open for 
news from the old home town, but no-one 
knew where it was. No one, that is) except one 
of my dissident friends. He'd actually been to 
Terrace and he liked it. He talked like the 
whole town was run by hippies. 
He made Terrace sound fun, so obviously 
the guy knew nothing about he place where I
grew up. If Terrace would be a star, it would 
be the furthest poss.ible place from the centre 
of the universe. 
I tried desperately toblock out of these trai- 
• torous thoughts out by dreaming of exotic, and 
warm far-away places. But the fuzzy feeling 
didn't go away.'I tried to telling myself that 
there were no jobs it/the North, especially if
you're a writer, but every journalist worth his 
salt knows you've got to spend time in the lit- 
tle-leagues before you can go to bat for the 
majors. My work I can do anywhere. 
For some odd, unknown, god-forsaken rea- 
! son, I rea!iy did miss my old home town, and I 
~ really missed my family. A lot of them I hadn't 
l i seen since I moved. I had to go back If only for 
a little while. 
So I moved. 
i Now that I'm here, I haven,t regretted the 
decision at all. I've only been back a mont~, 
: ' but I already feel like I'm part of the commun. 
i ty ,  and in a very strangG, twilight zontsh feel- 
! lag, it's like I've never left. It's been great get- 
ting reacquainted with friends and family, and 
enjoying everyone,s warmth and hospitality, 
! i I guess what they say is true - you can take 
I 
i 
I the boy out of the country, but you can't take 
the country out of the boy, 
~ Now all I have to do is figure where the 
i hippies are. . • , • 
Showcasing 
our heritage 
By JENNIFER LANG 
IN REAL ESTATE terms, 
they're known as "Old 
Timers". 
Home decor magazines 
call them "character 
homes." 
But to two local history 
buffs, Helen Haselmeyer- 
and Yvonne Moon, they're 
an enduring symbol of Ter- 
race's pioneer history and 
are worthy of our apprecia- 
tion and understanding. 
Their brand-new book, 
This Old House, is a com- 
pendium of more than 80 
local homes that were 
built pro-1940 and are still 
standing proud today. 
"There's quite a lot of 
history in here," Moen 
says. 
Many of the homes in 
the book have been lov- 
ingly cared for over the 
years. Others haven't fared 
so well. 
"I hope that anyone that 
owns these homes takes 
pride and actively restores 
them." Moon advises. 
"Give them some tender 
loving care!" 
Along with descriptions 
and photographs of the 
homes, the authors man- 
aged to track down the 
names of the •original ow- 
ners. 
The oldest home docu- 
mented in the book be- 
longed to the Franks, early 
settlers in the area. Built 
by Henry Frank in 1908, 
the home survived a de- 
vastating flood in the 
• Skeena River that washed 
away a neighbouring 
homestead and some 30- 
odd acres of property. 
Today, aged 93, it still 
stands next to the Skeena 
• River, on Frank Street. 
Curiously, a number of 
the homes described in 
This Old House are no 
longer in their original o- 
cations. 
"A lot of them have 
been moved all over 
Terrace," Moon says. 
That's a tradition that 
continues to this day - 
consider the recent arrival 
on Medeek Ave. of a home 
from the former Alcan 
company town of Kemano. 
But that modern-day ef- 
fort pales in comparison to 
the story of how E.T. Ken- 
ney hired Fred Gibbs to 
haul prospector Jack Bell's 
1920 miner's cabin down 
from Thornhill Mountain to 
the shores of Lakelse Lake 
to be reassembled. 
Moen and Haselmeyer, 
who paired up on a com- 
panion book, How Our 
Streets Were Named, spent 
two years researching and 
writing This Old House. 
Their tasks included 
talking to old pioneers and 
their adult children about 
BEAUTIFULLY PRESERVED HOME: Yvonne Moen stands in front of a house 
once owned by former Skeena MLA Duddley Little and his wife Mary, a town 
councillor. Built in 1938, it remains a shining example of Terrace's heritage. 
the' homes in the book are 
on the city's list of de- 
signated heritage sites, a 
distinction given to just 
two local sites, the old ce- 
metery and Heritage Park 
Museum. 
That list used to include 
the small house at the cor- 
ner of Kalum and Lakelse 
that's currently home to 
Care Mecca because it's 
an old RCMP building 
built in 1912. 
a City souvenir 
MAYOR JACK TALSTRA hands out City of Terrace pins to some young 
Sparks in council chambers. The mayor has proclaimed Feb. 18-25 Scout- 
Guide week in Terrace. Planned events include a flag-raising at city hall Feb. 
18, a church service and informal campfire, World Thinking Day Feb. 21, 
when scouts and guides wear uniforms to school, and the Hike For Hunger 
Feb. 24, in support of the Terrace Churches Food Bank. 
City loses Iongtime reside ;: 
~ ~!i~:~:: ............... :+:~: !:":i 
I ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
their former family homes. "There were 100 in B.C. 
Moon credits those, of the same design. This is 
people with providing the the only one left." 
assistance needed to corn- But when the property 
plete the book. owner wanted to sell, the 
Remarkably, none of. city took it off the heritage 
list. 
He found work at 
George Little's sawmill. 
Later, he became self 
employed as a carpenter, a
job that saw him involved 
in the construction of 
homes and buildings in 
Terrace, including his 
own, in 1932. 
Throughout his life he 
remained agenerous man 
who always helped others 
out in any way he could. 
He enjoyed hunting, 
trapping and fishing. 
Fred and Helen Gibbs 
raised four children, and 
have two grandchildren. 
Memorial services were 
held :at the Terrace Pente- 
MANY HOME owners and 
church goers in Terrace 
owe a debt of gratitude to 
Fred Gibbs. 
Fred, who passed away 
Feb. 2 at Terraeeview 
Lodge at the age of 94, 
built a number of homes in 
Terrace and Lakelse Lake. 
An active member of 
the Pentecostal church for 
many years, Fred was in- 
strumental in the construc- 
tion of three Pentecostal 
church buildings in Ter- 
race. 
Fred lived at Terrace- 
view Lodge following a 
stroke he suffered three 
years ago. His wife Helen 
would visit him daily. 
Fred Gibbs 
Fred was born Sept, 10, costal Assembly Feb. 6. 
Fred and Helen, mar- 1907 in Macaulay Town, His family planned to 
ried in Terrace in 1935, ship, Ontario, The eldest of scatter his ashes Feb. 7 on 
celebrated their 65th wed, six children, he worked his Baldy Mountain, a favour- 
dlng anniversary on  Sept. • :way west, arnvingin Ter- : t te hunting spot, 
25,2000. ~.: .race m 1932, ' 
"Once a house has been 
designated as a heritage 
• building, it should be left 
so;" Moon says..?'It really 
annoys me." 
She thinks the time is 
ripe for showcasing our 
town's history, including 
our heritage buildings, as 
part of a larger strategy to 
diversify our resource- 
based economy by appeal- 
ing to tourists. 
One idea is to offer 
tours of heritage homes 
here this summer. 
Meanwhile, although 
Moon and Haselmeyer 
aren't planning another 
joint project, there's no 
chance either one will run 
out of local history pro- 
jects to chase any time 
soon, 
"There's so much out 
therel" 
Moen and Haselmeyer 
will be at Coles books in 
the Skeena Mall Feb. 24 
from 12 to 4 p.m. promot- 
ing their books and a var- 
iety of local history books. 
i i 
i i • tit lit pal t 
Around Town 
February is Heart month 
VOLUNTEERS for the 
Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion are pounding the pave- 
ment once again to keep the 
beat going for research. 
They'll be going door-to- 
door canvassing this month 
as part of a range of activi- 
ties tied to Heart and Stroke 
Month. 
"We're asking people to 
give generously to support 
research," said local 
campaign organizer Sonja Sonla Comerfard 
Comerford. 
"Heart disease and strokes are by far the number 
one killer." 
She said statistics indicate 40 per cent of the 
Canadian population will be directly affected by 
heart disease, and 60 per cent will be indirectly af- 
fected. 
Forum to address 
HIV/AIDS rate in women 
OUTDATED ATTITUDES that persist in our rural 
communities are contributing to the fact that het- 
erosexual women are still contracting HIV and 
AIDS at an alarming rate, say the organizers of 
three forums planned for Terrace Feb. 15 and 16. 
The local working group that's organizing the 
Aprons and Heels workshops decided to focus on 
women because HIV/AIDS is still seen as a men's 
disease. In the north, where there are fewer ser- 
vices, women with the disease are less likely to 
get the support hey need, says Sarah Moreau of 
K'San House Society. 
"Many people in our community have miscon- 
ceptions about HIV/AIDS, how it is transmitted 
and who is at risk," says Carol Harrison, a public 
health nurse who points to the high rates of teen 
pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease seen 
here as indications that young men and women are 
engaging in unprotected sex. 
Correction 
THE LOCATION for the Kermode Alcohol and 
Drug program's Rising Spirit 
Four workshop is the Elks 
Hall. The two and a half-day 
workshop will feature factli, 
taters Lee Brown and Chief 
Leonard George. Topics in- 
dude community develop- 
meat on alcohol and drugs, 
prophecies, abuse, healing 
and spirituality, The work- 
shops take place from 8:30 
a,m. to 4:30 p,m. Feb, 21 
and 22, and from 8:30 
a.m. to noon Feb. 23. To Leonard George 
registe r or for more infor- 
mation, call 635-7670, 
I II I I  II I I I ll)t i 
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BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Now appearing: TRIXI 
this fun and funky act Mon.-Sat. Even] Mum 
Mic Nightl Come down and perform on 
Every night is different. Lots of fun and 
Celebrate your birthday with us. Free gi 
day reservations for six and more: 635-00~ 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Check out our new foo~ 
rnenusl 
GEORGE'S PUB: Country and classic 
formed by Runaway Train, appearing Feb. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your weekend pan 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night 
cover. Join us Friday and Saturday night., 
times. Karsoke on Sunday and Monday nights 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION Branch 13 
Come participate in our Karaoke contest ev 
night at 8 p.m. We're not rowdy, but you c, 
Members and bona fide guests. Call the legion for info. 
MUSIC 
,The Terrace Community Band, under the direc. 
tion of Bob Buchart, presents a benefit concert 
Feb. 17 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre featuring guest 
:pianist, Montreal's Beniot Tumotts, who will perform 
'with the band and in solo. Local guests: Northwest 
:Singers, Caledonia Choir, and Vex Polaris choir. Pro. 
:ceeds to the Dare to Dream Foundation in support of 
the Grade 7 band program' Tickets at Sight and 
Sound at 1M Skeena Mall. 
King's University,College Concert and Chamber 
Choire appear at the Terrace Pentecostal As. 
sembly Tuesday Feb. 20, 8 p.m. for a performance 
of choral works. Admission by donation. 
THEATRE 
Forever Plaid, the acclaimed 'Heavenly' musical about 
four male '50s crooners who reunite for the show they 
never got a chance to give, comes to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Feb. 23. Killed in a motor vehicle accident, 
their dreams of musical glory come true, thanks to a 
hole in the ozone layer. Presented by the Terrace Con- 
cert Society.Tickets at Erwin's Jewellers, 
Yuk Yuk's on Tour. Stand up comedy featuring 
Bob Keele and Scott Dumas. Friday, March 2, and 
Saturday March 3, at the Terrace Inn. Tickets avail. 
able at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel, Presented by the 
Terrace Little Theatre Society. 
VISUAL ARTS [ NoeTneeNtaOm R IN 
race Art Gallery to Feb. 25. Artwork from Terrace, 
Pdnce Rupert, Smithers, Hazelton, Kitimat, Green- l i] 0PEN 6 om-llprn. * 1 Days c l/ 
ville and New Aiyansh. The awarded pieces will enter 
the BC Festival of the Arts in May. |::]GREAT DALLY SPECIALS ~ ' ~ 7 / /  
I~[SERVING BREAKFAST ALL DAY ~/~ | i |  
Make the SCENE: Carl 638-7263 or fax to 638-6432 
to add your event to the Standard's free entertain. 
ment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for 
the following week's paper. Events will run two 
weeks in advance, space perm~ng. 
I i ,:.'~. MOt ~ tu:.,L.II~¢ai::ltll rounaauon 
:Ferrac~::Con~ert Society 
presents the musical 
"Forever Plaid" 
Terrace Concert Terrace Little . 
Society Tickets Theatre Tickets 
Available at Available at 
Erwin's House of Uniglobe Courtesy 
Fine Jewellery Travel 
in the Skeena Mall 
[ l~  ! l l I  ] i  l~ l lE  I ] I i l l l I l i l l  i~  1 
to" " 
Baby's Name: 
]anice Emilie Bahr 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 3, 2001 a110:50 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 3 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Carmen &Bob Bohr 
@ 
Baby's Name: 
Jadrdee Marie Day 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Baby's Name: 
Da}aa Nicole Wilson 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
Jan. 22, 2001 at 5:56 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 6 oz. Sex: FenCe 
Parents: Dan & Tma W~on 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
E~zabeth Anna Gayle DennLs 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
Feb. 3, 2001 at 8:10 a.m. Feb. 2, 2001 at 9:39 p.rn. 
Weight: 11 Ibs, 2 1/2 oz. Sex: FenCe Weight: 7 ibs. 9 IR oz. Sex:: Female 




Date & Time of Sit'tit: 
Feb 4, 2001 at 7:00 a.m. 
Weight: 5 I/2 Ibs. Sex: M~e 
Parents: Sasheen Weslq, 
& Daniel Wilson 
Parents: Angela & Elmer Jr, Dennis 
Baby dger for big broiler Kridlan 
Baby's Name: 
D~yna Charlene 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan, 25, 2001 at 12:08 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Many &Charlene Sorenson 






Just see our service desk for more information 
  Overwa=tea 
Aboriginal youth, children and family sup. 
port group bi-monthly meeting 3:15.4:30 p,m. 
at the Family Place, 4553 Park Ave. Parenting 
and youth support, culturally-based information, 
foster care. Call Brian at 638-8558. 
mJm. ..e.m  
17th Annual Multlcultursl Potluck Dinner at 
the Terrace Arena Banquet Room at 5 p.m. En- 
trance fee: potluck dish plus ticket, $5 for 
for parents of children from birth to six years, 
at the Family Place, Starting Feb. 27 to April 
10, From 9:15 a,m. to 12 p,m, Space limited. Pre 
register by calling 638-1863 or drop by 4553 
Park Ave. 
Free Parent Support Circle, an ongoing weekly 
self help group for parents of young children, 
Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Do you feel like you're all 
alone or feel guilty for how you're dealing with 
your children? Talk to people who understand. 
adults, $1 for children under 10. Available at For information, call 635.0654 or 635-3459. 
Misty F~iver,~,Bo~ks.,Eor~more info call 638;,1594; ................................... 
~ ' i~:~, , ;  ='~ ~'~: ~'"'-~' ~The.~Terrec~ Drag ..... '~ ' ; Race,,Aesoclatlon ~,has 
. ~ :~ ~, ,~h, , , ,= , , :  ,,...,,)added,a,ne w classdo.theirmclhrj eOent~ thi~ 
uanadlan Cancer Society Resource Centre year.' There is now a class for semi trdcks.lf 
monthly meeting, 7 p m. at the office, 301.4722 you're interested in racing your semi, or want in- 
Lake se Ave. Everyone welcomel formation, call Troy at 635-2227. 
Rising Spirit IV, a workshop hosted by Ker- 
mode Alcohol and Drug program. Topics include 
community development on alcohol and drugs, 
abuse, healing and spirituality, Facilitated by 
Lee Brown and Chief Leonard George. From 
8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. Feb. 21 and 22. From 
8:30 a.m, to noon Feb. 23. At the EIksHall. Ad. 
mission by donation. To register call Banita at 
635-7670. 
Women's Drop in Group, sponsored by Ksan 
House Society, meets at the society's office, 
4724 Lazelle Ave,, from 1-3 p.m. Thursdays. For 
women who have experienced some form of 
abuse. Safe place to share, learn or just listen. 
For info, call Andrea or Jocelyn: 635-2373. 
Cancer Support Group for family and friends 
meets at 7 p,m. at the Stepping Stones Club. 
house, 3302 Sparks St. For Info call 635-0049. 
-Riverboat Days committee begins its monthly 
meetings on Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m. in council 
chambers at Terrace city hall. The committee 
meets the last Tuesday of the month, New and 
returning members invited to help plan our city's 
annual festival. Call Phyllis at 638-1327 or Kar- 
lene at 635-2061. 
Challenging our Assumptions about Gender 
and Sexuality, a workshop on homophobla, pre- 
sented at the Terrace Women's Centre from 
1:30.3:30 p.m., at 4542 Park Ave, An examina- 
tion of attitudes towards sexuality and gender 
to provide participants with insights into homo- 
phobia and heterosexism. Come learn about Is- 
sues affecting gay, lesbian and transgendered 
people. To register call 638-0228. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ERD0 (Emergency Relief Development Or- 
genizatlon) is sending relief containers to El 
Salvador. The Terrace Pentecostal Church is 
organizing the collection of items that will be 
shipped to El Salvador from the collection 
centre at the Christian Life Assembly in Lan. 
gley, B.C. New and used clothing, shoes, blank- 
ets, towels, and baby items needed, in addition 
to~ non perishable food. Call Donna for pick up: 
615-0223. 
Learn about brain disorders (mental illnesses), 
Terrace Churches Food Bank's February 
distribution takes place Feb, 12 (A-H), 13 (I- 
R), 14 (S-Z) and 15 (anybody missed). Open 
from 1-3 p.m. at 4647 Lazelle Ave., rear en. 
trance. Please bdng ID for you and dependents, 
Donations can be made through your church or 
by mail c/o 4012 Anderson St., Terrace, B,C. 
VSG 21"2. 
The Heart and Stroke Foundation Invites 
you to paint the town red Feb. 23.•Your com. 
pany or school can Dress Red to support heart 
and stroke research in B.C. by calling 639-9090, 
February is Heart Month, when volunteers with 
the familiar ed and white logo will canvass your 
street. Please give generously. 
Sksena Rivm: Players is looking for aspiring 
First Nations actors interested In understudy 
roles in the upcoming production of 'The Rez 
Sisters". Understudies will have at least one up. 
portunity to perform on stage. Needed: six fe- 
males and one male, who should have some back. 
ground in traditional dance. Crew positions 
available. Call Marianne: 635-2942. 
Seniors and persona with disabilities: do you 
need help? For minor home repairs and mainte- 
nance to shovelling snow from your walk, call the 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330. 
Residential School Outreach Program spon- 
sored by the Northwest Band Socia Workers 
Association group/support circle every Tuesday 
from 6:30 to 8:30 p,m, at 1581 Kulspal in Ter- 
race (Kitselas reserve.) For info phone 638. 
0744, ask for Louisa, 
TOPS (Take off Pounds Sensibly) meets 
Thursday evenings at the Skeena Health Unit 
auditorium. Weigh in starts at 6 p,m,, meeting at 
7:30 p,m, Come for a free visit. For more info 
call Joan at 635-0998. 
Regular meetings of the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival are held the second Tuesday of 
the month, 8 p.m, In the lower level of the Ter- 
race Public Library, 4610 Par~ Ave. Everyone 
welcomel Call KIm at 638-0131 for Information. 
Volunteers needed to help our eenloral The 
Volunteer for Seniors Program at the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau assists those~ needing help 
shopping, keeping medical appointments, or so- 
cial outings, or friendly visits. You must be able 
to volunteer acouple of hours a week on a regu. 
lar basis. Call 638-1330. 
a taped lecture aeries by Mary Moiler, at the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse on Tuesday evenings Emergency Shelter Winter Drop.In, Get out 
at 7:30 p,m, Feb. 20: Understanding and com- of the cold and come/or a snack- dally from 2-4 
p.m. at 2814 Hall St, (the big white house be. munlcating with someone with psychosis, Every. hind Totem Ford). Drop n for coffee, conversa. one welcome It's free • Sponsored by the Tar. 
race branch of the BC Schizophrenia sodety, tlon, cardgames, the odd Video or plain old con- 
versatfoh.Gail 638.5690. ~': =; ::i/:~ . 





terrace.automal l@telus .net  
- -T -~~. t~D The Terrace Standard 
standard@kermode.net 
Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
ii Senna Ji 
i/:i The leaves, bark and seeds of the hero senna :(CaSsiff: 
~cUtifolia) have both prehlstor c and contemporary U~e:i:iil 
~early worldwide. A ong the Nile river, it was used byl the:i!i 
~,rabs externally for skin afflictions and internalJ :: ...... y:as:a!~l 
axative. It had a role n Chinese reed cine. Arhelrica~!i!| 
~latiVe Peoples employed t to rel eve sore throatd~i~C[i!i=l 
:On~Upation, and with liberal amounts of water to i:e~i~i~:i!i 
evers. , .- =;d: :i;iil 
I:ii;i/Today, sennas chief function is as a powerful o ean i   ii| 
I:i;i]axative. It also has applications for parasite-ridding pm~!iliI 
li;igr~,ms, liver and gal bladder disease and jaundicel It rna~!iii| 
/:iibe Included n weight-loss formulat one, where conserva~i! 
:;i!iiive use has merit. ; i;ijil 
iii!i. There is disagreement over whether this herb can i~'i!i I . 
:~i::ihablt forming and some warn against its use for extende~;ii!i I 
i;i!:periods of time Perhaps we should listen carefully to oui~!i!i | 
'i:ilbodles. If our bowels s reply are not working regulari~!ii~| 
;;~Llependency may not be an issue Most health nrRP.fttin~ilil; 1 
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FOUR NEAT GUYS: Bruce Thompson (top), Matt 
Palmer, Peter Jorgensen, and Sanders Whiting as 





A MUSICAL phenomenon The Plaids cover mere- 
featuring the 1950s song arable popular mid-century 
stylings of four virginal tunes, the ones popular- 
nerds with a love for har- ized by their idols, the 
monizing is, comingreto~,..Equr..Lads,~the Crew~Gutsi. 
. ~ (, , , ,~.  ". l~,. ;k,~¢,;,)fr i  ~, , j '  ... . , !L~-~l . . i : . .~. . : -~,~,%,~, ' ,  ~,, : . .  , , . ' - .  - ~-,, . ,), ~ ; .  ,:. , ~ . . .  
.{'.T~;'~."~,s::I~Iu~ :a t re  ~ I_~s,';, 'i~; "i:" ;: '~ .;.! ":- " :.' 
m Vancouver s productmn'" 'The msmaniustcal re- 
of the smash hit Forever  calls a time when songs 
Plaid; a'musical originally like "Love is a Many 
staged in a New York ca- Splendored Thing", "Lady 
baret, makes a long-awai- of Spain", "Rags to 
ted appear- Riches", and 
once. at the "Catch a 
R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Feb. The i r  n lu$ ica l  Fallingruled th Star"air- 
23. careers  were cut  waves - and 
The show shor t  by a fateful  nerds jock- 
eyed for pc- promises to co l l i s ion  wi th  a bus  sition in the send audi- 
ences to four- of teenagers  on s c h o o I ' s 
part harmony their way to see  audio visual 
heaven, as the Beatles. club. 
S pa  r k y ,  Tickets for 
Smudge, Jinx F o re  v e r 
andFrankie- P la id ,  pro- 
their musical careers sented by the Terrace 
struck short by a fateful Concert Society, are 
collision with a bus filled available at Erwin's Je- 
with teenagers on their wailers. 
way to see the Booties - The show starts at 8 
reunite from beyond the p.m. Latecomers will not 
afterlife for the show the be seated. There is no in- 
never gave. termission. 
WoveN: s: :": 
• , /  , , .. ," . . ,  . . . '{ : : . : ' : .  ~ " .  . . . . .  " : - . , . . . . . . .  . . .... ,7 . . .7 : . -  
T he Rural Development Office is facilitating a series of roundtable 
d!scussions on rural development from 
BRn-nSH 
COLUMBIA 
' Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Fisheries 
, RUral Development Office: I 
RRSP Tips and Tax Tips 
courtesy of the Chartered Accountants of BC. 
What is an RRSP? 
A Registered Retired 
Savings P/an is a government 
approved plan to encourage 
you fo save money for your 
retirement years. Within your 
personal limit, your contribu- 
tions are tax deductible. You 
can have any number of 
RRSPs. 
Not only do you invest some 
money that would otherwise 
be paid in income fax, but the 
biggest advantage is thai the 
earnings of an RRSP are not 
taxed until withdrawn. This 
allows 100 per cent of the 
earnings to be reinvested and 
compounded. This greatly 
increases the growth in value 
or your RRSR 
taea,v, you make RRSP 
deductions in your highest 
income years, and get the 
funds out at a lower fax rate 
in retirement. 
Who is eligible to 
contribute to RRSPs? 
Anyone with "earned 
income I' subject to Canadian 
taxation, including] non-resi- 
dents, may contribute to an 
RRSP. You can make part or 
all of any RRSP contribution~; 
to a plan in your spouse's 
name. You, as ihe contributor, 
are still entitled to the tax 
deduction. 
For this purpose, a spouse 
refers to a legal married part- 
ner or a common-law partner 
of the opposite or same sex 
with whom you have co-habi- 
toted for the lust 12 months. 
To maximize your long-term 
tax savings, RRSP conlribu- 
!i.0ns, ~bo,qld,~l~ay.s,,g0 iota 
lh; n&;',ot',tl~; spouse who 
will otherwlie have the lower 
income in retirement. 
Where con on 
individual get on RRSP? 
RRSPs are available fronl 
banks, trust companies, credit 
unions, life insurance compa- 
nies, investment dealers and 
mutual funds. You c:an have 
any number of RRSPs. There 
are three basic types: deposit 
type plans, mulua/funds, and 
self-directed plans. 
Look for the plan that has 
the best potential return for 
the risk you are prepared to 
take. Determine if there are 
any fees, and take them into 
account in comparing the 
anticipated annual growth. 
A chartered accountant can 
advise you on the tax advan- 
tages of an RRSP and the 
type of plan most suitable for 
you. 
How much do RRSPs reduce 
your taxes? 
To give you a rough idea of 
the tax reduction from RRSP 
contributions, here are three 
rules of thumb for 2000 RRSP 
deductions: 
t--n I fha  your income is less 
$30,000 a $1,000 
RRSP would reduce your 
2000 taxes by about $250. 
° tf your income is 
between $30,000 and 
$60,000, a $1,000 RRSP 
would reduce your 2000 
taxes by $360 to $400. 
° If your income is more 
than $60,000, a $1,000 
RRSP would reduce your 
2000 taxes by $480 to 
$510. 
Look into the arnount },ou 
can save with an RRSP today. 
RRSP limits 
When determining how 
much you can contribute to 
RRSPs, keep in mind there is 
at least one more step to the 
calculation for members of 
Registered Pension and 
Deferred Profit Sharing Plans. 
Ordinarily, your deductible 
contributions fo RRSPs are 
limited to 18 per cent of your 
prior year's earned income, 
to a maximum of $13,500. 
If you're a member of a 
Registered Pension Plan or a 
Deferred Profit Sh~rigg,Plan, 
~i.s,ofllou.ntl is red'u~ }~,}"tlle 
pension adjustment amount(s) 
reported on your prior year 
T4 slips. A pension adjust- 
ment reflects the value of the 
future benefit you are entitled 
to as a result of being a plan 
member for the year. Your 
2000 RRSP deduction limit 
will be on your 1999 Notice 
of Assessment. 
There may be other adjust- 
ments to your RRSP deduction 
limit if there have been sig- 
nificant changes to your 
Registered Pension Plan cov- 
erage during the year. 
Information for RRSP Tips is 
c rovided as a public service ~, the Chartered Accountants 
of British Columbia. 
We'll stick our 





Instant Tax Receipts, 
Financial Planner, 
Low Interest Loans. 
Your One Stop 
Financial Store 




Exce l lent  Reasons  
to Invest  w i th  
Nor thern  Sav ings  
this RRSP Season  
1. Northern Savings guarantees a minimum 5% return on its 3-year variable rate Pdmer RRSP, 
2. The Prirner RR~P qualif es for depositor protection up to $100 000 from the Credit Union 
Deposit Insurance Corporation of BC. : 
3. The 5% interest rate is competitive. Northern Savings invitesyou to compare. _ 
4. You can maximize your contribution and tax savings with an RRSP loan as low as ~'rime-1%, 
5. Money invested with Northern Savings Is reinvested in our community. 
NORTHERN 
SA V INGS 
CRtO|T  UNtO~ 







contribution to any 
RRSP is good advice , : 
Frank O0nahue' 
Fred Unclsay ° 
Successful RRSP planning depends, 
on making choices that match 
your long term goals.As a Clarica 
Agent, I'll talk about your 
ret irement goals, and then help 
you put together an-RRSP strategy-" 
that  helps you ' " .......................... achieve, them   :  L~ J,', %'i' 
Skeena Mall, Terrace BC, " :' 
Tel 635-2387 Fax 635-6532 
CLARICA" 
Investment and insurance solutions-Since 1870 
b A I~b, nlnrk ol Clmi= Lils Insurnm Coml=y 
lle~esenling C~m Ne Irr,~ae Coq~ o~ '~m ln~ilco I~ 
ith RSP-Matic, Saving 
or My Future.Is Easy. 
When I was looking for an easier way to contribute to my RSP, 
I talked it over with my Royal Bank RSP Specialist. Now I know 
how to maximize my contributions with RSP-Maticr~, a convenient 
automatic savings plan. It s a flexible, affordable way for me to build 
my retirement savings o I can get the future I want. Easily. 
Visit our Royal Bank branch for your free consultation today 
or call 1-800-ROYAI.;' 9,9. 
' ..... RSP ;  I t': I O l~e ;' , 0 U lOt ()NIS l l 
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Terrace's musicians and Choral groups plan 
benefit for elementary school band program 
CONTRIBUTED 
;TERRACE RESIDENTS 
will be in for a treat on 
!Saturday, Feb. 17, when 
the Terrace Community 
Band, joined by 60 local 
• voices and Montreal pian- 
i ist Benoit Turcotte, take 
:the stage at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre for a benefit 
• concert. 
: All proceeds from the 
'Dare to Dream Concert 
:will go to the Dare to 
.Dream Foundation, a 
group of citizens who 
pledged to support he ele- 
mentary band program in 
local schools by establish- 
ing an endowment fund. 
the opportunity to learn a 
band instrument and play 
in a band. 
Well aware of the value 
The mass chorus will perform sev- 
eral selections, including "Dry Your 
Tears Afrika" from the film Amistad. 
The foundation's goal is of school-based music pro- 
to ensure every school grams, the community 
aged child is guaranteed band, along with sponsors, 
have combined strengths 
to bring you this evening 
of entertainment• 
The community band, 
directed by Bob Butchart, 
will be joined by the Cale- 
donia Choir, Northwest 
Singers, and Vox Polaris 
Community Choir. 
The mass chorus will 
perform several selections, 
cotte, who teaches at 
L'Ecole de Musique Vin- 
cent d'Indy in Montreal 
and has been a band and 
orchestral consultant for 
Yamaha Canada for 12 
years• 
Turcottc performs in 
concerts as often as pos- 
sible because he enjoys 
playing and communica- 
including "Dry Your Tears ting musically with an au- 
Afrika" from the film dience. 
Amistad. " As well as solo works, 
The evening will also Turcotte will perform 
feature pianist Benoit Tur' Grieg's Piano Concerto in 
A Minor and Richard Ad- 
dinsell's Warsaw Concer- 
to, accompanied by the 
community band. 
Reserved seating tick- 
ets are available at Sight 
and Sound in the Skeena 
Mall. A total of all.tickets 
sold will be donated by the 
Terrace Community Band 
to the Dare to  Dream 
Foundation, supporting the 
Grade 7 band program• 
Organizers invite you to 
show your support and help 
keep the dream alive• Benoi t  Turcotte  
INVOLVEMENT 
Scouts oF all ages are the pride oF our 
community. Their awareness and 
involvement to make a better communily is 
what scouting is all about. 
Proud sponsor and suppofler 
o1: the 8th Division 
Terrace Beavers and Cubs. 
5100 Hwy. 16West, Terrace 635-7178 
4740 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
I 
www.bc.scouts.ca 
FEBRUARY 18- 25, 2001 
Scouting opens new worlds of learning and 
exploration• Our hope For the future is in the ' I~ 
hands of our youth today. 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Sunday, February 18 (1:00 p.m.) 
Flag Raising Ceremoney at City Hall 
Please wear your uniform and sing "O Canada". 
Sunday, February 18 (2:30 - 5:00 p.m.) . 
SWIM Free to members - wear a piece of your  • 
uniform to the Terrace Aquatic Centre. 
All swimmers must be at the pool by 2:30 for free admission, 
Youth 7 and under must have a parent in the pool with them. 
Parents are responsible for pick-up time; please check with leader 
I 
, about attendance. 
Wednesady, February 21 (6:30- 7:45 ~.m.) 
CHURCH SERVICE AND INFORMAL CAMPFIRI: at Knox United 
Church. Please wear your uniform and "lug-a-mug'. 
Thursday, February 22,-~,WOPJ.DTHINKINGDAY,.~ 
.,SHOW YOUR PRIDE ~.'W~"?6O'~'di~ifd£t~'tc~ sch~|~b~k,~!~ 
Saturn.y, F bruo,'y  :00 o.m.-  :00 Nooni '
HIKE FOR HUNGER- (Coinciding with Terrace's Food For Friends) 
Family members welcome. Carry your collected food donations 
from City Hall to the Food Bank to Okanagan-Skeena Group 
(4625 Lazelle) where a burger and pop will be available for 
hikers, courtesy of Mr. Mike's. Please wear your uniform. 
THANK YOU TO MR. MIKE'S FOR BURGERS & POP 
FOR ALL THE HIKERS! 
Hike for Hunger 2001 
• Hike for Hunger is a service project of &:riends on the Hike. 
Girl Guides of Canada and Scouts Canada This is the 5th year the Terrace Guiding 
to collect thousands of pounds of food sup- & Scouting groups have participated in the 
plies for food banks in B.C. due to the serf Hike for Hunger. 
ous deficiency after the Xmas season. Show your support, ioin in the Hike or 
. The event takes place l~eb. 24t2001 11 drop off non-perishable food at the adver- 
am - 12 Noon. Over 70 communities across tised drop-off points, , 
B.C. participate in a 1-2 km walk/march. 
For more info~ation please contact in INTERIORS . The public can participate by dropping 
off non-perishable food at advertised drop Ten'ace: 
461 0 Lazelle Ave., Terrace off points, or by joiningthe youth members, Beth Armstrong-Bewick 
~. 635-6600 adult leaders, corporate sponsors, parents Ph: 638-8879 Fax: 638-8834 
HELP OTHERS 
"To help others at all limes is an important 
part of the Scout Oath. Thanks, Scouts, for 
selffng a fine example. 
STANDARD 
~!o a.-mo, s~.e, ~,~,=,. ~.c v ~  
638-7283 r~ 63e+8432 
TERRACE 
 i HaVSLErl 
4916 Hwy. 16 ~st Terra:m, ~.C. 
250-635-7187 




setting ~ go: 
example ~ 
younge~ g~s i'~ 
~rt  ~F ~h~ 
G&~ Guiding: 
is eli about. 
We ~rr~ ti:,e 
C4rl c~,:~ 
6t~e 
om'mmunity service th, ey provide. 
KAI. TIRE 
Cedadand Tire Service 








the value oFteamwork and how to ~, i 
enjoy the outdoors. 
I 
635- 6617 ~ ~ " Terrace ~ I 
SKILLS 
Scouts learn skills they'll enjoy for a lifetime 
and teaches the value of our natural resources. 
, hone: 635-5232 or Fax 635-3288 
i Guiding teaches practical skills and cultivates 
i respect For all living things both : 
i large and small. 
i,~ ~ ~ 5keena 5mumills 
A Division at 
l~w - 635-6336 
TEAM SPIRIT 
Girl Guiding lets girls experience the fun oF ' 
healthy competition and encouragesa sense 
oF accomplishment and good sportsmanship, 
i TER  " E 
rovo , l 
¢912 i.~y 16 ~.  ~ B.C. ., ~" 
250-635-6558 " " ':' 
GROWI'H 
Scouts from around th~ wodd ~/~ tJ~ 
satisfaction oF meeting nQw challenge, ~t~ 
supmrt these leaclQa of tomor~ow~ 
TYMOSCHUK 
AGENCIES LTD. 




SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
L'CHIMNEYS & FURNACES "SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS "SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
, .BOILERS "CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES "REST. GREASE TRAPS 
oATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL:' "oELECTRIC SNAKE 
• A IR  CONDmONING SYSTEMS .FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS "VACUUM EXCAVATION 
, Industrial Vacuum,, Trucks 635-1  1 32  
i i 
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SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD, 
i 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery Of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
i 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Tefface Depot:. 635-7676 
i i  i i i 
RISING SPIRIT 4 - WORKSHOP 
Dates& Times 
February 21st (8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) 
A PENNY SAVED: Students Cory Goddard (from left), Graeme Merrill, and Ry- February 22nd (8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p,m.) 
land Find ay with Bob Bussanich and Uplands principal Bryan Hildebrandt. 
Reach ing  out to kids in Brazil F  ru.rv2s a m:ao..m.- 2 oon) ' 
WHEN KIDS in Terrace 
save pennies, it adds up to 
a lot .of help for some 
street kids, and their fami- 
lies, in Brazil. 
The school for street 
kids in Orlinda, built lar- 
gely through donations 
from northwestern B.C., 
continues to thrive thanks 
to ongoing support. 
Uplands Elementary 
School recently raised 
more than $1,200 for the 
Children's Haven Project's 
A.M.O. school, a commun- 
ity resource to the children 
and their families. 
Several hundred people 
attended a Brazillian- 
themed school dance at 
Uplands Feb. 2. 
As well, students at Up- 
lands held a penny drive. 
The proceeds were 
handed over to local fun- 
draiser for the school, Bob 
Bussanich, Feb. 6. Bussa- 
nich plans to travel to the 
school this summer. 
The money raised will 
help support a food pro- 
gram and cover general 
school expenses. 
He said mothers of the 
street kids attending the 
school are forming a. col- 
lective. They'll make pro- 
ducts and sell them at the 
market and on the beach, 
learning entrepreneurial 
skill~ and earning cash to 
help support their families. 
On Monday evenings, 
the school hosts adult li- 
teracy classes. On Tuesday 
nights, there's a neigh- 
bourhood alcoholics anon- 
ymous me~ting. 
"A lot of parents go to 
it," Bussanich says. 
And on Wednesday 
evenings, the school is a 
meeting place for a 
women's elf development 
group called the Colectivo 
Mulher Vida. 
The school's new Liv- 
ing Values in Education 
program prepares children 
in kindergarten and Grade 
I for the structure of regu- 
lar school. 
The school has now 
graduated its first Kinder- 
garten and Grade 1 stu- 
dents, meaning they can 
go to public school. 
The municipality where 
the school is located is 
putting financial resources 
towards the school too. 
"The municipality is re- 
cognizing what we're 
doing, but they don't take 
the initiative," he says, 
underlining a sad fact of 
life in Brazil's slums - a 
lack of government initia- 
tive and  control over the 
looming social problems 
faced by the country's 
poor. 
Terrace remains a vital 
link to financial resources 
for this part of Brazil. Bus- 
sanich sells necklaces 
made by Brazilian street 
children. And a number of 
schools in Terrace raise 
money for the Children's 
Haven Project. 
"The seed money still 
has to come from the Pa- 
cificnorthwest. If it wasn't 
for the kids in all the 
schools," Bussanich says, 
"this would be a dead 
program." 
+-'t'~;~'~;;'..' ";, i / .  " : ,~  ;~. , 
"A new way to lose wei S 
+ b . . . . . . .  ' ? ;  Eat What, sat/_,  syou. 
Sarah, Ouch~ 
With newWinning Points, you can eat the 
foods you love -- every Food has a POINTS ®- 
value. Just stay within your daily POINTS 
range: It's that easy. What's more, you'll 
dis'cover the best way to use N E W 
those POINTS so you stay J dtNt'}~ugQots'n I 
satisfied and lose weight. I I 
Jo in  Weight  Watchers  and  get  free reg is t rat ion  w i th  
a min imum purchase  o f  a 12 week  Commit :ment  Plan. 
Cal l  1 -800-682-8011 fo r  more  in fo rmat ion .  
Knox United Church (Te~ace) 
4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pr~ 
www.weightwatch ers.com 
Valid In British Columbia for a limited time only. Subsequent weekly fees apply, GST included, 
©2001 Weight Watchers International, Inc. Owner of'the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark. All fights reserved. 
"IT TAKES 
MOMENTUM TO 
MOVE FORWARD.  
+ Derek has achieved a high 'i 
le~9! of specialized knowledge in, + 
financial, insurance and taxation i. 
matters which will enable 
• him to provide the best 
possible service to our many •:  
clients. 
DEREK ITANI,  CFP 





Regional Director for 
Investors Group Financial 
Investors Group Financial Services 
Inc: is an affiliate of Investors 
: ~iGroup Inc. -one of the largest 
:~ financ al sent ces companies In 
the country. For over 70 years, 
Investors Group has been a 
plonser In offering a 
comprehensive array of financial 
products and services. Today, we 
manage over $40 billion in 
: mutual fund assets for over a 
million Canadians. 
Services Inc., is pleased to 
announce another ConsUltant 
who has achieved their For more Information, 
Certified Financial Planner please' call (250) 635-0601 + 
designation from the ., .+ www.lnvestorsgroup.com 
Financial Planners Standards 
Council. + +~ " ~ 
A estm'a IBraup- 
LUTIONS .BUILT AROUND YOU." 
Investom Group Financial Services Inc. 
"f.dem~lut 
I I IIII I I I 
. +~ ' . :2"~ + . . . .  • . . . .  + 'F"  
I 
mc,: EI ks Hall 
Cost: Donation 
Facilitators: Lee Brown & Chief Leonard George 
Topics: 
Community Development • Alcohol & Drugs 
Prophecies • Abuse & Healing • Spirituality 
To register, call Benita at 635-7670 
NURSING ISSUES 
Question 1 
According to your advertised response in the Terrace 
Standard (January 31), the CHC hadreceived 9 overseas 
applicants for positions at Mills Memorial Hospital of 
which 5 were extended offers of employment. 
What are their specialties; i.e., ER, ICU, OR? When will 
these 5 nurses be able to commence work? Will the 
tars leaving the area. Other physicians within the region 
were compensated in a timely fashion far their on-call 
services with the exception of Terrace physicians. Were 
there not enough funds available to pay them? 
• We can't afford to lose any more physicians. It is the 
opinion of the write that extreme measures should be 
taken by the CHC to ensure a positive work place to retain 
our medlcd staffs. 
Immigration Department be able to fast-track their appli- Answer 
cations" in view of their secured employment? What were ~ were sufficient funds to meet the contractual pay- 
your reasons far not hiring the remaining 4 nurses that ment requirements. As to the timeliness, the accounting per- 
~o had applied,considering the critical nursing shortage that sonnel were in constant communication with their counter- 
'~exi~js in ihispr~vince~ancl nCdi0n? i ~ ~; ,~ partsj Terrace payment sch'eddle iwas 1he same a~Prinee 
-- . : : , . : :~:  ~,.j~.,., ' : .  . . . . . .  :~=/.:.'~ : : . ' : ,"~ :. :.j.'. I~upe~tandwereaheadofKiiii~'dt'~dnd.S~lJhbrii72~:Y~/r7 ~" 
Answer ~ tenfial candidates were interviewed by phone. The 
eahh Council has five full-time vacancies for tl~e specialty 
areas in emergency, ICU, OR, labour and delivery. Four 
nurses were efiminated for various reasons such as poor 
English, lack of training and experience. With respect o the 
acute care unit we do not have full-time vacant positions. 
These are generally filled from our casual pool. We are not 
dependant on overseas nurses for this area. 
Whether the Immigration Department will fast track their 
applications is unknown. Heahh Employers Association of 
BC is assisting us in dis(aging with the BC Nurses' Union. 
Question 2 
Regarding the proposal for the nurses training program 
at Northwest Community College, you have statecl, 'It 
appears that the news is positive on this issue.' (The 
Terrace Standard, July 31). Has this proposal been full 
approved by the Minister of Advanced Education and 
Technolpgy, and if so, will the courses be available in 
September 2001? [Marg, the Health Watch recognizes the 
fact that the CHC is nat involved in this undertaking, how- 
ever we thought you might have an "inside track + an its 
progressl) 
Answer 




W' -~at  amount of funds has the CHC designated towards 
the "recruitmeht and retention" of medical staffs (nurses 
and physicians)? The internal medicine specialist position 
that is presently vacant had only appeared once in the 
"Health Match" publication. Su6secluent issues did not 
post this vital position. You have previously stated that the 
CHC had engaged a professional recruiting firm to assist 
in the replacement of lost physicians. What is the name of 
that firm. 
It is understood that Prince Rupert has a new psychiatrist 
that they are willlngto loan Mdls Memorial Hospital, but 
what measures are'being taken to hire a full-time Clinical 
Director of the Psychiatric Unit in Terrace? 
Has the CHC received any applicants for this position? 
$816,000. All the monies have been paid out with the 
exception of approximately $40,000 which is still outstand- 
ing for the general practitioner on-call payment for 
November, December and January. This wil/be paid as 
soon as all the information has Been received from the 
physicians. 
The name of the professional recruitment firm is "Can- 
adian Medical Placement Services". To date we have 
received approximately 15 applications. Currently Dr. 
Phillips, Internist, Dr. Osei-Tutu, Chief of Staff, and Dieter 
Kuntz, CEO, will shortlist he Canadian aRplicatlons who 
will be interviewed by telephone in the near future. 
A Canadian psychiatrist was in town Tuesday and 
Wednesday of last week. To date we have received 12 
applications. Members from the Search and Selection 
Committee are interviewing by phone short-listed candi- 
dates, it is intended to hire a total of 3 psychlatrists. 
A Iocum psychiatrist from Ontario wll"~ arrive on February 
19th for Iwo weeks at which time the unit will be re-opened. 
We expect a brief overlap with the physician from Prince 
Rupert preventing the unit ham being closed again. 
Question 4 
~ a s  the CHC paid the physicians for their on-call 
services for December'~ The public is concerned that this 
lypo of neglect and/or oversight might add to more dec- 
PROGRAMS AND EQUIPMENT 
+% 
Question 5 
The Ministry of Health has approved to have a second 
CT Scanner in Prince Rupert. Clearly, the Northwest would 
benefit more from having a MRI Scanner situated in Prince 
Rupert. Could the CHC look into this possibility and see if 
Prince Rupert would be willing to provide this service? 
.Answer 
MRI services are not appropriately located into 
areas/facilities that do not have the specially medical staff 
support. Further MRI services has not been identified in the 
northwest regional plan. 
Question 6 
The current Pathologist has resigned as of February 28, 
2001. Physicians reD' heavily on the services that his 
department provides. What measures will be taken to see 
that this program continues to be available at MMH? 
When oathalogy is not provided at Mills, will this not be 
c ;laerea lost revenue? 
Answer 
T~e anatomical pathologist Jeff Friday, February 9th. 
Locum pathology services were arranged to start the follow- 
ing Monday, February 12th to ensure that there would be 
no interruption of service. We have advertised and have 
received to date 2 applications. With respect 1o lost revenue 
the hospital receives no revenue from this service. 
Question 7 
There is growing concern over the Mammography unit 
at the hospital. How old is this equipment? Are there any 
plans to replace the existing equipment? 
Answer 
T'-~.e equipment is 12 years old and it is recognized that Jt 
needs to be replaced. The replacement plan is Iwo-fold. 
1) The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation has accepted this to 
be their #1 fund raising effort and are applying to various 
Canadian Foundations. 
2) The hospital has submitted the!r equipment require- 
ment list for the next fiscal period to the Ministry of Health 
and the Northwest RegionalHospital District. The list is pri- 
orized with the mammography machine to be replacedas 
the #1 priority. 
Question 8 
La sly there has been information released through the 
mac a about a Kidney Dialysis program in the Nartliwest. 
What exactly does the Ministry propose to do with the 
need for a Renal Unit in Terrace? Should the Ministry 
approve of a renal unit, when would this service be avail'- 
able for Northwest residents? 
• I have received a number of calls from people waiting 
to know how this program broumht in via "Satellite" 
would benefit Narthwes] residents~'Many people do not 
understand the concept of Tehheahh or Satellite 
programs. 
An ~we._.Lr 
; auestion was answered at the last Count meetin 
! , • . . g 
w 1 was 'Thfs program will be a satelhte from the Prince 
George Reglona( Hospital. They have applied for the pro- 
gram expansion and have advised us that the Ministry of 
Health is currently reviewing all requests from ten provincial 
providers, it is expe.cted that a decision by. !he Ministry of 
I'leahh will be made m the next fiscal period.' 
The terminology of "satellite" was queried as to its mean- 
ing This is not synonymous wlth tehmedicine. The proqram 
is a :feted and managed by Prince George. in Terrace There 
will be 6 machines located at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
I I I  I I 
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SKEENA:ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
The Co lone l ' s  Fly 
F 
lies of the Northwest was the first acqui- 
sition in what has grown into a wild and' 
unruly library of books, booklets, maga- 
zines, and yellowed clippings on flies. In those 
days the little booklet 'was published by the In- 
land Empire Fly Fishing Club of Everett, Wash- 
ington. 
For the most part, the patterns featured in Flies 
of the Northwest ranged from coarse to crude, 
but they were much better than anything I could 
do, so I tried my best to copy them. There were 
no tying instructions in the book but, through an 
arduous process of trial and error, I'd learned a 
wrap knot and a half hitch. Armed with these in- 
considerable skills I set out to construct a Carey 
Special, selected only because it looked easy to 
tie. 
The authors of the book claimed the Carey 
Special was named for a British Colonel who 
strode into a tackle shop in Peuticton one day 
and requested its proprietor, Lloyd A. Day, to 
wrap a dragon fly imitation according to the co- 
Ionel's specifications. The work of Art Lingren, 
who knows more about how and why the flies of 
this province came to be than anyone, casts 
doubt on the scholarship of the fly fishermen 
from Everett. 
Yes, confirms Art, in Fly Patterns of British 
Columbia, there was indeed a Colonel Carey, 
who earned his rank in the British Army. After 
retiring from the Armed Forces, he moved to 'the 
colonies, settling first in Victoria - a good 
transition town for an expatriate Brit. Comfort- 
ably acclimatized and acculturated, and newly 
retired, he then moved to Penticton in 1925. 
Leaving the soggy coast to the driest spot in 
the Province must have been an exciting exper- 
ience for the Colonel and his family. The towns 
in the Okanagan desert were small. Even the 
houses in the town of Penticton were sparse, 
spread out, and surrounded by fruit trees. Hun- 
ting and fishing could be found after a short trip 
in any direction; which may be the reason a 
gaming man like Carey decided to move. 
In those days fishing and hunting weren't all 
that bad a short distance from Victoria either. 
Maybe his arthritic bones craved a drier cli- 
mate, or maybe the Colonel had been fond of 
loch fishing in his homeland, and craved more 
of the same in his waning years. 
There are more than a few productive trout 
lakes in the Okanagan Country, and there were 
more there then than there are now. We know 
that the Colonel Carey favoured a lake named 
Arthur, which became a liquid laboratory for his 
t retirement project , the quest for the prefect 
trout fly. 
Martin Tolley writing in an issue of the now 
defunct Northwest Sportsman magazine, de- 
scribed how a search party sent out by his wor- 
,ried family found a long-overdue, completely- 
absorbed colonel tying flies in a tent he'd pit- 
ched on the shores of Arthur Lake. Strewn about 
the floor were feathers plucked from the corpses 
of ring necked pheas'ants, Perhaps it was on that 
very day that the colonel attained the high point 
in his quest for the perfect rout fly, and created 
the first Carey Special. 
B.C. fishing pioneer Tommy Brayshaw, who, 
when he wasn't angling for them, drew, carved 
and wrote about fish, met the colonel for the 
first time at Lac le Jeune some time in the dirty 
thirties. Brayshaw recalled that Carey's hairy 
fly was built from marmot fur and pheasant 
rump feathers. The colonel told Brayshaw his fly) 
was intended to imitate dragon fly nymphs. Per- 
haps this is the reason that Brayshaw tied his 
version of the colonel's fly with a body of spun 
deer hair and a rib Of black thread. 
Dragon nymphs are weed bed habitu6s who, 
for the most part, clamber from stalk to stalk in 
search of prey. When the need to flee is great 
they resort o a crude, but effective, strategy to 
do so: they accelerate by blowing a jet of watei 
out of their rumps. A body of spun deer hair is 
not only more easily sculpted into the football 
shape of a dragonnymph t an other materials, 
but it provides enough buoyancy to keep the 
phony nymph just above the weeds. With some 
skilled puppetry, a skilled angler can ape the 
dance of dragons, simulating the firing of the in- 
sect's afterburners with quick pulls on the fly 
'line. The ribbing of black thread is Brayshaw's 
clever caricature of the segmented body of the 
nymphal stage of the dragon fly 
The Carey is the fly to troll behind your boat 
on a lake you're fishing for first time; or when 
' there are no rises and it,s not clear what the fish 
are after. Even though:Tommy Brayshaw and 
• Carey himself fished the bug as a" dragon, in 
smaller, sparse variations the Carey Spec!al can 
be used to impersonate a sedge pupa, l've used 
black and red Variations asa, steelhead fly and 
done well with them. 
The Carey Special may not be the perfect 
, trout fly, but at times trout go after it like it is. 
Medal mania in Mackenzie 
LOCAL athletes put in a phenomenal showing 
at the B.C. Northern Winter Games in Mack- 
enzie, Feb. 1-4. 
A total of 22 athletes from Terrace took part 
in the games and between them they brought 
back a whopping 58 medals. 
The Terrace Peaks gymnastics club topped 
the medal count garnering 36 top-three spots. 
Ten-year-old Alex Meredith, the only male 
gymnast from Terrace attending the games 
took in seven medals, two gold, three silver 
and two bronze. 
Maria Schulmeister, 14, was the only girl 
competing at the level four gymnastics cate- 
gory, garnering 5 gold medals. She was parti- 
cipating in the highest level of gymnastics 
competition at the games. 
Two of her medals were presented toher by 
Premier Ujjal Dosanjh, who made a surprise 
Stop at the awards ceremony. 
Siobahn Sloane also took five gold medals, 
she was competing in the level three girls 12 
and under category. 
Jody Kucharyshen earned one gold medal 
and three silver. Kayla McColl earned four sil- 
ver and one bronze. Jessica Ames brought 
home five gold medals, and Erica Dykes 
earned two gold, two silver and one bronze. 
In the swimming pool Terrace's two Special 
Olympians, Donna Hepworth and Danny Dau- 
mont also performed very well. 
Hepworth received a silver medal in the 
25m butterfly and also got a silver medal for 
her efforts in a relay event. Daumont placed 
third in the 25m freestyle vent, earning him- 
self a bronze medal. 
And the Terrace Bluebacks brought 7 ath- 
letes to the games hauling in 17 individual 
medals and two team medals. 
Coach Mike Carlysle was very proud of 
how the Bluebacks performed. 
Fourteen-year-old Fernando Polanco led the 
team with six medals in the 13-14-year-old ca- 
tegory. He placed first in the 100m backstroke, 
THE TERRACE Bluebacks show off their medal haul after returning from the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games in Mackenzie Feb. 1-4. Terrace athletes brought home 58 medals. 
400m freestyle, 100m fly and the 200m indi- Teammate Leanne Whyte competed in the 
vidual medley. He also received a silver same category and brought home a bronze for 
medal in the 50m fly and one bronze in the her 50m freestyle swim and the 50m breast- 
100m freestyle vent, stroke. 
Hot on his heels was his younger sister, Amy Peltier did not win any individual me- 
Femanda who took in three medals of her own dais, but she helped her team take home the 
in the ll-12-year-old ivision. She earned a 
gold medal in the 100m fly, a silver in the 
400m freestyle and a bronze in the 200m indi- 
vidual medley. 
Josh Lozinsky also captures three medals in 
the 13-14-year-old category.A silver medal in 
both the 50m breaststroke and the 100m fly. 
He also took home a bronze in the 50m fly 
event. 
Hayley Gipps placed second in the 11-12- 
year-old division in the 100m freestyle vent 
and the 50m fly. 
Caitlin Scales swam her way to a third 
place finish in the 50m breaststroke in 13-14- 
year-old class. 
silver in the 200m medley relay along with 
Whyte, Polanco and Gipps. 
The girls also won silver medals in the 
200m freestyle medley. 
And finally, on the ice rink the Terrace fig- 
ure skaters brought home three medals. Jamie 
Penner earned herself a silver medal in the 
pre-bronze ladies division. Heather Hanna took 
gold in the intermediate ladies division and 
Stephanie Leong earned a silver medal as 
well. 
Janet Lewis placed fourth in the pre-bronze 
ladies program. And in the pre-silver ladies 
program, skaters Nicole Lindsay and Sabrena 
Harvey did the club proud. 
Great snow drraWs film 
TOTALLY STOKED. 
Word that this area stands out as hav- 
ing some of the best snow in the province 
has spread far and wide. 
The area is playing host to three differ- 
ent groups of writers and camera crews 
out to explore snowboarding at Shames 
Mountain and in the back country. 
One of the groups is making a docu- 
mentary on snowboarding while all will 
be working on articles for various maga- 
zines concerned with the sport, says 
Maria McGowan of the Terrace Tourism 
Council. 
"The word is out there," said Mc- 
Gowan. "It's going to help promote our 
Juvenile boys on 
trail for gold in 
provincial finals 
THEY'VE done it again. 
The juvenile boys curling team from Terrace has won 
the zone seven playdowns for the second year running. 
Michael Dahms, Carl Haugland, Mike Diana and 
Aaron Bergeron went undefeated against Smithers and 
Hazelton during the playdowns held in Terrace Feb. 3 
and 4. 
That means they are on their to the provincial finals 
to be held in Comox Mar. 22-25. Last year the team took 
top honours at the provincials and they are looking for- 
ward to defending their gold medal standing this year. 
Just weeks before the zone playdowns the team was ' 
forced to change their line-up after team member Kore 
Melanson was injured playing hockey. 
Aaron Bergeron took his spot and the pinch hitter 
crews and magazines worked out just fine. 
i , , ,  
winter tourism product, which has been 
weak for us in the past." 
Those coming have either been re- 
sponding to the council's website or have 
phoned McGowan with queries. 
"It's happened so quickly. It's amazing 
how word gets around. The snowboarding 
industry has just exploded." 
One group is arriving on Via Rail and 
another is coming up on the ferry through 
the Inside Passage to Prince Rupert. 
• Having those travel routes also promo- 
ted by the groups will help tell others of 
the various and interesting ways in which 
people can come here, said McGowan, 
AFTER just one year playing together as 
a team, the Terrace Spirit Riders placed 
second at the prestigious All-Native Bas- 
ketball Tournament in Prince Rupert last 
week. 
The •tournament draw pitted Terrace 
against Kitkatla in their first,round game, 
Feb. 5. The ladies easily took this game 
and wiped out their opponents 65-28. 
That night they played Prince Rupert 
Intertribal, who had a first round bye. 
The: ladies fought off any resemblance 
of fatigue and beat the Intertribal team, 
The ladies had a two-day break before 
Scoreboard 
Spirit Riders clinch second 
spot at All-Native tourney 
Men's Recreational 
Hockey League 
Oldtlmers Dlv la lon :  ' - . 
Jan, 24 TImbermen 5 
Subway :: 2 : 
Northern Motor Inn Oakiea : 5' 
are  Blues 
Jan, 25 Canadian Tire ' 
Subway 
Jan. 28 Canadian Tire :~  
S u b w a y  
Northern Motor Inn Oakiea ~ 
> : ,  
sRo s ues 
Nort,ern Motor ,.. Oak . 
Timbermen : 
s.bway 
SRÜ Blues : : 
Jan. 29 
Jan. 31 
Jan. 21 Back Eddy 
All Seasons ~ 
Chapter One 
Nuyens Blaatln, Capsii 'i~::!;: ~.:~,!~q.::~ : : 
" Jan. 23 Nuyans Blasting Caps: ', 
Back Eddy ~ !: 
. . . .  ii!i i., co . .no ,  
dan. Nuyens Blasting : ~: 
Coastlnn :: : :3 :  ' 
eaok  ddy : 
Chapter: One : 
i , , ,  " : . . . .  " i , ,  . . . . . . . .  % i, . . . . . .  " 
against defending All-Native champs, Ki- 
timaat village. 
It was a close, hard-fought game and 
the Spirit Riders were able to pull it toge- 
ther for a 46-42 victory. 
The win knocked Kitamaat out o f  
contention for first place and meant he 
Spirit Riders had a shot at the number 
one position. 
In the women's division finals at 1 
p.m, Feb. 10 a tired Terrace team took on 
Metlakatla yet again. 
The Spirit Riders just couldn't pull it 
together during this one. 
taking on their next challengers, Metla- Theytried repeatedly to come toga, 
katla, B.C. on the morning of the' 8tE ther after the half but they were, plagued 
The Spirit Riders, led by captain Pare by an offence that just wasn,t chc/kit/gi 
Campbell fought heir way to a 60-52 win. ..The final score: 62-33 with Metlakatla 
Just 24 hours later they were backon adding i,alfburth All-Native title to their ~ 
the court for the all important game-that collectl0ii, /~ 
' would decide who would play for first and For the Spirit Riders first time at the 
who would play for third. : tournament, a second place finish is very. 
Th is  t ime the ladies were pitted respectable indeed;. :~. ~ ....... :~: .... ~, 
FOUR-year-old Ty Amante was all smiles at Shames mountain two weeks ago. 
It was just his second day on skis but Ty was having a great time learning how 
to manoeuvre down the slopes. More and more people are donning helmets 
before they hit the mountain and Ty was no exception. 
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~ . . . ~  Comcqaan i t~r  N~.w#paper .N .e t~vor l~  It* P~'*a" P~ 
 laSSlIle(l  averuslng I " °= ' ' ° ' . . . ' e ' - ' ,  
I esJ! thla newspaper  or  
Reach  2 .3  mi l l i on  BC & Yukon readers  fo r  $3091(~0~)~s~.~=== 
. . .o r  11  mi l l i on  readers  nat ion -w ide  fo r  $1411 l©Im.m~ed~b~eommtmltynews,©om ~ 
I I I 
ADUL.T BERV!CE s BUSINESS EDUCATION . . . . .  FOR..SALE..MI.SC:._ ReCREATiONAL 
OPPORTUNiTiES C O U N S E L L O R F L O O R I N G VEHICLES #t DATELINE meet men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
women, couples, gay & INVENTORS- PRODUCT TRAINING INSTITUTE, LIQUIDATION ALL Stock OVER 200 RV's In 
letlsh. 1-900-830-2222 IDEAS waniedl Free Accredited by PPSEC, must gel Laminate .75¢ STOCK on Sale. Custom 
code #43.  $1,99/mln. Information Package, Become a professional sq/It;oskunflnlshed$1.49 order an Itasca, Jayco, 
Develop and counsel lor through sqlit; oak or maple Prowler or more & save T C-l-5 Q(--C~  I[.-2- -4-h-rS' --'1- -8-+-' .... prof ssional ly present 
AUCTIONS your new product Ides to on-campus or 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  manufacturers through correspondence courses, preflnlshed $2.49 sq/ft; thousands. Allow B-10 
UNRESERVED TRUCK & Davlson, an award Free calalogue 1-800- oak or maple floating weeks for delivery, Call or 
Consiruotlon Equipment winning firm. Patent 665.7044, $3,50 sq/ft. Tons more. small us today 
Auction, March 5, 2001, assistance avai lable: ........................... Call 1-800-631-3342, EMPLOYMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  sales @ voyager-rv.com, Calgary, AB, Partial .;!raoq..sy.7:~;392 . . . . . . . . .  
OPPORTUNITIES SAWMILL $4895.00. All 1..8.0.0.6.68.!4_47. _. 
listing: 97 Cat D6MXL; 90 EARN BIG MONEY in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  new Super Lumbermate 
J.D. 755S; 98 Ford B R E W S T E R imports, exporls. It's easy. SKi Na _ 
Louisville T/A Gravel; (2) Worldwide contacts, TRANSPORT Is seeking 2000, larger capacities, - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
95 and (1) 93 Case products, manufacturers, heavy duty bus more options, Norwood SKI WHISTLER, BiG 
903S's; 97 Cat 140H. For agents, brokers available, mechanics, in Banff, AB. Industries, manufaclure of White, Fernle, SllverStar, 
Information call Canadian Cost of manual and experienced apprenlices sawmills, edgers SunPeake, Apex, 
Public Auction, 403-269- course only $39,95. Toll considered, Contact: and skldders. Free Kimberley. SklBC features 
6600 or visit -frg-e-1j~8.~7~'2--88:~6-9-6-' ...... Brewsier Maintenance, information, 1-800.566- the finest ski condos, 
wW.w...,~9.np~s.n~_t:~Jt~uct~.op.,_eom, CAREER Box 1140, Banff, AB, T0L 6899.,.ext,.4oo~pt. .. .. chalets & hotels in BC. 
. QPpORTUNITY ..... oco, Phone 403-762- 
B UILD.I.NGSUpPLIES REPORTER WANTED, 6774, fax 403-762.6782, 1 BUCK A DAY, no Reservations 1.888-676- 
F L O O R I N G 100 Mile House 'Free E m a I I : money down, no 9977 or visit 
LIQUIDATION ALL Stock Press, S.C. weekly ~m0o_n_ey_~_brewst~r.ca:.=. payments till May 2001, w.w~..:_sk.lbe..co.m.. ... . . . . . . . .  
must gel Laminate .75¢ n e w e p e p e r . 700 MHz computer, 
sq/fl; oak unfinished $1.49 Junior/Intermediate level. CAMPBELL CHRYSLER, TRAVEL 
, sq/ft; oak or maple Car/camera required, an expanding Chrysler software bundle, limited ............. 
prellnlshed $2.49 sq/ft; C o m p e t i t I v e dealership, requires an quantlly. $29 a month TIMESHARE RESALES. 
salary/benefits. Contact: Automotive Technician, O.A,C. 1-888-855-5527; World's Largest Reseller. 
oak or maple floating Heather Colpltts, Editor: Must be an energetic, w__w_w,.lbu_clLaday,c.om" .... Era Slroman since 1979. 
$3.50 sq/It, Tonsmore .  250-395-2219, Fx: 250- conscientious team Call Nowl Buyers Call 
Cat! 1-80.0~631-33.42 ....... 39-5"39.39, - . . . . . . . . .  player. Apply by lax: 780- ..~'OR..S.~L_E._BY.OWNER. 1-800-613-7987. Sellers 
WOODEN PATIO CAREER TRAiNiNG 835-3551 e-mall: FOR SALE by owner. Sell Call 1-800-201-0884. 
DOORS - all sizes, made EXCITING WELL PAID campchcy@telusplanet.net, your property on www.stroman,com. 
from clear fir. For all careers In computer or maJl: Box 549, Ihe Internal with . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
building contractors and programming/ In terna l  Fal~lew AS TOH_ l!.r0~_., canad ianhomese l le r ,  com . . . . . . .  "I~R.U-CK.S . . . . . . . .  
resident home renovators, websl le design, Home E L E C T R O N I C S No commissions just $99 "0 DOWN O.A.C." 
More Info call: AI 250- Study Diploma program, Reg is tered /approved TECHNICIANS wanted In for 6 months. Toll free Guaranteed credit 
563-6191 or e-malh PflvateVocationalSchool. Hlnton, Alberta. Job 1-877-668-7355 online at approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
sun~9~t.s-q@Pg-°~!lpe'--cp-.m-:- Student loans, loaner involves radio repair and .ca nad.la_..nhpmesq!l_fpf,co_m, - crew cabs, diesels, sport 
BUSINESS computers/job placement installation. Related 
OPPORTUNiTiES tools available, d ip loma/exper ience .  PAY TELEPHONE utilities, cars & vans. 
............................ 1 • S 0 0 - 4 7 7 - 9 5 7 8 Morad Communications: . . . . . . . . . . .  -S.ERV.- .... Rape's, broken leases, 
PAYDAY LOANSI BAD Wyy_w:cm.sl=ra!nlng.com. . . . . .  101 - 505 Carmlchael EXPERT PSYCHICS... heavy duty equipment. 
Credit? No Credit? No COMPUTERS Lane, Hinton, AS, T7V Discover the Truth. Take over payments, Free 
Problem. Borrow up to ATFILC)N-'I(~0(~ $i9~)9.99. ).Sa.._F.ax_780"_86~5:~4.47.9..~_ Accurate and Detailed delivery, Call Lawrence 
$600 until payday. Have a 17" monitor, 128 meg FINANCIAL SERVICES Readings by Canada's Siccla BC's largest 
job? Get a loan RAM, 20 gig hard drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Guaranteedl 1 hour easy 8/4/32 DD burner. Quallly, MYDEBTSOLUTION.COM Most Popular Psychics - finance broker. 1-800- 
Phone Approval 1-866-. Great Prices, Established Debt solutions on line. 24 hours. 1-9oo-561. 993-3673. Vancouver 





To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or 
you can e.mall us at 
standard@kermode.net 
Feb. 14 
• Sweetheart special at 
Shames Mountain. Wear 
red and you get two lift 
tickets for the price of 
One.  
~l  Caledonia boys bas- 
ketbaU teams takes on 
Bulkley Valley Christian 
at 6:45 p.m. 
Feb. 15 
• In women's indoor 
soccer, the Northern 
.Motor Inn takes on the 
"Almwood Royals at Cas. 
sle Hall, 7 p.m. Then at 
8:05 p.m. the Blessings 
team takes on team Flo- 
wer Power, 
Feb. 18 
• Tth annual Dummy 
Downhill at Shames 
Mountain. Call 635-3773 
for details. 
• Feb. 19 
l In women's Indoor 
soccer the Molson Rock- 
ets play the Northern 
Motor Inn at 7 p.m. at 
Thornhlll Elementary 
school, Following at 8:05 
p.m is team Blessings 
vs the Almwood Royals, 
Mar. 10-11 
• Snowmobile Hill climb 
'at Shames Mountain. 
Call Trevor Gibson at 
635-2909 for details. 
Mar. 24-25 
• Ruins Cup and Big,Air 
competition at Shames 
Mountain. Sign up at 
Ruins or call 635-9404 
for details. 
• " : :  : SELL ING VEHICLE  IN  CANADA 
i - 
. ' ,  
I 
. . 2 
i ~  AUTOMOBILE JOURNALISTS ASSOCIATION OF C 
2001 Dodge Grand Caravan Best New M 
Purchase for 
$940 freight included, 
DGE CARAVAN 
• All new 3.3L V6 engine - 180hp • 4-Speed automatic transmission • Side door impact protection ~ 
nt air bags • Dual sliding doors • Air conditioning. Easy-out ® roller seats * 7 Passenger seating 
ith six speakers and CD changer control * Cargo net • Front & rear floor mats • Roof rack o Windshield wiper de-icer 
system •Complimentary tank of fuel" • 5 yr/100,000km t powertraia coverage plus 5 yr/100.000km t roadside assistance 
THE ALL NEW 2001 CARAVAN. 
. . . . . . .  ~ ~=r closest neighbourhood Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep® Dealer simply log onto www.findaBCdealer.ca or call 1-800-294-7985 
/ntroducingSyrll00,00Okm~,powertrain coveragetogether )'~' ~" 
with 5yr/:100,00,0~ kin/roadside assistance on every 2001 Dodge, 
I kJ 
CltR¥SLER 
J eep  
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Over 14,000 ads- updated daily BC Newspaper  Group  
i l  
ACTION AD RATES 
638-,7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all display and classified ads- 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard ~ W#ekend Advertiser 
(Standard  & Advert iser )  $13 ,3~*(~c ,  OST) 
(S tanda ,d  & Advert iser )  ~=.~,~.~.~llr  m. GS13 
*Additional words (over 251 2S¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY' ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5,00 Mall out $10,00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHESg, ION PROFIT GROUPS) $7.70 c.in 
LE.GAL ADVERTISING... ......................  .$14.14 pep co umn inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser, 
i .  . : :  
ANNOUNCEMENT 
.i ~". " ~' . . .  . . . .  . . ,  • 
Classif ications! 
ANNOUNCEM[NT$ 6 t 6 CC~C~.  
105 ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I In ANNIVESSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
t 20 eIRTHDAY5 640 MISC. EC4~ ENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 RoaM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHA~E 
WED~NGS ACCOMMOOAnON 
145 IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
t 50 t.EGA~ NOTICES 6681OURLST 
155 O~TUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
168 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 6~O WAREHOUSES 
REAL ~STA/E 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 7OSACREAGES/LOrS 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERC~O. PROPERIY 
2,40 PERSONALS 730 FOR ~ eY OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 735 HOUSEs 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MOBILES 
330 COM~UIERS 755 OPEN HOUSE • 
35S FURNITURE ?70 W./~I'ED 
360 GARAGE 5ALES A(ffOMOI1YE 
365 M~SC. FOR $A~ 810 CARS FOR SAlE 
380 TIMBER 815 TRUCKS FOR SAle 
395 WANTED 820 VAN5 FOR ,SALE 
, PEfS I FAgM RECRE.r.X~ 
410 FAgM EOUIPN~NT 
42S LIVESTOCK 854 AJRCRAR" " 
435 PETS 858 AW'S 
' 862 BOATS/MARINE 
INDUSTRY 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 878 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 av's St'H WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 
878 RV~S MOTORHOMES 
EM ~O)M~NT 882 RV RENTALS 
SIS t~!NE~ 890 5NOWMO~)LF.S '
OPt~/RtUNfflES 
520 CAREERS 5ERYK;ES, 
530 EDUCATION : 910 8UItDING SERVICES 
540 HEU ~ WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
S70 TUTORING 914 CHilD CARE 
aS0 WORK ~VANPED 920 CONSTEUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APAarMENT5 936 JANffORIAL 
608 BASEMENT SUT/E 944 MISC, SE~'vICES 
612 ~S/COTrAGES , 
210 BUSINESS/ i  ~ 
i.:.: PERSONALS I  
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to clsssily ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that It Is against the provlncla~ Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state e no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advedlsement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay Ihe customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on =Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless.mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odg)nal documenls to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It Is agreed by the advertiser mquestlng space that the liability of the Terrace Standard (n the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and Ihat them shall be no Ilablfily in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name ._._.._Address 
Phone  Start Date  ,, # of Insertions __Ter race  Standard #__Weekend Advertiser 
C laSS IF ICAT ION.  " Credit  Card No. Exp i ry  Date__  
rl VISA (:3 MASTERCARD 













13 .64  13 .91  14 .18  






C l ip  & Mal l  Th is  Form To:  : . 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace B.C. VBG 5R2 




24 25.88  
14.45  14 .71  
26.75' .27 02 
For  longer  ad ,  p lease  use  a separate  8hee l  
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
~,, i f0LEGAL ~> • 
. :~NOTICES i 
• . . ., . . • 
MASTER YOUR Spiritual Desti- 
ny through PAST LIVES, 
DREAMS, SOUL TRAVEL. Be- 
gin the advenure today. For free 
book call ECKANKAR, 1-800- 
LOVE-GOD, ask for book #F18. 
www.eckankar.om 
II K.du 
Jl 15 TOWELSA,NEW: ~ 
FERSONAL BEST,...i 
J /~  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
1  "EAU"  cE. ,E 
I Gift Certificates, metaphysical 
L books, meditation music, tarot 
cards, aromatherapy products, 
incense, gemstones and 
jewele~, drums, ceremonial 
smudge and tools and more. 
Laurel1Ballard, iscd, Phd, J 
[~ I | ~[;Ii(.] a',,~, i,l, i[q'FJ~l I ~T;T/g $ Ia.%~l'dt/~/,-n 
~i I165THANK s ..... : 
• , 150 LEGAL: ."i ~ 
i :~: ,, ' NOT ICES: ;  
: sanu : 








ACCEPTING BIDS on grapple 
yarding In Bell 1 area. Call 250- 





We think oF him in silence, 
No eyes can see us weep. 
But still within our aching 
hearts 
His memory we keep. 
- Lovingly Remembered 
the Radford Family 
i 
IEVMff.UY$ 
• rated 5eat servic~ sad most 8c0utole 
psyrJllc~ in Canada in 1998 +1999 
• Career 
• Relationships 
• •Spouse habits ~ 
• Picking Lotto #'s 
~,V in 2000 
• I -90e-4s  1 i -40  $ S 
24 HRS. $2.99/mln- 11 a.4, 
hand When we ~ot't"~l~e ~ 
road while driving home to 
Kitima~ January 17.1%or 
road conditions caused us 
to roll our car twice bu~ 
thanks to fellow drivers, 
the police, flrefi~hters and 
ambulance attendants, we 
were okay. 
Dianne Butler and 




Re: "[he state o| 
MICHAEL ANGELO CASORSO 
also known m 
MIKE CASORSO, Deceased 
formerly d Terr.ce, ~ritish Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the estate of Michael 
CASORSO am hereby notified under 
section 38 of the Trustee Act that par- 
tku/ars of their claims hould be sent 
to the undersigned Administrator at 
#19-3941 Old Lakels8 ~Drive, 
Terrace, B.C., VeG 3T9, on or beam 
March 8, 2(X)1, after which date the 
Administrator will dlstribute he edde 
among the par, be entitled to it, h~v- I 
lag regard only to the claims that I
have then been receiv~L | 
BETH GROENINK, I 
Administrator ' I 
i 
VESSEL OPERATIONS CONTRACT CS2002-02 
Seated tenders tar the operations ot the Ministry of Forests vessel MV Coast 
Ranger, in the Prince Rupert area and along the North Co.st will be received by the 
District Manager, North Coast Forest Dlstrtat, 25 Market Place, Prince Rupert, BC 
veJ 1B9 no later than 3:30 p,m., Mamh 16, 2001, st which time all tenders will be 
opened in public. Tenders must be submitted inaccordance with Ihe terms end con- 
ditione specified in the tender p-skags. The lowest priced or any tender w$ not nec. 
essarlly be accepted, This solicitation Issubject o Chapter 5 of the Agreement on 
Internal Trade. 
Tender packages are ~veilable atthe North Coast Forest District office. For further 
information centaot eflan Westeyson, Operations Manager, at 250-624.7460. 
District Manager 
North Coast Forest District. 
ii i i I 
Take notice that E. Wayne Webber, All West Trading 
Limited of Terrace, B.C., occupation Log Broker intends to 
make application for a Road Access of [and generally situ- 
ated West Side Skeena River Quill Creel;" D.L. 4772 
Region 65 and more specifically described in (a) below: 
(a) Omineca Assessment District, District Lot 4772, except 
Plan i 149, Range 5, Coast District containing 57.46 ha 
The purpose_for which the land is required is: road access 
to Lot 4772 From Skeena Cellulose Inc. Logging Road. 
Comments concerning this ql pplication may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, British Columbia Assets and Land 
Corporation, 5keena Region, P.O. Box 5000, Smiths,s, 
B.C., VOJ 2N0 Telephone-(250) 847-7331. 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will be con- 
sidered part o1: the public record: Far information, canto d 
FOI Advisor, British Columbia Assets and Land 
Corporation, Skeena Region, 847-7352. 
File No: 6406885 E. Wayne Webber 
Dated Feb. 9, 2001 Signature of applicant or agent 
i i 
] COURT BAILIFF SALE 
I The Court Ba i l i f fw i l t~ l~ntares t  in the following 
I Judgment Debtors: Skeena Valley Fence Inc., in the following goods an~ 
I chattels, purported to be: 
I 1987 Ford F150 4x4 Pickup wlth Ftotdeck, Misc. Tools, Stihl chain saw, Sfhl 
cut.off saw, Stlhl Fence Post Auger, elect~k fence tester, ok:. 
Sold on an ,as is, where is basis"~. Sealed bids will be received at the Court 
Bailiff's office up to the hour of 12:00 noon, Februa~ 23, 2001. 
Sale may be subject to cancellation without notice. The Court Bailiff 
reserves the right to adjourn the sale without notice and apply to the Court [or 
Further direction iF the need arises. 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied bya draft or money order 
for 10% of the bid mode payable 1o Caledonla Court Baillff Services. The 
10% de,sit may be waived in special circumstances. The balance of the bid, 
plus applicable taxes to be palcl immediately upon acceptance of the b~d, 
Failure to do so may result in Forfeiture o f  the deposit. Highest bid not neces- 
sarily accepted. 
For appoln~ent to view pSease contact he undersigned. I 
Eleddc Self deanlng sk~, H.O.'Truck Mechanic Tools, Putiers/Comlxe5 ~ • I. 
1994 Chev Light duly C/K2500 extended cab;  4x4 ,  gas .  ~: . : '. ~ : ' ! . ,  ~ ;:', :',l 
" '  CAI.EDONIA COURT eAIIIFF SERVICES I 
R. Smith, " J 
_ ! 
II i 
AMENDMENT No. 1 to the 
FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN (1999-2003) 
for Forest Ucence No. A- 16883 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC VIEWING 
Notice is hereby given that Orendo togging Ltd. will hold a public viewing 
o~ a proposed Amendment to the Forest Development Plan For Forest Licence 
A-16883, This Amendment to the Plan will cover the Lakes and Medley geo- 
graphic areas within the Nasa Timber Supply Area of the Kalum Forest 
Dislfict. 
The Forest Development Plan shows the kx:alion and order ly  development of
11 proposed harvesting, road development, maintenance and deactlvatlon [or 
I the period o| 1999-2003. The Ran also includes information on the mainfe- 
I nonce and protection oF other resource values in the area, The proposed 
I Amendment pertains to: 
| '* Cuffing Permit 235, Block 2 
• Cuffing Permit 236, Block 1 
• Cuffing Permit 239, Block 1 
• Cuffing Permit 174, Block 1~ 
The Amendment is available [or review by the publ;c beFore the Ministry of 
Forests considers approval. 
The proposed amendment to the Forest Development Plan will be ave labia 
For pub ic review at the Skeena Cellulose Inc. Woodlands Office, 4900 Kelth 
Avenge, Terrace B.C. |rum February 7, 2001 to April 7, 2001 belwecn the 
hours oF 8:00 AM and 3:30 PM., or by appointment (638-5700) 
The proposed amendment to the Forest Development Plan may be revised as 
a result of written comments received. To ensure consideration, all comments 
must be in writing and addressed to Skeena Cellulose Inc., Terrace 
Operations, 4900 Keith Ave., Terrace B.C. VeG 5L8. All comments must be 
received prior to April 7, 2001. . 
i 
I I 
CITY OF TERRACE 
COMMUNITY MEETING 
• PUBLIC INPUT SOUGHT FOR 
AIRPORT & SURROUNDING AREA LAND USE 
~ he City of Terrace invites interested p.arties to attend an open ouse meeting to discuss planning on~l and use opt ons for the 
lands shown I;atched on the attach,~l plan. 
[. 
WHEN: Wednesday. Feb,us w 2.1tt, 2001 from 7:00 o.ql, tO 
WHERE: City H0ll Council:Chambers, 3215 Eby $1reet 
For those unable to attend lhh tussling ;n|ormatlon is available 
from the Director of Development Services, Cily oF Terrace Public 
Works Department, 500:~ Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 183 (250) 615.4028 peril February 21st, 2001, 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, CHAPTER N-22 
PLANS DEPOSITED 
The Minister of Transportation and Highways of British 
Columbia hereby gives notice that an application has been 
made to the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, at Vancouver 
under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the 
plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9 
'of the said A~:t, the Mini~',t~rof Tronsi~ortation a d Highways of 
British Columbia has deposited wile the Minister of Fisheries 
and Oceans, at Vancouver, BC and in the office of the Land 
Registrar of Ihe Land Registry Distrid 6f Prince George, located 
in Prince George, British Columbia, Drawing Number 7554-N 
WP, being a plan of the bridge on the Greenville to Kincolith 
Highway, located over the Iknouk River on Red cliff Indian 
Reserve #13. The clearance is 1.8 meters above extreme high 
tide with a channel width of 10 meters 
Written objections based on the effect of the work on marine 
navigation should be directed no later than one month from the 
date of this notice to: Regional Director, Fisheries and Oceans, 
Canadian Coast Guard, Marine Navigational Services, 
Navigable Walers Protection Division, 300-555 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, BC, V6B 5G3. 
For further information contact: 
Bridge Branch 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
4d - 940 Blonshard St., 
PO BOX 9850 STN PROV GOVI" 
VICTORIA BC V8W 9T5 
Victoria February 5, 2001 Harry Lali Minister 
:rlSH Mlnle, o, 
Transportatlon 
LOLUMBIA and Highways 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
The Ministry oF Environment, Lands and Parks (BC Parks) 
invites proposals for the purpose of operating and 
maintaining recreational facilities within Meziadin Lake 
Provincial Park. 
The Request for Proposal Package may be purchased for 
a $53.50 (GST included) non-refundabb fee payable to 
the Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations, or 
viewed free of charge at the BC Parks' Offices indicated 
below: 
BC Parks BC Parks 
Skeena District Office Terrace Office 
3790 Alfred Ave. Highway 37 South 
Smiihers, B.C. Across from the 
Lakelse Lake Picnic Site 
A mandatary proponents' meeting will be held on March 
6th, 2001 at 10:00 a.m. for registered proponents at the 
Terrace Office located on Highway 37 south across from 
the Lekeise Lake Picnic Site. 
To be eligible to attend the mandatory propohent's meet- 
ing you must purchase the Request for Proposal Package 
and register with BC Parks. 
The deadline for submitting sealed proposals (registered 
proponents,only) to the above mentioned office is 4:00 
p.m. local ttmeon March 27, 2001. Proposals must be 
subml~ toth6 BC Parks' Offices as listed aboveor to 
the Terrace Government Agent Office at 101-3220, Eby 
Street, Terrace, VeG 5K8, attention BC Parks. 
Ministry of Environment, Lancis and'Par~:i:~ ; i: 
I II I I I 
"155 OBITUARIES. 
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HOPKINS, Mayneid Ellen - 
68, Oak Park, Shelburne 
Co., died December 23, 
2000, in Roseway Hospital, 
Sandy Point. Born in Doctors 
Cove, he was a son of the 
late Havelock and A(thea 
(Nickerson} Hopkins. Survi- 
ving are his w fe, Shldex; 
daughters,: Crystal, Oak 
Park; Sprlngl Terrace, B.C.; 
Kimberby, Woods Harbour; 
brothers, George, Russell, 
Allen, Larry, Oak Park; Paul, 
Kentville; sisters, Luria, Pearl, 
Oak Park; Cecila, North East 
Harbour; five grandchildren; 
four great-grandchildren. He
was predeceased by broth- 
ers, Roland, Ddma, Basil. 
Visitation 7-9 p.m. Monday'. 
in H. Huskilson's FUneral 
Home, Barrington. Funeral 2 
p.m. Tuesday in H. 
Huskilson's Memorial  
Chapel, Barrington, Rev. 
Luu~ Geerligs officiating. 
Burial in the River Dole 
Cemetery, Riverheod. 
Donations 1o the Canadian 
Con,:er socieV. 
33OCOMPUTERS 
..~,, ~,.,;~ ./~,,,,~ ~/ 
Frederick Elmer Gibbs 
Bor n on September 10, 
1907, Macaulay Township, 
district of Muskoka, Ontario. 
Passed away February 2, 
2001, Terrace, B.C. 
Hewill long he remembered 
by his devoted wife of 65 
years; his sons, Roger (Trudy], 
David (Karen), Gordon 
(C~arlotte) & Donold (Irene); 
grondchildren Tammy & 
Rodney; brother; Kennard 
and many nieces, nephews 
and dear friends. 
The family would fike to 
express our appreciotion to 
fhe' Staff of Terraceview Lodge 
for the dedicated care shown 
to Pred during his residence 
I th~re.•Thank you as well to 
| pastor Jim Barber, the staff & 
|congregation oF Terrace 
| Pentecostal Assembly. 
k The Gibbs Family~ 
" :355  FURNITURE 
~ I : :365  ~ :::" 
MISCELLANEOUSI  
FORsALE I I : I /  
1 510 BUSINESS : 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
REENIE, THANKS for your 
letter, as I do not I'iave your 
phone#, please e-mall me 
@ shepherdc@agLca or 
ph. at 780-817-0453. Hope 
this Is creative enou,qh. 
COMPUTER HELP IN PLAIN 
ENGLISH For seniors or an- 
yone wanting to learn in their 
own home. Call Wayne 250- 
635-7665 
KODAK DG280 Zoom digital 
camera Including all software 
$750 OBO. H.P. scanJet 3300c. 
asking $150 obo. 250-635- 
3882. 
P l l  350, 10 gig hard drive, 17 
Inch monitor, voodoo graphic 
card, $1000 obo. Assorted role 
player and strategy games for 
computer. $15/each. 250.638. 
8102. 
QUALITY AFFORDABLE new 
or used computers. Vancouver 
based datastorm technologies 
will take care of all your 
computer needs. Toll Free 1- 
866-682-7736 for quote. 
5-6 adult soft sided hot tub. Lots 
of exras. Like new. $2700.00. 
25" Hitachi TV oak cabinet ex- 
cellent cond. $275.00 cabinet 
style end table $30.00 260-635- 
5278 
FACTORY DIRECT SALES, at- 
fordable easy to assemble 
kitchen cabinets, Murphy beds. 





MOVING, MUST sell french 
provincial dining room set, 
$600.00, new, dark green 
couch and chair, $950.00, dia- 
mond ring appraised @ $2275 
with papers. $1500.00 Old 
country roses china, 8 piece 
settin.q $200.00 250-635-9588 
ATrENTION DIRECT TV(DSS) 
owners HU test cards available, 
also complete systems starting 
at $900 250-624-8173. 
ENJOY THE beauty of solid 
wood birch flooring, mouldings, 
cedar paneling, siding & deck- 
ing. Looalty produced by Swis 
Wood Products. 250-B42-6929. 
SURFIN THE Web? www.sur- 
plusherbys.com Distress mer- 
chandise- outdoor/fishing ear, 
Military Surplus, Check out Sur- 
polus Herby's- The Carziest 
store on the Webl Set up and maintenance of your store on 
small business requirements. WILL POWER.Inabottiel Lose 
Sewing.the Northwest for,~over. ,.weight. fast~:~ make~:money a.{ 
9~vears,.Phone250-635-g592.., '-,~ ,home,~;Dr,,.fformUleted. ~,1'-401~ 
~ ~ :~ . . . .  ~ ' " I ~ ' * . . . . . . .  638-2600.-' Www.natura bod~.; 
. . . .  need s.com .. 
230 LoST &:  : 
:FouND":.:": I ' 
FOUND ON Hemlock street, a 
mountain equipment coop bag. 
Owner to claim by indentifying. 
250-635-6505 
FOUND, ROLL of film in Ferry 
Island parking lot 35ram, 24 
exp. Call 250-638-0947 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Pdnce Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I,D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
LOST TOSHIBA lap top, Feb 





The Terrace Standard has 
• a collection of palhfs. 
Suitable for 
kindling, small fences, etc. 
*2.00 
Available at 
FIVE YEAR old black morgan 
qUarterhorse mare. Great trail 
horse. Very sure footed. Asking 
$1200 firm. Please call 250- 
635-6442 
SAFETY "/'RAINING 0 
WCB OFA Level ! 
Thurs., March 8 Sat., Nlerch 10 
WCB OFA Level 3 Mar~h ~9-30" 
CAREY BOGART, Instructer April 17-30 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., M0rch 11 I O.en., l 
WI 'h~IS  - Anytime via computer 
9 prn 
• 
DOG TRAINING. Personalized 
1 on 1 sessions for basic obedi- 
ence training & behavior modifi- 
cation. Dog walking, & board- 
in.q. Ca Lea 250-635-0177 
975 BOBCAT loader, exc. con- 
dition, bucket forks, spare tire. 
$16,500. 250-638-7701 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
A HOME business solution• 
People all over making $500, 
$1000 even $10,000 per month. 
Question - If it made sense, No 
Risk, would you listen? 24 hr. 1- 
877-780-7182. www.setfodife. 
net 
A WELL established Pizza out- 
let for sale, Located in a busy 
downtown mall. Asking 
$49,000.00 Sedous inquiries 
onlvH 205-638-8118 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work at home online. $500- 
$1500 P/T $5000 + F/T. 
www.myincomeonline.com Use 
keyword 'mart' on application 
or call 1-877-419-4846. 
ARE YOU connected? Internet 
users wanted $350-$800/wk. 
www.workxhome.oom 
AROMATHERAPY SCENTS of 
time. Opportunity in health/ 
beauty industry, in home bust- 
Building Service Worker - Level I $265 
Feb 16-18 .......................... Fri-Sun .................. 6:30-10:30/8-5 
MS Excel- Level I $169 
Feb I9 -28 ....................... Men/Wed .............................. 7-10 prn 
Internet/E-mail $89 
Feb 20-22 ...................... Tues/Thur ............................. 7-10pm 
Global Positioning Systems Fieldwork $149 
Feb 27-Mar 3 ............ Tues/Thur/Sat  ....................... 7-10/9-4 
Transportation Endorsement $83 
Mar 2 ..................................... F r i  ......................... 8:30-5:30pm 
Pesticide Dispenser~Applicator* $250 
~ar  5 -7  ........................... Men-Wed ............................... 9-4 pm 
*must be registered before February 19th 
Intro to Windows 98 $169 
Mar  5-14 ......................... Men/Wed .............................. 7 - I0  pin 
MS Word - Level I I  $169 
Mar  544  ......................... Man/Wed .............................. 7-10 prn 
MS Access - Level I $169 
Mar  6-15 ........................ Tues/Thur.,...~ ............... ,....,. 7-10pm 
Intro to Sign Language $99 
Mar  6-Apr 10 ...................... Tues ...................... , .., ....... 7-10pro 
OFA Level I $99 
Mar 9 ..................................... F r i  ....................... 8:30 - 5:30 pm 
F0odsafe Level I $99 
Mar 10-11 ......................... S~t/Sun .......... ;..................... 9-4 pm 
Chainsaw Safety $199 
Mar 15-16 ............ ............ Thur /Fr i  ................................ 8.Spin 
HAVE ENGINEERING degrees. 
• Will tutor math 11 and 12. 
$15/hr, call Sidney 250-635- 
2695 
~' : l 540HELP:  ]:'' l~ 
. "WANTED:  
$300.00, $500.00 or more per 
week assembling jewellery at 
home no experience needed. 
Send a self addressed stamped 
envelope to: Bucci 6-295 
Queen Street East Suite 274 
Ref: 806 Brampton, Ontario, 
L6W 4S6 
AN EXPERIENCED a'dcounting 
Receptionist Is required for 
fulltime employment in Vernon. 
the successful applicant must 
have accounting experience up 
to trial balance preparation 
required. In addition, strong 
computer and communication 
skills are required. Experience 
with the use of MS Office 
products is a definite asset. 
Closing deadline Is February 
21, •2001. Please submit 
resume with salary expectations 
to Box 4, The Morning Star, 
4407-25th Ave Vernon, BC. vlt 
lp5. 
ATTENTION. PROFESSIONAL 
Drivers training program for 
long haul trucking. Job place. 
men, available for those who 
qualify on highway training. Call 
1-877-763-8040. MJ Bloomfield 
Contracting Ltd. 
AWARD WINNING community 
newspaper requires Jdlnt. 
reporter photographer. Want 
energetic, enthusiastic, 
versatile, teamplayer. Starts 
March 1st. Send resumes to 
Glenn Mitchell c/o the morning 
star 4407 251h Ave. Vernon 
B.C. VIT 1PS or fax 250-545- 
1510. 
CAMP CALEDOIA Summer 
Employment. Director, Asslstanl 
Director/Sports Director, Water- 
front Director, Kitchen Director, 
Female/ Male Counselors. 
Send resume by Mar 1, 2001 to 
Box 3328, Smithers, BC V0J 
2N0. Only short list will be con- 
tacted. Wages discussd at Inter- 
view. Criminal record check re- 
quired if hired. 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- 
• hicle required. Apply at Terrtme 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC 250. 
638-4013 
EARN $200, $300, $500 OR 
more per week, assembling 
products in the comfort of your 
own home, Send a self ad. 
dressed stamped envelope to 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. West 
E.MAIL processors needed 
pt/ft. No experience necessry. 
Send email to: dyakimow 
@home.corn 
EXPERIENCED BOBCAT Op- 
erator required for snow remov- 
al season. Wages negotiable. 
Resumes to File # 7g, Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, BC, VSG 5R2 
EXPERIENCED WINDOW and 
door salesperson required for 
large North Okanagan home 
building centre. This Is a full 
time position with a wage 
commensurate with level of 
experience, Please .... direct 
resume to Box 19 c/o the 
Morning Star Newspaper 4407- 
25 Ave. Vernon B.C. VIT IP5. 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for 
Front Desk Clerk. Evenings and 
weekend shifts. Experience pre- 
ferred but will train qualifying 
applicant. Apply In person, or fill 
out application at Bear Country 
Inn, attention Cathy.250.635- 
6302 
;OFFICE COORDINATIOn 
needed for a busy orthodontic 
office. Full time position. Will be 
• responsible for maintaining the 
flow and scheduling of the of- 
flee, maintenance of the patient 
data base. Must be self motivat- 
ed, expedence dealing with the 
" public, pleasant elephone man- 
ner, computer skills and travel 
to the satellite offices are nec- 
essary. Must be highly organ- 
ized, able to multi-task and pd- 
oritize. Submit resume to Dr. 
Urgan, Suite #1, 1124 21st Ave, 
N., Cranbrook, BC. V1C 5L9 
• PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER/ 
secretary. Send resume to c/o 
. File #92, Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, BC. 
VSG 5R2 
QUALIFIED CARPENTERS, 
experienced labourers. School 
construction Queen Charolotte 
City (fair wage) Fax resume 
Knappett Construciton 250-468- 
6681 
SALMON ARM requires spe- 
cialized homes for high risk 
youth, Trained ADHD, conduct, 
attachment disorders, behavior 
management, Must meet Minis- 
try of Children & Families Stan- 
dards Assessments. : Phone 
250-632-1718 
SALMON ARM; Specialized 
care home. Trained behavior 
modification, autism, seizures, 
mental disabilities. Girl poses 
risk to children. Meet Ministry of 
Children & Families Standards 
Assessments. Phone resources 
250-832-2131 
"FANTASIA" Lucrative. No 
start up fee. Home based busi- 
ness. Sensual products. Call 
Denise 250-562-8523 
iWh.o.]psa!e,i~v.a[l~_!e distributors , ....... , ,-,, ,: <,- . . . . . . .  ,. ~la, Nt. LSK2R8, , '  :,: • i : I 
,,, , , , . _ . . , , , ,  lare we sale with job, owner retiring for III ( ~ I  I I  I~  I ! I U ~ I IU  U L I1( 
. . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . .  ''-'n-'oolg; CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINA- III/~llll~'- ~'~©*~/// I . .--. III MENT centre " for sa~e IIL ~ II,~ ~/"~kl - -  ~ I  [] ~I I • • I I ,~  J r ]  Ill 
$100k/year income. Turn key I I I%~: /~-~ T o u r  r u  t U l  I~  .Jr III 
operation and financing avail- III ~ ' iZ / / "  " ~"  ~ '  = [] ~"  " "~"  = I .  [] III ~! ! i  IWl~n.umf'/If.borto~.'~Oul' 
a ,e 250.838:8019 III to the III 
HAZBEANZ COFFEE Bar/Bis. i l l ~ ~ _  _ , , .u . .  P , .~ l laa ,~ llI 
tro is again available. Down-  I l l ~ l l l l M I I I t ~  ~1~I~111~111~ Ill 
town Samon Arm. Excellent re. I l l  I~t~m-- f i~  I=t~-,nlnt~! Ill ' 
turns, long term lease. Van ,  . l I | l ~ l ' . . " T ; " ' " ; : ~ "  I l l  
couver Island expansion forces Ill ~ S y e r y o n e  isWelcomel I l l  
lmmed ate sale, 250-804-0855 Ill ~ , ~ . v  27. ~l'lnl . III 
or 250-832-8757 '111 ~ Z ; ; ; ~ - ; . '  . . . .  III ;:,~,,,~.r.=~.u,o~.,,,,,. 
: l l l ~  mu;uu~'M. ~ II] 
business for sale. $30 000 plus I l l :  ~ Rnnu 21302 ' "  
inventory. Contact Margaret at 411 .... - ~ _ , "" ..... . - - -7_ 
250-260-3499 or Delaine at ~ I 1 ~  Hetresnmentsa.na Iour6 
250-545.5201 . Excellent for Ilt~l , ca,63a-54~2 ,.,v'~'°""~'~'"*~'(=,o,,8.,,. 
•  
~tour 
Kenny to Eby street. Phone 
260-638-1954. Reward offered: 
LOST, PAIR mens glasses pro- 
gesslve lens. Lost in downtown 
core area. Please phone 250- 
798.9555 
ADVE~ITUROUS SF, 35, Ns 
seeking SM 30-45 for compan- 
Ionshi p in persuing outdoor and 
other activities. Must be sincere 
and good natured. Respond to 
File #90, Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 80., 
VSG 5R2 or groovey_guru 
@hotmall.com 
ATTRACTIVE SF, 33 NS seek- 
ing 35-45 sin, financially secure. 
I I couple, i HOME WORKERS neededlll i i Fax(250)384-3346 3210 Clinton Street, IIIfllllll/I IIII///I]]11 II)111))}1)11 ,,,,,.c ,~.~ co,,,,a,,, ,.,~,,,,,,, I I Terra,, B.C. VSOS,2 I To assemb,e our pro*°,,. 
free information send SASEto =- ~ ~ ~ m o= ~ rJ,~3 ...... ¢,,a,.,'~,te, r~,lt,,, " I 
Crafts, 8-7777 Keels St., Dept. I ~1 ,~ ~ R -- '~ L Ixmrdlolm't¢'<'ltbepubtl¢'[r°s/Jr~SSlnaccura¢~y or I |
#2, Concord, Ontarion, L~,K 1Y7, ' ~" ~ ~ ,~ 5 ~ ~. ~_~ ~ • I~ flnfidrtt¢,$$ dtld Ioprotnot¢ ,It~allly 1 
or call 905-866-6095 - ~ "1- ~, ~ ,=_ ~.~| l I~. Jm,mallsm. I 
LAD~ES ARE you ~nterested in ,~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = . . . . . .  
OLIVER OO12 diesel crawler being part of a team in a fast ~ u ~ ~ ~ _ _ 
tractor, angle tilt blade. Cat D-4 growing fashion wodd? .Call ' ~ ~ ~ ~ . "  
250-632-6638. Leave messa.qe size. Large winch, $4500 or 
trade for W,H.Y. Mission Bddge OPPORTUNITY FOR summer 
Motors 1-604-836-9936 DL8476 $ enjoy the beach, mail kiosks, 
flea markets. Be independent. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and Work for yourself. Personalized 
farm equipment. Quality used "Rice in Bottle" necklaces. Call TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
sales and Iocators. Hauling for inlon~ation604-944-3330 ity tq own and operate a 2000 er Industry1 Network Techni- , . .  . . . . . .  
available. Dave Crossan 250- Pete with zero down. You must clan, Computer Technician, 
567-2607, 6kin Mapes Road, have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
Vanderhoof B,C. experience, able and willing to ministrator. For program or 
run Canada/USA and possess student loan Into call our CDI 
good references. Tom or Andre. college- Abbotsford Campus- 
800-663-0099 collect, todayl 0-604-850;8585. 
COAST SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 MOUNTAINS 
W 'N'I3BI) 
"Of  Wet"  O" td" r  F ~ "  ~ I II ~ SPECIAL SERVICES 
• :, ,,~ ,~ FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
• Neathom.,shop&greenhou.wlt~0nel~emr "~ ; ' ,  . "~ :t SUBSTITUTES I ~,,,l.d,n,ol~j.tJn,,0~jl.,d0..~ho , l ~  I __ ~ ,  SHEFIELD & SONS TOBACCONISTS ~ ASSISTANT 
" " '~ ' '  • I I , , l l~ l~ i~ l !~ • Skeena Mall All ;ipplicants must have: 
• IJpto 4S hou¢ bum time | l ~ ~  
• eumlun.lplltwooduptofi.f, etlong | I I~ i~E~I I~ I~ • Great New Store A one year program certificate in tile Human Services 
• ,.~,.o~,.~n¢,,=o,t~*ho=,~,,~ I I I I l I~ I~ ~e~'' '  • Established Chain field from an accredited Provinchd Institute, for 
Ir=rzncepmmlum '~" l i t  P''~" ' " • * Great Lease 
• Canadla.,t deal gr~l and manufi,¢b.ued .~ ~'," ' lr  -=nw- • CX~.tI~I1 p ie :  
• St~i,l~.-I$teel¢onstru~onavdlablolntwozlte~ l II " I " Established Lottery Centre, Sales 1 million + 
Excellent. Return - Special Education Assistant Cezl.ificate hVilIIOIHERMA Telephone 8452006 l,w,~,.I~pemm. • 0rTollFreet8668452006 to~*~o~'~.g • Full Training & Support .an Early Childhood Education Certificate 
YourLo~lC~mfled(mgtmDeare~ Hrdr0thermaghotmall.com ~=uoemode~ l 1 * Ht l l l l ; in  Sc l 'v Jces  Worker Cer t l f i ( ia [c  
. . . . .  1-800-663-4213 I~ *Conmmnity Sen, ice Worker Certificate 
weekdays .  8 am - 4 pm (p .s . t . )  Y~ .Social sen, ice Worker Certificate ~.. 
" " INTERPRETERS I . . . . . .  I SIGNING 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES ScI~ool District 082 wishes to recruit indivlduals with 
YOUR DOLLAR STORE WITH MORE signing skills in American Sign Language or English, 
Locations available in Terrace, Hazelton, to act ;is C;IStla] on-call,interpreters in Terrace only. 
New Hazelton, Kifimat, etc. /'/ease sllh~zi/ ),o~tr resume to: " 
We offer Franchising, Locations, Designs, Mrs. Dawn Martin 
Lease negotiations, Training, Opening support and more, Dh'ector of Instruction 
Contact Dave Uzelman. Phone (250) 860-4225 (Student Suppmt Services) i 
~,~l, " Cell: (250) 878.2018 
Website: www.dolhrstor.e.co 
Emil: yourdollarstere @.hotmail.com 
I I II 
who loves to cook. and for com- 
panionship, respond to File #91, 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St, Terece, BC V8G 5R2 or 
msrraven2yahoo,com 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-688-913.8122 
from $2.00/mln. Credit card bill. 
ing. 1-900-870-7647 $3.99/min 
Webslte: www.discreettalk.com 
GOOD NEWS: Do'you want a 
new and ever-tasting life? Then 
get to know God through a fire 
Bible Study Course and Bible. 
For more Information wdte to: 
Good News Bible Study, Box 
349, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X0, or 
phone Rick collect at 1.250- 
846.5219 
]Sygnet Construction Co. Ltd, 





Trucks Trailers • Tools 
Forkfi(ts • Shop Equip • Etc 
Call (604) 318-8433 today 
to have your equipment 
, includedln this auction. 
,i ~, I 
B1 O" The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 14, 2001 
540HELP  :.: 
WANTED 
.: 608BASEMENT/ :  
::, . :: : SUITE  : 
. : .  : ,  ' i 
i i  
POSIT ION VAOANT 
ROADSUPERINTENDENT • SOUTHBANK 
Nechako Northcoast Construction, a progressive Road and Bridge 
Maintenance Contractor in the Northwest B.C. Is currently accepting 
applications for the above mentioned senior management position. 
This position mqulras a competent, highly motivated Individual with 
~ strong leadership qualities, above average communication skills, 
and an in.depth knowledge of the Road and Bddge Maintenance 
Industry. 
A job description can be obtained from Rick Stephens, General 
Manager. 
Resumes from qualified applicants are requested by March 2, 2001 
to be delivered to: 
Rick Stephens, General Manager 
p.o. Box 360, #388 Government Street, 2nd Floor 
Burns Lake, B.C. V0J lEO 
Phone: (250) 692.2343 • Fax: {250) 692-2345 
T he successful applicant will be responsible for monitoring, maintaining, installing and repairing building control 
systems (HVAC, energy management, related controls and motor 
controls etc.) for a variety of buildings; ensuring contracted repairs 
and maintenance ore delivered to Corporate standards; general 
inspections and maintenance of equipment such as chillers, 
boilers, fans end repair and maintenance of building fabric 
within an assigned area; responding to minor client requests and 
working independently on o variety of sem|-sktiled maintenance 
and repair tasks. 
QUALIHCATION$: 
Mathematlcal and language skills attained through secondary 
school graduation; sound working knowledge of HVAC systems and 
their controls; knowledge of DDC and/or pneumatic controls is 
preferred. A "B" class gas ticket Is essential wlth preference given to 
candidates who possess a trades qualification asa gasfltter/phmber. 
Candidates must be able to work independently or as part eta team 
and exercise good judgment in dealing with clients and contractors. 
SALARY.' $24.21 per hour including a comprehensive benefits 
package. 
Only short.lIsted candidates will be contacted. 
Qualified candidates may submit their resumes quoting 
competition #g000-150 nolater than 4:30 pm, February 21, 2001 to: 
[|BC " - =  BC Buildings ~rotlon 3350 Douglm St. Victoria, figVSZ 3L1 
Buildings Corporation or fax to (250} 952.8283 
www.bcbc.tx:.ca or e-mull to came~bcbcca 
636 HOUSES FOR 




ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
l"~e Kifsumkalum Band is seeking a serf-motivated, results-oriented 
individual tO further explore an{J develop economic development 
opportun ties ~r PnelK fsumkalum community. . . . .  
This'is e fiJll:hme pouhon thai wdJ report directly to the Band 
Menoger end be a member of the senior mcnogemenI team. T~e 
Kitsum'kalum Band Council will provide direction and guidance on 
economic devdopmenf initiatives. 
Qualifications: 
• Direct experience in business development, sled-up and OL:~,rafion 
* Experience in propose and business plan writing. Knowl~ge 
of Forestry, Fishing Retcii, and Tourism Indudries 
* Effective written and oral communication skills 
a Abilily to perform financial analysis and cash flow pro ections 
e Slronh analytical and problem solving abili~ 
e Abili~ to work independently and as a member of a team 
e Software: MS Word, Excel and Outlook Express 
* University degree in a rdafed discipline or equivalent 
work experience 
Knowledge of the Tsimshian cullure will be considered an asset. 
Resume cad covering letter must be received by 4:00 p.m., 
February 26, 2001 al:. 
¢/o Kalum E.D.O., Job Opportunity 
Kitsumk=lum Band Administration 
p.O. Box 544 
Terrace, B.C. ..- 
VSG 4B5 .. www.worksafebc.com 
MILLWRIGHTS WANTED 
for BC southern interior 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635.7810. 
Housing, rends, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
EXPERIENCED LEVEL 3 first 
aid non restricted attendant 
looking for work phone 250- 
615-0057 
N.W. PAINTING & decorating. 
Painting since 1982. Guarateed 
work, 10% Seniors discount• 
Fast, clean, • affordable & good• 
Lea 250-636-O177. Not lust 
Housekeeping, house sitting, 
pet sitting, dog walking, house 
cleaning, home management 
services at an affordable rate. 
Lea 250.635-0177.NW. Proper. 
ty Management Tenants not 
paying rent? Don't know how to 
take possession or get your 
money? Call Lea 250.635.0177 
i ii i i 
BLACKFOOT LOGISTICS 
with a single or tandem axle tractor for a day run 
from Smithers to Prince Rupert, 5 days a week. 
Plates, insurance, WCB, fuel cost, and benefit pack- 
age available. 
Call (604) 857-4344 or 
fax resume to (604) 857-4426. 
• F IELDS 
STORE MANAGER 
'We are currently seeking a Stare Manager for our Terrace location. 
Candidates should be energetic, aggressive, outgoing and corn[art- 
able in a hands on environment. Prior experience in a similar outlet 
would be an asset. 
Please send your resume to: Ms. Diane 6arhom 
Fields Stores 
3751 Viking Way 
Richmond, B.C. V6V 1W1 
Fax: 604.276-4521 
Email: diane.barbara@fields.ca 
We thank all individuals [or replying, but will contact only those 
selected for an interview. 
CBI•TISH OLUMBIA 
The BC Public Service invites applications to fill 
short-term employment opportunities in the Northern 
Interior/Cariboe/Peace Liard]Northwest Regions. 
I f  you are interested in part-t ime or short-term 
employment in the following areas: Administrative, 
Youth Employment  Program, Scientific Technical 
OffÉcer, Administrative Officer, Financial 0ff ieeri 'br 
regular Office Assistant 1 and 2 positions, plehs~ apply 
on-l ine through Appl icant Inventory system at: 
http:llrao.gov.bc.ca. I f you do not have access to a 
computer, please contact he Recruitment Access Office 
(250)565-7261 for information on public access 
terminals in your community. 
I f  you have any questions, please call (250)565-7261 
or email hrrao.pg@moh.lmet,bc.ca, '.,:~."' :u: L ~,i'~ ,', ,~,~,,:.,~:,, 
" "'; i . . . .  " " ]ii iil 
OFFICE ASSISTANTS 
Terrace 
Administrative support opportunities for temporary work are 
available toindividuals with: • strong oral/written communication 
abilities • fast and accurate dicta and typing (60 wpm) skills 
• computer/word processing capabilities, particularly wRh MS 
Word m an NT environment. 
Please submit a r&um~ before February 23, 2001 to: 
Administrative Assistant, Workers' Compensation Board of BC, 
• 150 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1P2; fax 250.615.6606. 
Please note rhat only those under consideration will be contacted. 
if you are unsuccess~d please accept our appreciation.for y ur 
interest. 
. ~ WORKERS' 
'~ '~b COMPENSATION 
~I~E BOARD g=u'%~, 
The WCB is committed to employment quity obj~,ctives and invites 
applications from all qualified individuals. 
• M23171 
POPE'& TALBOT LTD, a nmjor forest company with manufacturin$ facilities in 
Grand Fords, Midway and Castlegar is recruiting millwrights for their Castlegar 
location 
Applicants will have a minimum of five years in the lumber manufacturing industry, 
welding experience and strong hydraulic skills. A well organized self-starter and a 
highly motivated team player willing to work a shift schedule are essential. Wage and 
benefits as applicable in the IWA Southern Interior Master Agreement. 
If you are interested in a millwright position please submit your resume to Human 
Resources, Pope & Talbot Ltd., Box 39, Grand Forks, BC V0H IH0 or Fax: 250-442- 
8655 or e-mail HR-GF@poptal.com 
We thank all applicants in advance, however, 
only those selected for on interview ill be contacted 
; www.poptal.com 
We're Looking For Winners. 
Chevron Canada Limited is currently looking for people with 
a winning attitude. If you have it, we have excellent retail 
opportunities available in Smithers, Terrace, and 100 Mile House. 
You'll be part of the #I retail gasoline network in British 
Columbia. Your outstanding leadership qualities, exceptional 
people skills, and proven business experience will ensure 
SUCCESS on our team. 
Your investment will vary from $45,000 to $55,000. 
Don't let these opportunities pass you by. For F~W~ 
an applieatiqn or more information, contact 
the Chevron Ma'rketlng Depardnent 
at 1-800-663-I 650 or visit our Chevron. 
website at www.chevron.¢a. Your Town Pump.  
EXPERIENCED PAINTER its 
smart to call smart paintingl 
Residential and Commercial. 
winter Intedor palntihg. Add 
some new colour. Good clean 
quality painting, Reasonable 
rates, seniors discounts,, free 
estimates Call Kad 250.615. 
0199 
I AM A BONDED, 
CERTIFIED 
CAREGIVER 
WITH CLASS 4 
LICENSE. 
Can accomodate private clients 
for personal care, meal prep, 
respite care, etc. 
Excellent referrals. 
Discreet and confidential. 
For more into please call 
250-615-0265 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, and new 32' trailers, will 
protect your goods across town 
or across country. Will assist, or 
load for you. Reasonable rates. 
Terrace at 615-0002 or 638- 
6969 (cell). 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM suite available 
immediately• 4657 Lazelle. Pre- 
fer a single quiet tenant. Refer- 
ences required. $450/m0. 
Please Call 250-638-1058 for 
appointment to view. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availlmmd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428 or 638-0015 or 615- 
0345 ............. ; . . . . . .  
i 
We treat our  tenants as 
valued customers! 
Available immediate[),. 
3-Bedroom Suite ($800, 
utilitis inc.), 2-bedroom suite 
($650 utilities incl.), 
| 1-bedroom suite ($525)• B6ght | 
I and Clean. Washer/Oryer. I 
| Beautiful fenced yards with I 
I fruit trees end garden. I 
J Call 635-4261 I 
I I I  I I 
COACHt~N" "," 
APARTMENTS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. 
Laundry facilities on 
• each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean & Quiet 
Building on ~e Bench. 





is seeking an 
ACCOUNTANT 
to be located in the company's Term'ace Office. 
Repotting to our ~ancouver-based Comptroller, the Accountant 
will be responsible for preparing reports for statutory, 
regulatory and managerial requirements, preparing accounting 
entries to record the business activities of the company, and 
maintaining the integrity of various account ledgers within the 
company's general and operation ledgers. 
Qualifications: completion of the 4th year of the' CMA or CGA 
program, with a minimum of five years applicable xperiences, 
Expertise in MS Excel and good written and verbal 
communication skills are required. 
Please reply to HR Coordinator, Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., 1400- 
1185 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4E6. Refer to Job 
Posting numlmr 342. Deadline for submission of applications i
February 23, 2001. 
I I 
"il ................ l ..................... i:l:":<:i"~"Yf'i:T':"ii: ii i i 
Accounting Clerk 
Bear  Creek  Cont rac t ing  Ltd,  requ i res  an  
ind iv idua l  for the  fu l l - t ime pos i t ion of account-  
ing clerk.  
Duties will include computer data process- 
ing account reconciliations, filing and tele- 
phone reception, 
The candidate will preferably be enrolled in 
a recognized accounting program or have an 
equivalent amount of practical experience, 
Please submit a reeume to: 
Bear Creek Contracting Ltd. 
3752 Hwy, t6  East ,  
Terrace,  B,C ,  V8G 5J'3 
Fax :  635-6919 
Attention: Stuart Smith 
. . . . . . . . .  H 
• L ,= 
I 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT 
available Immediately, no pets, 
no smoking, security entrance, 
rec facility on site, references 
required• $550/mo plus deposit• 
Call 250-635-6824 
BRIGHT NEW 2 bedroom adult 
odented building• 5 appliance, 3 
blocks from town. References 
required. Available immediately 
$700/mo. NWPM Lea 250.635- 
0177 
LARGE ONE bedroom apart- 
ment down town location above 
offices at 4612 Greig Ave. 
$600/mo• Phone 250-638-1648. 
NEAR NEW, bdght, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-835. 
6248 
ONE & two bedroom economy 
apartments on Braun's Island. 
Pets welcome• 250-635-9102 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
PERFECT PRIVACY for single. 
this is a cozy and clean, com- 
pletely furnished, studio suite• 
All utilities included and laundry 
access. $490.00/mo. No smok- 
in#, no pets. 250-636-8323 
QUIET AND clean, 2 bedroom 
ground level apt. available 
immediately. Laundry facilities, 
on site manager. References 
and damage deposit required. 
No pets Ph. 250-635-I 126. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
$525/month. Ref reqd. 250-615- 
7665 or 250-635-5653. 
2 BEDROOM in Summit 
Square. Close to hospital and 
schools. 250-624-5824 after 
5:00 pm• 
i 
"-PARK MANOR APTS 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 






' CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 month. 
i AND ONE BEDROOM APT. I 
I 
s500.00 month. I 
One bk:x:k from swimming pod. I 
No Pets, references required. I 
Phone 635-3475 I 
Apartments, , : ,  
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
, Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
• Ask for Monies Warner 
III 
.111 
Cal l :  635-4478 
I 




• " Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
,Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each flooi" 
• Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus route 
• Securityentrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thomhitl• Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
renovated, with new appliances. 
$500 month. Phone Rob: 250 
638.7290 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, 
new carpet, recently painted, in 
good condition. $450/mo 250- 
615-7734• 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
available Immediately. Couple 
preferred, close to downtown, 
big backyard, separate en- 
trance, no pets, no smoking. 
references required. $500/mo 
plus deposit.Call 250-635-6824 
CLEAN, COZY, 1 bedroom 
bas0ment suite, park like set- 
ting, private entrance; suitable 
for independent individual, ut$- 
ties Included, no smoking, no 
pets, $500 month, 250-635- 
5081. 
ONE BEDROOM suite. Country 
setting, own transportation a 
must. Available Immed.. Hydro 
and access to W/D included. 
Ref• Required. 250-635-4084 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Available immediately. No 
pets, Close to school and town. 
250-635-2153 
ESTABLISHED CAR lot for 
rent In mission B.C. $70,000 
necessary for working capital. 
Vancouver suburb. Call toll free 
1-800-820-0065. 
OFFICE SPACE 566 sq r. 
Rates available for non-profit 
groups• Utilities included• Leave 
mescals 250-635-9019 
OFFICE SPACE for rant, up- 
stairs at 4612 Greig Ave. 
$300/mo plus utilities• Phone 
250-638-1648 
2 BEDROOM double wide mo- 
bile in quiet adult park on 
queensway• Four appliances• 
Suits mature single or couple• 
No pets. $500/mo or for sale 
$25,000• 250-635-7411 
TENT TO pumhase or long 
term lease needed for Profes- 
sioal couple• 3+ bedrooms, 
fenced yard 250-635-0177 
14X70 TRAILER on private lot 
10 rain. from town. F/s, w/d. 
$325 deposit• $650/mo. Call 
250-635-8224 
1A FOR rent 3 bedroom mobile 
home in Thomhill. F/s, w/d, 
$495/m0 Available Mamh 1. 
250-638-8052 
1A ONE bedroom house In 
Thornhill• Economical utilitlesl 
$395/mo. Available Mamh 1. 
250-638-8052 furnished or un- 
furnished. 
2 BEDROOM duplex, down. 
~fa./rs 'new, $5~0 m0•, ref reR'd 
gq~ppts, f/s, cl0se:to E ool,-~50- 
636::;0370.. , .  ',, ~,, ;.<~,.,L,:,:.%•:.. 
2 BEDROOM duplex. F/s, w/d, 
electdc heat, $475/m0. 2 Bed: 
room 12X60 mobile home. F/s, 
w/d, $535/mo. 1 bedroom 
house. Electric heat $395/mo. 
No pets. All In Thomhill. 250- 
635-9530 
2 BEDROOM house for rent. 
900 sq•fot, bungalow located in 
New Remo. Country living, gar- 
dening, options, pets welcome, 
$475/mo. Phone 250-635-9266 
2 BEDROOM log house, down- 
town, private yard. F/s, w/d 
hookups, available Mamh 1. 
$610/mo. To view call 250-638- 
0790 
2 BEDROOM suite in 4-plex. 
Clean, quiet. Fddge/ stove. No 
pets. references required.635- 
3796. 
2 BEDROOM suite in lower half 
of recently renovated duplex. 
Private driveway and 2 entranc- 
es, washer & dryer, hydro in- 
eluded, Close to town and on 
bus mute. $650 a month, $300 
damage deposit , no pets , 
available March 1st. 638-8206• 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
6-plex, on Southside. with fridge 
and stove, washer/dryer hook. 
ups. No pets. $600/mo 250. 
635-6213 
3 BDRM upstairs, close to 
town, no pets, no padles, 1600 
sq.ft., drag. deposit mf mq. 
Available now• 250-638-6874 
3 BEDROOM house at 4509 
Grelg Ave. $750/mo, Referenc- 
es required. 250.638-8639 
3 BEDROOM house Southslde 
3 appliances, no pets, damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired, 260-635.5321. 
3 BEDROOM upstairs of house. 
F/S• Close to school nd town. 
No smoking. No parties. No 
pets. 250.635-5174. Call any- 
time. 
4 BEDROOM townhouse, 1 112 
baths, family complex, natural 
gas, w/d hookups, f/s, play- 
ground, close to schools. 
$744/mo. No pets. Sacudty tin- 
posit, references required. 
Available March 1: 250.635- 
• 1996 . . . . .  
'. r ........................................... 
' IIII).PROGRESSIVE VENTURES".  11111-Gene! a! C°!~ttact°r!Devel°per . .  
"'"'=: :i: 635 -7459: :  :' ! 
FOR 
400 sq. fl. 
951 sq. fl. 
7,450 sq, if, 
1,280 sq, if. 
1,920 sq. fl. 
5,200 sq, if; . 
1,735 sq, ft; 
LEASE SPACE 
5008 Pohle Avenue 
5002 Pohle Avenue 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
5110 Kelth Avenue 
5110 Kelth Avenue 
2709 Kalum Street 
2905 Kenney Street 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~m, . . . .  1' It- - : 
GREAT BUY. 3 BR rancher 
with separate garage/shed on 
large lot in Horseshoe. Quiet 
neighborhood, rustic, ,better 
than a trailer. $79,900 firm. 
Phone 250.638-8990. 
CLEAN 2 bedroom apartment, 
carpet, f/s, w/d, fenced yard, 
storage, carport, $650/mo, 
available March 1. 250-635- 
3546 
COUNTRY HOME, scenic view, 
2 bedroom with porch. F/s, w/d 
hookups. $600/mo Phone 250- 
638-8772 
COZY 2 bdrom house centrally 
located. Available Feb 26. 
$650.mo. $350 damage depos- 
it, 250-635-4133 
DUPLEX FOR sale. 2 bedroom, 
1 bath, each side. Large lot. 2 
sheds on property. Quiet area 
in Thomhill. Close to schools. 
Askin.q $138,500. 250-638-8503 
LARGE HOUSE for rent in 
houseshoe. Close to schools 
walking distance to down town, 
major apliances, 5 bedrooms, 3 
baths, references required. 
$900/mo 250-638-1143 
NEW HOME for rent 2 bedroom 
very private, with acerage, f/s, 
w/d, included $675/mo. Dam- 
age deposit required, pets he. 
gotiable, call after 6 pro. 250- 
615-0075 
SMALL HOUSE on private lot. 
Close to down town,.sultable for 
single working person $400/mo 
and utilities. Damage deposit 
and references required. Call 
250-635.3951 
TAKING "APPLICATIONS to 
rent a three bedroom upstairs 
suite in a house close to down- 
town. $800/mo, utilities includ- 
ed. Secuaty deposit $400. 
Phone 250-635-9340 
TERRACE: DUPLEX - Upper 4 
bdrm unit. Includes natural gas 
heat. $850 month. References 
& deposit required. No smoking. 
Phone 250-798-9554 
THREE BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath 
townhouse on Molitor St. Ter- 
race, Fadge, stove, blinds incl. 
Security deposit required, no 
pets. Asking &750/me. Ph 250- 
638-7140or 250-632-2261 
7301 FOR SALE BY • . , . . .  , . . . 
OWNER:  
VERY SPACIOUS 4 bdrm du- 
plex, located in upper Thomhill 
near golf course. $800/mo, da- 
mage deposit, references re- 
quired, available Feb 17/01. 
Phone 250-636-0410 
640 MIS:C:~FOR' 
RENT, :, ,~. : 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bed 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
in own private deluxe suite with 
hot tub, ensuite bath, fireplace, 
deck. 1-800-663-6962 or 
www.alicesoceanfrontbnb.com 
PENDER ISLE OCEANFRONT 
Bed and Breakfast. Relax on 
10 acres in own private deluxe 
suite with hot tub, ensuite bath, 
fireplace, deck. 1.877-629-6555 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC 45 
m(n. from Kamloops. Fully 
equipped hotels, condos & cha- 
lets. Hot tubs, ski In/ski out. ski- 
ing, snowbarding, cross coun- 
try, skating snowmobiling, sno- 
shoeing. Kids 12 & under 
w/adult full pdce ticket FREE. 
Call Sun Peaks Online at 1- 
688-578.8369 or visit our web- 
site at www.igobc.com (some 
restrictions apply) 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort, The ski 
vacation of your dreams begins 
with us. Great accommodation, 
great rates, great service at a 
great resort. For more informa- 
tion and reservations Call 1- 




married couple, NS, with 2 
young children being trans- 
ferred to Terrace. Looking to 
rent 4-5 bedroom house with 
f/s, & w/d for mid to late March. 
Will be house-hunting inTerrace 
during week Of March 5. Ph. 
(604) 467-2930 or e-mall to sa- 
bal @talus.net 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
: 644 MOBILEI ~ 
HOMES: :  : 
2 BEDROOM mobile in town. 
Fenced yard. Avbailable imme- 
diately. References required. 
$525/mo 250-635-4376 
2 BEDROOM trailer for rent in 
town. $550/mo. Call 250-638- 
0438 
2 BEDROOM trailer for rent on 
a pavate lot In Thomhill 
$450/mo. Call 250-638-0438 
2 LARGE bedroom trailer locat- 
ed in Sunny Hill Trailer Park. In- 
cludes: w/d, f/s, dishwasher. 
Close to town. No pets please. 
Available Immediately. 250-635- 
4571 
2&3 bedroom mobile home in 
Pine Park, washer, dryer, 
fadge, stove, new figuring. 
Fenced yard, very clean, avail- 
able immediately. $550/mo. 
250.635.2126. 
3 BEDROOM mobile on 
ecreage. Fddge & stove, Wash- 
er & dryer. Available March 1st. 
635-9259, 
TWO BEDROOM mobile in 
ThornhilL Newly renovated, w/d, 
f/s, natural gas heat. No pets. 
Serious inquiries only. Refer- 
ences and damage deposit re- 
quired. $625/mo. 250-635-1393 
648 ROOM & 
BOARD 
you have a m0dgage rcnewingin tlie next 120 da~ 
ROOM AND board or rent. 
Near College. References re- 
Quired 250-635-2232 evenings 
WORKING PERSON or student 
(female only) to share my own 
home. Call for information 250- 
635-5129 or 615-9069 
S'KI SUN peaks BC (45 rain 
from kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accom. Fully 
equipped 1,2,3,&4 bdnn Con. 
dos and Chalets. Hot tubs, sau. 
nae, & jacuzzls. Ski In/out or 10. 
rain max, walking to lifts, kids 
12 and under ski free with adull 
full pace ticket. Stay 6 nights & 
get let night freel some restdcl- 
tons apply, Lift packages avai- 
lable, : . ': 1.800~585-8834. 
www.mwsolutlone.com/top 
emall: sunoeaks@dlrect.sa 
3 BEDROOM comes with w/d, 
f/s, in trailer court. $12,500.00. 
2 bedroom comes with w/d, f/s, 
in trailer court $8,500.00 250- 
638-8811 
MOVING MUST sell. 4 bed- 
room trailer on 5.6 acres. Ask- 
ing $89,000.00 but willing to no- 
.qotiate. 250-635-9233 
SRI HOMES now on sale at 
Pine Ridge in Bums Lake. Dou.. 
hie wides starting at $58,9001 
Limited time offer. Call Leon at 
250-692-3375 
TWO BEDROOM 14X60, 3 yr 
old mobile home in Thornhill. 
F/s, w/d, dishwasher, satellite & 
lots of extras. Asking $57,000 
or assume mortgage 
$525.00/mo. willing to nego- 
tiate. 250-635-9582 
WANTED RURAL, FULLY 
treed, 10 to 25 level acres, with 
spectacular mountain views. 
Must be log .building treesl With 
or without a cabin. Creek, dyer 
or lakefront would be a bonus. 
$50,000 to $75,000 range. Call 
collect 902.962-4200 or fax me 
at 902--962-4300. 
WANTED: VENDOR financing 
on large acreage/farm, set up 
for homes? Have down pay- 
ment. Vendor to hold paper 3 to 
5 years. Call Shoshanee 250- 
863-2595 
LOT FOR mobile landscaped- 
new water and sewer. 250-635- 
5625 
1300SQ. FT. 3 bedroom ranch- 
er in horseshoe. Spacious living 
room with wood stove, new 
~itehen Cablnets~ ali floodng=re.~ 
cenUy .redone~ ,Fenced yard,, 
Garage.http://nwhomes.hyper- 
mart.netlhomeslO203.html 
$119,900, phone 250-635- 
5510. 
1A FOR sale 2 bedroom mobile 
home 12X52. F/s, w/d, 
$6090.00 obo 250-638-8052 
2 YEAR old split level home on 
bench. Hardwood floors, 3 bed- 
rooms, large unfinished rec 
room, sky lights, near school. 
250-638-2069 
3 BEDROOM home in Thorm 
heights, beautiful mountain view 
and backyard sunsets, large 
bright kitchen, 2 baths, fire- 
place, alarm system, hot tub in 
rac room, walkout basement 
with workshop area. Large 
fenced backyard has paved RV 
parking and new shed. Great 
nelghbourhoocl, nearby bus 
stop and park. Well maintained 
with many recent upgrades. 
Must be seen $144,900.00 250- 
638-1427. 
1997 neon sport, auto, a/c, 
am/fm cassette, new front 
brakes & rotors, 77,000 km (ap- 
prex) $10,000. obo. 250-639- 
9767 
1989 F-250 Ford 4x4 one ton," 
springs, good running condition 
$6000 or best offer 635-5110. 
1995 GMC Yukon GT. Fully 
loaded, leather, 4 wheel ddve, 
command start, black. Only 
78,000kin, Excellent condition 
$20,000 obo. 250-638.0789 
1997 PLYMOUTH Breeze. 4 
door, 69,000kin air, tilt, cruise, 
am/tin, cassette, power 
windows, doors, theft ignition 
immobilizer. 4 all season & 2 
winter tires & hitch. 12,900 obo. 
250-635-4395, 
HONDAI 1967 $800 coupe, 
yellow, very good condition, 
$10,800. Consider trades 1- 
800-820.0065 Mission Badge 
Motors (DL # 6476). 
"GET APPROVED" Do you 
need help to get car/truck you 
want? No/bad credit? Refused 
by,. ban.k?, .New. Job?.~e)t-em- 
pJsyed?':'O'ur, fdendl;/; .s~fl: ~n  
":1-888-322-2488 and .you (~an 
ddve todayl DL#10891 
A WORKING person's truck/car 
lot. Are you self-employed (or 
not)? Is no proof of income a 
problem? No. downpayment? 
Declined by your bank or your 
dealership? We can helpl No 
payment for 90 days. We will 
lend you our money from 0.9 for 
Fords, Dodges, GM"s. Western 
Canada's only straight forward 
dealer grouop. We will make it 
happenl Call now for further in- 
formation. Jeanne or David 1. 
800-310-2346 
TIRED OF Bank's saying No. 
tired of ddvlng a beaten For af- 
fordable payments on cars or 
trucks call time @ 604-868- 
5263 
X3pt o 
135 i , Discount 
[ off current posted bank rate 
Karen J. Benson R.I. (B.C.) 877-0005 
Mortgage Specialist 
Toll Free: 1-877-894-5941 
Call me for your rate guarantee 
• Purchases " 
• R w • • erieals • 
• Equity Take Outs  " I n V l S  
• Mcmh.'r or the Morl~agc llrok~rs As.~,ociations or ILC. 
F'..~s payable to Mortgage Broker or lender may apply. • F in  an  ¢ ia l  G reap 
Outstand n!  chievement 






for the month of January. In recognition of 
this accomplishment, John is pleased to 
make this month's donation to the Heart 
& Stroke Foundation. 
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.on,.,.,. • • 
SNOWMOBILES 
• . 
KEN'S 0 ~'HRYSLEi | . , r i r t  lr ; :~L i  | 
4916 H~, 16 W~t 635-7187 
MARIN E 
CHRYSLER 200 i Yamaha " " 
Bikes Are Bere! 2ooo Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
YZ's, V-Stars, TTR125 Windows & LOCKS, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
O~ I :OF  '994 Or., Jeep 4x4, 6Cher°kee yl., Auto, Air, Classic cruise, 
, Tilt, Pwr Wind0ws & Locks, more 
NEW DODGE RAM w..o,,,, NOW ONLY $22,995 '98 Dodge Caravan 
V6, Auto, A/C, Dual Sliding 
Doors 
Was $17,99S 
2001 Yamaha NOWONLY $16,995 
BR250, Long "[rock '98 Jeep Cherokee Sped 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cy]., Air 
$ 3 , 9 9 9 . 0 0  NOW ONLY $18 ,995  
'98 Plymouth Breeze 
: B l , zer  9Oct O,"d i I Auto, A/C, 4 Door & More I .ow ONLY $13,995 
'97 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Regu lar  Cab,  ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ............ Limited, Leather, NC, Sunroof, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks & More 
Ti lt ,  C ru i se ,  V8, Automat ic  1998 Polaris NOW ONLY $27,995 
RMK 700 '96 Dodge Ram Club 
MS '29,095 SALE $23,995 141 Tro& ,uto, V,, ., r. dltlo,l,gNOWONLY $1',99S 
* 4,4 9 5.0 0 Jeep Grand Cherokee bLR. O595S ~ TERR C E   ,663HwY5-7116Wcst87 Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4,Air, TiltC uiSe,Wind0ws, Locks 
O [ ~ j  1-800-3 1 3-7 18"7 NOW ONLY $19,995 | I :~,&...,,] III gtl www, terraceatttolnall.com t~ Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, 4 Door, A/C, Tilt, Cruise 
YR 2000 MM600 NOW ONLY $10,995 
'96 Dodge Grand Caravan 
] 4] x2" fro{k, under v6, Auto, A/C 
1980 27 passenger school bus. 1995 YAMAHA Vmax 500 1,000 km Waz$11,99S 
Offers considered. Call 250- snowmobile. Great shape. =, =,= ~ =. .,= == NOW ONLY$10,995 
842-5808 or 250-842-6409 $2500.00 obo. 250-635-6229 $OtVY>eUU 
~ ~  '94 Dodge Dakota Club Cab 
4x4,V6, 5 Spd. 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
1999 ARCTIC cat 500 Atv, like 
new, low mileage, heated han- FLOORING LIQUIDATION. All / : ~n.n  ~ ! ~ FORD 
die bars and thumbwarmers, stock must gol Laminate .75   :i:isi,899,00 
warn winch and snow blade, sq/ft; oak or maple prefinished i: : : I l 
$7500. 250.635-2126 $2.49 sq. ft. oak or maple float- '99 Ford F150 XLT 
ing $3.50 sq. ft. tons more. Just ~ XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, NC, Power 
calll 1-800-631-3342 Windows & L0cks,'lilt, Cruise 
Was $28,995 
NATURAL GAS costs getting NOW ONLY $27,995 
you down? We can save you up 
1873 SILVERTON fiberglass to 30% or more. For free Into =98 Ford F250 XL 
cablncruiser diesel, velvet drive, phone 250-638-8811 4X4, Reg Cab, V8, A/C, 5 spd 
Hdd out ddve. Lafarm winch, Was$24,gg5 
NOW ONLY $22,995 dickenson oilstove sounder, 
VHF, radar. Overall lenth 30', '98 F159~'~. 
beam 10'-10'. Very clean good 
condition Asking 28,000consid- ~ Looking for ,~ is YOUR child battling winter VS ,A~.~,~~ade d 
boredom? Raint~ow Castle Pra- N~~6 ',995 ~.~ t r ~  rental or PU 250- 
63~..~,7.~ .. .............................. ~  ChildCa.£e~,~.ii:~ schooi has 2 6r3~days/we;~k . . . . . . . . .  
1984 COMMANDER 26' Skeena Child Care Resource and spaces available for ages 2 1/2 '97 Ford Taurus 
- 5. Licensed experienced staff, 
twin engines, gps, radar, ~inch, Referral has information o  Subsidy available for eligible fa- 4 Door, 6 Cyl.,Auto, 
espar heater, hot water, dingy, child care options and on mules. Call Lisa or Tracey at N0, Tilt, Cruise 
electdc downriggem, stereo, choosing child care .  250.636-8890 NOW ONLY $13 ,995  
12000 Ib td axle trailer many Drop by The Famlly Race 
more extras. $51,500 obo 250- at 4553 Park Ave. • . ,  638-1 427. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  • or ¢a!1638-1113. 
SReena CCRR is a program of the 
TerraceWoman's Resource Centre '99 Pontiac Sunfire 
and is funded by the Ninistry of Social NADINA ENTERPRISE wood- 4Door, Air, Auto 
D~evel0pmentandEcon0micSecu~ working: T&G lx4- 0.34, lx6- Wae$13.995 
$O.39, 2x6-$0.59. Log cabin NOW ONLY $12,995 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  siding 2x6 $0.69, Aspen T&G 
lx4 -$0,45. Dtir flooring lx4 '97 GMC Sierra SLE 
$0,60. Pdces per lin. if, Call AI- Ext. Cab,, V8, Auto, 3 Door 
bert 250.695 6954 We= ~s,~gs 
~ [ 1 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~  WANTED: CLEAR Birch 1X3 NOW ONLY $21,995 
4+6 vertical grain and flat grain, 
7 to 16 foot random length. Also '~J6 C~'vp~=t C~ntaro Z -~ 
clear Alder lX4 vertical grain T-Top,NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
white. Pay top price. Phone Cass.,pw, pl 
Was $21,995 
_ _  250-696-3628 . NOW ONLY $18,995 
. . " . . .  , 
1991 Honda Accord EX-R 1999 Honda Accord LX '96 GMC XCab 4x4 
4 Cyl,,Auto, Loaded, lnc, Alloy Wheels & Auto, 4 cyl, Low Kms, . . . .  : . . .  . . . . . .  
Power Moonroof wAsr~3.m MISCELLANEOUS V8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, • • : Was $1 e.g95 
$6,995 $22,995 ~ .SERVICES] =: NOWONLY $15,995 
1992 Honda Prelude . . ... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 4 cyl, 5 spd '95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
DieseI, Automatic,A]C, ruise,'fllt $9,995 A WORKING person's car/truck VS, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
was ,-4,~s lot. Are you self employed (or we, $29,995 
$22,995 1999 Honda Civic CX not) Is no proof of income a NOW ONLY $26,995 Hatch,Aut0, Low km'a 1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverado $16,995 problem? No down payment? 
Ext. Cab, 4x4,Auto, Full Load, Inc. C,D., Declined by your bank or deal- '94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Power Odve, Seat &Towing Package 1994 Pathfinder LE WAS =ZY,~S 4X4, Leather Interi(x, Aut0,V6 ership? We can helpl We will Auto, Air & more 
Was $7,99a 
$25,995 WAS S2=,m lend you our money from 0.9 for NOW ONLY $6,995 
NOW $18,995 Fords, Dodges, GM's. Western 
1992 Mazda MPV Canada's only straight forward 
4x4, IX, Full Load 1995 Honda Accord EXR 
WASSg,~S V6,FuilyLoaded, Automatic dealer group. We will make it i IMPDRT.~ i IMPORTS NOW $7,995 WAS sle,~5 hsppen[ Call now for further In- • • 
$17,995 formation. Jeanne or David 1- 
1995 GMC 1 Ton Reg Cab 1987 Honda Civic 800-310-2346 
Diesel, 4x4 '98 Honda Accord EX 
Sedan,4D00r,5Speed FREE CREDIT Counselling. WAS Sl 9,098 VG, Auto, Leather, 
$18,995 $4,995 Consolidate debts, One low Sunroof, Loaded 
1994 Pontiac Sunbird LE monthly payment. Eliminate or 
1998 Ford Contour Sedan 5 SIxl.,4 CyI.,A/C, Cassette reduce Interest, rebuild your NOW ONLY $26,995 
A/C Auto $8,995 credit rating. Credit counselling ~95 Volkswagen Jetta $14,995 
1991 Ford Escort GT Society of BC. A non-protit 4 Doer, 5 Spd.,NC 
1997 Yolks Jetta 6LS 5 S~., 4 Cyl, Service. 1-888-527-8999. 
4 Dr.,Aut0, Full Load, One Owner $6,495 NOW ONLY $12,995 
NOW $17,995 1993 Dodge Campedzed Van ~ ~  '95 Honda Civic I 
1995 they Tahoe LS L0w~s., One Owner or used computers, Vancouver 4 door, Tilt 
4 Dr., 4x4,350, Full Load, $16,995 base data storm, Technologies wet Su,~s 
Auto, LcwKm's, TowlngPackage 1988MeroGRMarquisLS will take care of all your corn- NOWONLY $10,995 
$24,995 4 Door, Auto, Full Load, 6 Passenger puter needs, For quote call Toll '94 Toyota Camry LE 
1990 Ford F150 $6,996 . "-free 1-866-682-7736. 
4x4, Supercab, XLT, Auto, 8 CyL 1996 Honda Accord EX ~ 4 door, Auto, Air & More 
$9,995 4 Cyl., Auto, Fully Loaded. w,= sle,~s 
$17,995 US per Week. LasVegas-New, NOW ONLY $15,995 
deluxe lbdrm suite with com- • 1996 they 3/4 Ton L Box 1983 Ford El50 Econoline Van '93 Subaru 
Diesel, 4x4,Automatic, NC, Cruise, Auto, 6 CyL plate kitchen facilities/linens. 
.fllt, Towing Package $5,995 Fully turn. + utilities paid. Legacy AWD 
w~s~4,m Phone. TV. 1-800-750-2052. 
$22,995 1995 Honda Civic Hatchback 4 Door, Auto MESA, AZ Lovely studio 1 bdrm 
5 SIxL, 4 CyL NOW ONLY $8,995 1996 Chev S[Iverado 314 Ton $9,995 furnished patio spts located in a 
55+ gated community with '93 Toyota Camry Ext. Cab, Long B0x, Turbo Oiesel 2000 Honda Civic DX ads/crafts/.clubhouse and heat. 
Full Load, Automatic 5 Spd~~Km's ,  Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
WAS$27,gSS T in te~~ee is  ed pool. 1-888-66309419. (ask Power Locks, Windows 
for Ruth) $25,995 ~ WAS 117,095 . Was $14,995 
1.7 Honda Civic EX $16,995 I~  ~ it O.d:W,,,, NOW ONLY $12,995 
5 Spd., NC/, ABS, Fully Loaded lg92 Pontiac Transport SE ' 
WAS S,T,~S 6 Cyl.,Aut0, Full Load I I  BuslnessStmtegies 
NOW $15,995 $7,995 m PracticM TaxAdvfce 
1999 Hon da,.~iv~E 1993 Chev Blazer Tahoe • , , , , c ,~ , , , . , , , , , ,~ . . .  T E R   C ,, 04x400eO.0rSu rL0w a$1,,9g5 • a, 
$16,995 1993 Ford E150 XLT Club Wagon ~- '4 )m.q_rs  & 
1981 Ford Econoline Van Full oad, 8 Passenger ~ B ~ O ~  
$3,995 $12,995 c~o~.u¢^c~m~sil] 4916 H~/, 16 West 635.7187 
~ C~E9 RNANClAL PtJ~NlgtS 
' (250) 638-8T05 or  ~ 1-800-313-'7187 DLV,. S95S 
4838 HWY16 W. TERRACE ~*a,~2 1.800-665-1990 638-8171 www.demersandbrodle.~cas,~=ot4?teu=~h,,, www.terraeeautoma,.com 
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Totem Ford midget 
reps take third at 
Kitimat tourney 
THE Terrace Totem Ford Midget Reps bustin Hystad ti~ 
were in Kitimat February Ca~ain, 
2-4, taking part in the 
annual Kitimat Midget 
Rep tournament. 
The tournament fea- 
tured teams from Burns 
Lake, Prince George, 
and Terrace in one pool, 
along with Fraser Lake, 
Kitimat, and Smithers in 
the other pool. 
Terrace's first game 
was against Burns Lake, 
and Terrace easily won 
this one by a score of 10- 
2. Their second game 
was against Prince 
George, and the result 
was much different. Terrace lost 6-2. 
With their 1 and 1 finish, Terrace 
faced Skeena Valley rival Smithers in a 
semi-final match-up. But Terrace was 
again on the losing end of a 6-2 score. 
With the loss, Terrace faced Fraser 
Lake in the consolation game. Terrace 
edged Fraser Lake by a score of 4-3, and 
headed home with a 3rd place finish in 
the tournament. 
The Inland Kenworth Bantam Reps 
were scheduled to play host to Prince Ru- 
pert in Skeena Valley League action on 
the weekend, but the visiting team 
couldn't make it to Terrace for the two- 
game set. Instead, the Bantams played a 
pair of games against eams from the Ter- 
race Men's Recreational Hockey League. 
However, the Skeena Cellulose Pee- 
wee Reps were also in town and they 
took on Smithers for games on Friday 
night and Saturday morning. 
Friday's game saw Terrace strike first. 
At 13:46 of the first, Nik Redpath gave 
Terrace a 1-0 lead. Smithers responded at 
6:12 on a goal from Ryan Devries. 
• Terrace went in front nearly two min- 
utes later when Stephen Simons and Nik 
Redpath set up Dustin Hystad for his first 
(and not last) goal of the game. 
The score remained 2-1 for Terrace 
until Smithers tied it up at 8:11 of the 
second. But, less than a minute later, 
TYLER 
through for Terrace 
, getting his second 
of the contest. 
The lead didn't last long. 
A mere 16 seconds later, 
Smithers tied the game 
again, this time at 3. 
Terrace was outplaying 
Smithers in the late 
stages of the middle 
frame. With 1:23 left, 
Terrace went in front 
again, this time when 
Bryan Hull jammed in a 
loose puck in front of the 
Smithers goal. Heading 
NOBLE into the third, Terrace 
was up 4-3. 
In the third Smithers 
came out hard and tied it up at the 13:46 
mark. Yet Terrace wouldn't give Smithers 
any kind of a lead. At 9:32, Terrace's 
Dustin Hystad scored his third of the 
game on a set up from Arnandeep Parmar. 
Terrace looked to be in  control for 
most of the third, until just less than four. 
minutes remained when Smithers tied the 
game yet again this time at 5. 
Smithers was gaining momentum in 
the  dying stages of the match-up. With 
only about a minute and a half left, and a 
faceoff in the Terrace nd, it was the per- 
fect chance for Smithers to go ahead. 
However, Terrace didn't let up. They 
won the draw, cleared the zone and '  
headed to the Smithers end. Terrace had 
several scoring chances but couldn't put 
the puck in. Then, with only 31 seconds 
left, Tanner Noble was on the doorstep to 
jam in a rebound. Terrace was now up 6- 
5. 
Smithers looked like they could still 
tie the game, but the Terrace defence 
shut them down. Terrace held on to edge 
Smithers 6-5. Terrace goaltender Eric 
Bevan played solid between the pipes, 
making 27 saves for the win. 
Inthe Saturday, game, things were tot- 
ally different. A short Terrace bench had 
trouble' fending off Smithers in the second 
game. Smithers easily took the Saturday 
game, 6,2. 
I '  t'a. ex e sio Life is short, t Live longer with daily pliysical ctivi~, healthy eating and following your doctors advice. H v,'e~.paalclpadi0 n,c0~ 
' " '   II PRE :Y iGHT ~ ,', • , . 
12.+h:r~ ,:,:::, .; 
• )? • 
appointment 
Truck& New32& Z~Z Traile~s atYour ~ervi~! 
• Across town or the country 
• Will assist or load foryou 
• Reasonable Rates 
~-866-6 :~-0002 
26 Houes A DAy. 8 Ous A WEEX 
"~ " ~ i ~/~L',~ JJt.lllil~'l~. .Snow Removal 
I ~[_ '~1t~ ,Exeavating 
I ~'  - - i~-~d. .% .Septic Systems 
I Phnn~ g~r..Og~ ,Water Systems 
I -"~ . . . . . .  -..~,~v .Lot Clearing 
) ~' .~, ;  ~uel l  6'15.2248 .Landscapng • " ) ~ ~ : I ~  
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
Serving the Northwest since 1980 
Piano Tuning 
Complete R butrding 




,_~/~. ,the x~able guy 
,p~f~ond CA~ & 
@ ~  ~. ,  SATVinstallati~ 
, / /  ,add ~eV, p~ 
,,tellite. cable, telephone 
5009. Lanfear Dr. 
Terrace, B.C. Randy Dozzi 
Canada 250.635-3714 
VSG 3H8 randy dozfl@telus,net 
Auction prices move In one direetlon...UP! 
TAKING CONSIGNMENTS NOWl 
• Estate Sa~es .S~ore Surplus .Moving Sales 
• Damaged Goods • Ftlmllltre .Seasonal Clear  Outs 
• An"ques .Tools .Discontinued Stock  
• Rep0sse~sl0ns .Equipment ' E tc ,  
LIET US REMOVE THE HASSLES OF SELLING YOUR MERCHkHDISE 
Ph. (250) 635.9452 
,Fax, (250) 635.4000 
#lO Mot~ Pla~a, Terrace, BE 
Kim, Joan; Jacquie & Sylvia District 4 curling rep- 
resentative at the 2001 B.C. Scott Tournament of 
Hearts would like to express our thanks and 
appreciation to: 
Keenhyside Insurance Services Ltd. 
Malson Breweries, 
Northern Motor inn & Bear Country Inn, 
Keilh Melansan & the Terrace Curling Club, 
The Crest Hotel, Bandstra Transportation Systems Ltd. 
The City of Terrace and all of our Family and Friends 
FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT. 
Terrace Crimestoppers will be holding their 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 




• Terrace R.C.M.P. building on Eby St.. 
All interested parties are encouraged to attend. 
Election of officers for the coming year 
will be held at this time. 
(,i:ill|Vil: 
I t  i I~ .%roIMM:ll|b 
t t 
:~!i::iiii:::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .................. iiiiiiiiiiiiJi~i::i~i;iiiii~iiii;i 
..:,:.;.:. 
::::!!: ..:..:.2,!%::. ' 
Terrace Downtown 
the individuals an, 
their support. We rained over S4,600.00 for B.C.'s 
disables children. Also a very BIG thank you goes 
out to all the snowmobilers who raised the 
pledges and took part in the 100 km ride. 
Ken's Marine Tymoschuk Agencies 
Terrace Equipment Sales Bassanl Agencies 
Kermode Auto Sports Neid Enterprises 
Tim Horton's The Mix Radio Station 
Co-op Bulk Plant Keenleyslde Insurance 
A special thanks to the snowmobile members that 
gave their valuable time to assist in this 
important event; Earl and Bonnie Larsen, Joyce 
and Trevor Gibson, Brent Dejong and Crystal 




• VARIETY CLUB 
SH Wo/ 
H ARTS 
@ B C, TV, ,, 
FEB. 17 & 18 
7PM SAT.' 6PM SUN. 
www.variety.bc.co 
669 'K  I D S 
~ J  
Sandman 
III 0 l 'g  LS.  I N N ~i, SU  i TI; . f /  
(250) 635-915 I ,  Toll Free 1-800-SANDMAN 
4828 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
(250) 635-6855,  (250) 635-7369 After Hours 
Toll-Free 1 -800-227-7368 
Terrac   . .  , . ~. 
Conn nunlty :,o : ,  ~ 
Band ,/ 
!; ! ' 2 
under the direction of 
Bob Butchart 
- - ~ ~  All tickets ales will be donated to 
~'.  the 'Dare to Dream Foundation' 
:ary 17, 2001 
7:301pm 
. . . .  Theatre 
Special Guests . . . .  
From Montreal, pianist, Benoit Turcotte, 
performing with the band and in solo,. 
Benoit Turcotte appears courtesy of  / i i 
Yamaha and Sight and Sound 
OYAMAHA 
Terrace!s Northwest Singers andl i : 
the Caledonia Choir. 
Reserved tickets available at Sight and Sound, Skeena Mall 
Adults: $10..00 - Seniors/Students: $5.00 Children I2 years and under: $1.00 
You can help keep the Dream Alive for our Grade 7 Band Program. 
